CUstforth American.
ELLSWORTH, MAINE, WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON,
Hbbrrtisrmrnt*.

LOCAL AFFAIRS

THE OLD RELIABLE

BCHKIHJLE Or

1,(1, paid regular semi-annual dividends amounting to
Bur],Iu.s above all liabilities
Loans only on unquestionable security (not name* alone).

$201,811.01
33,806.70

.....

rffrft Jun* 0, 190 i.

In

OniNO Kast—6 17, 7 21 a m, 13 S3. 4 30.6 16 pm.
Oomu W BBT—11 A? a m. J 2», ft 85, 10 43 p m.
HAIL CLUUI AT I “OUT-OFFICB.
QOIBO Rasp—5.45, 7.00a m, 9 so. ».45 p m.
Gomo WBAT—11 :i) a m, 1.55, 5.00, 9 00 p m.
SUB PAT.

TRI'STl.KS:

N. li. CootlDor?, President,
C. C. Brkrill, treasurer,

on

A. F. Burnham.

Those desiring Home Savings Banks will be supplied with

NOTH
them

WnmoMO, vice-president,
F. C. Bukkill, assistant treaaurei.

John F.

C.

W.

&

F.

Baltimore

The

L.

Ellsworth at the
C.

MASON.

Fire l

Tht* following teletrrarn was sent to the agents of the old Hartford Fire
Insurance Co., Feb. x:
'Following the honorable court* pursued by the Hartford Fire
Insurance Company in all prerunt* conjlagration.*, it is ahead}/
adjusting and jutying Baltimore losses.—<lFO. L. CHASE, Brest.
W. TAPLKY.
The “Hartford*’ is represented in this vicinity by O.
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Mra. Fred
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painless extraction

guest Sunday
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I have them all
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Greely,

M. Blaisdeli.
Mrs. Carlton 3.

spending a
week with her parents, Folleit tierrieh
and wile, at Kiitery Point.
The ladles' circle of the Methodist
church will meet with Mrs. H. H. Echenagucla to morrow afternoon.
Bernice Giles,
Dresser

The most up-to-date dental
work. Crown and Bridge
Work.
Gas, Ether and
Cocaine for Painless Ex-
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E. Beliatty, an Ellsworth boy
a responsible position In Bo-t n with the li. B Humphrey A vertising
v.o., is home for a few nays’ visit.
Mrs. F. W. Rollins left to-day ,for
Charles

vho

hold*

she will remain

W. Jordan

has

obliged to caucel
Prayer meeting will; be
ing

as

un-
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the

his
held

engagement.

Friday

even-

Hale
arrived home Friday.
adjournment of Congress he has
the guest of W. H. Moody, secretary

of the navy, on an extended
southern waters.
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Crosby, who has spent
in Topeka, Kan., has
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*4 Franklin Street,
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Ellsworth, and will spend the
with the Emerys at Hancock

Burpee’s Sweet Peas
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packages for
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They go next week.
The largest string of tlsh to
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Ellsworth Greenhouse
People toko advertise only oecaaionaUu
overlook the fact that most persons have
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nil
come
who
entitled to, there will be 122 good
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true who

will

name

county offices to be filled at the

for the

September

be

\ The annual meeting of the members
j of the Abenaquls club, and a special
j meeting to be held together both as one
meeting, will be held at the club-house,

Will Be in Auditorium Inotead of City
Hall—Plenty of Music.
When u political convention in Maine
assumes such proportions that it cannot

arc
men

the candidate!

elect loo.

No. 22.

\

STATE CONVENTION

REP.

At Ellsworth To-morrow- Charles B
Plueo, of Bar Harbor, to Preside.
There will be lively times In E Is worth

be

sccommod ited

Banf.or city hall,

in

it is a convention v-urth talking
about. That's the way with the republican State convention, which hat- lot g been
annonneed to take place in tho cLy hall
on Juoc29.
It will be too big for tho hull, und so
Chairman Simpson, of the State committee, hr* ^"cMert
tl>n g'l'hori*^ must
h*»
in
Anilto-'ooi.
Toe oonveuilon ij entitled to 1,271 delegates, and with these will come such
hosts of enthusiasts in support of tho several
candidates that if all were to be
crowded into the city hal! the brick walls
would bulge out and the goiduu eagle
then

Not In reesut years haa there been so
much auti conve.ilion excitement nh prevails this year, and, judging from
appearances, this excitement will continue
until the last ballot is cast.
To-day delegates are arriving, and tonight will doubtless witness not only the
usual, but also some unusual scenes about
tbe hotels.
Dr. it. L. Grindie, chairman of the
county
committee, will call the convention to
order at 10 o'clock. Charles B.
Pioeo, of would scream In alarm from his parch on
Bar Harbor, is slated for chairman.
the tall tower.
The county committee will be in session
And then, where would the Bangor
at Hancock ball at 9 o’clock to receive
people come in—or get In? Impossible,
credentials.
and so to the Auditorium the convention
the

county committee is composed of
following: Dr. K. L. Griodie, Mt.
Desert, chiirman; John O
Wbttoey,
Ellsworth, secretary; E. P. Spoffjrd,

goes.
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Sumner P.
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Walker, I
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and

Castine—western district.
For sheriff—Howard F. Whitcomb, of
Ellsworth, 8. L. Hanscem of Bar Harbor,
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Greoly

piano.
Frederick E. Benden,
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A.
who

suffered

a

paralytic shock two yveeks ago, had a relapse Monday. Mr. Benden was first vio-

Cryetalplex

Walsh’s

company and
while playing in the or-

the shock

chestra.

After

being removed to his hotel
he began to improve and it was thought

King-ton, N. H.f
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fore be

to
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home In

the first of
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East

Leach

Raymond Joy, of Bar
Harbor, O. W. Foes, of Hancock, H. T

*
Sllaby, of Aurora.
For county attorney—Charles H. Wood,
of Bar Harbor.
For county treasurer—O. W.
Tapley,
Geortre H. Grant, Elmer E. Rowe, all of
Ellsworth. Mr. Rowe entered the field
to-day.

week.
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probably be another weel* be-
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from Ellsworth went to

nine
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Monday and defeated a
section to the tune
of 35 to 9.
Fred J. Flynn, of Bangor,
pitched for tbe visitors, and tbe West
El.iwortb team could uot get on to bis
crack team from that

Probably w hat did more to defeat
anything else was tbe umpire,

June 10

will

Hancock ball, by

important

ments elsewhere if

engageasked to

again
Ellsworth.

he is

ball game at West

Delegates

County Convention.

to

A republican caucus wan held at Han*
c>ck hall, Saturday evening, to choose
delegatee to attesd to couuty convention
to bu held at Ellaworth, June 2.
The cauc us was called to order by T. F.
Mahoney, chairman of the city committee.
F. Carroll Burrlll was elected chairman,
and Charles P. Hatpin, secretary.
T. E. Hale, F. E. Gray and H. M. Campbell

were

appointed

ceive, sort and

There

Two tickets

ance.

Hie

polls

were

committee

press in all the large cities of New England the company is an unusually strong
Burns and Charcoal,
one.
known as

to

re-

were

in

attend-

the

tleld*

closed at 8.20.

thirty-one

Three hundred and
and

ballots

following delegates
A C.
cere elected, receiving 280
votes:
Hugertby, T. J. Holmes, A. W. Austin,
M. J. Drummey, H. B. Moore, M. H.
Huynes, F. B. Aiken, E. E. Howe, C. H.
Finery, G. F. Newman, C. M. Withara,
F. H. McFarland, It I. Moore and John
cast

were

Si

gates be requested to
'mans

to

use

that the delehonorable

all

the nomination

secure

of T. F.

Mahoney for register of probate.
The
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then
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out in
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hard to

the local

seen on

CELLAR

equal, and
stage.

breeze

sun

shin-

Sunday, June
10 30.

school at 11.45a.

and

ether

m.

CONG’L, ELLSWORTH PALLS.
Sunday, June 5—Preaching service at
10 30 a.m. Sunday school at 11.30 a. m.
UNION

UNITARIAN.

Rev. S. W. Sutton, pafitor.
Sunday, June 5—Service at 10.30
school at 11.45

COMING

Wednesday

a.

m.

a. m.

and

EVENTS.

Thursday,’June

8 and

9,

ut O ld Ft IIowk

hall—Meeting of the State
council, D. of L w itb Sunrise council.
Friday, June 10, at
W. Conklin’s “On the
35 and 50c.

Moore’s

Hancock hall—J.
Levee” Co. Prices,
Wiggiu &

Advance sale at

drug Btore.

Friday, June 17,

Hancock ball—
“(Jriraes’ Cellar
Door.” Prices, 25, 35 and 50rt.
Advance
sale at Wiggiu & Moore’* drug store.
James

The

B.

at

Mackie

Surry

in

toad bail

team

defeated the

West Side school Saturday iu

forfeited

a

householder who feeds the furnace
the fl*st to welcome tbe advent
of the good old summer time.
The

will

be

DOOR.

a&btrtiscnmtts.

Maekie, who makes his first
appearance in this city June 17, has long
been a recognized comedian.
For years
he played the t rlncipal comedy roles in
the late Charles H. Hoyt’s well-known
successes, The Bunch of Keys, A Tin Soldier and A Hole in the Ground.
In
Grimes’ Cellar Door Mr. Maekie has a
that
contains
more
comedy
genuine
sparkling humorous situations, songs,
dances

5—Morning bervioe at
the pastor.
Sunday

by

Sermon

specialties

then

piece that has been seen here for
The supporting
time.
company
strong one.

f/atvjfiru

‘Xctfl/cw

any
some

is

a

_

Halpin

is in communication
Fisher, manager of the
“Sliver Slipper” Co.,and hopes to arrange
a dale for this great show some time iu
September. Another possible attraction
is Robert Downing in “The Gladiator”.
Charles P.

John

C.

To read your sign

people

must go

to it.
MOUTH OF THE RIVER.

Send

using

Harris Pratt is ill.
Frank Swett spent Sunday with his
family.
O W. Thomas and wife, of Bar Harbor,
are the guests of Mrs. Thomas’ bister,
Mrs. Mark Mitlikeu.

Percy and Irving Garland spent Sunday
with their parents, Adalbert Girland and
with

bilious

ty-

Mark Miitikeu has gone to
to work.

Bar

Harbor

your

an

sign

to the

people by

American want ad.

American want ads

bring

homes to

the homeless; rent properties and bring

satisfaction to buyer and seller.
American want ads get anything
you want, or sell anything you have
sell.
Thousands of people in Hancock
County read The American want

to

column every week.
If your want ad is not there they
are not reading it.

atoDertwemcntB.

blowing.

gentle
ing bright
Early in the forenoon detachments from
the
to
went
the poet
outlying cemeteries
and decorated the graves of their dead.
a

J. M. Adams, pastor.
Friday, June 3—Prayer meeting.

James B.

customary

iribule* to dead comrades.
it was an Ideal day, with the

CONGREGATIONAL.
Rev.

game of 9 to 0.

O iver R ‘blusou is ill

Day.

Mr. Simonton.

All of the members of this company contribute bis or her share to an evening’s

wife.

adjourned.

7.30.

Trenton— Preaching Sunday at 2.30p. m.

25,

the

Ivy—14.

at

“Booker T. Washington’s best hand”,
are scoring heavily In an
up-to-date rugtime act. They introduce a new song by
tbe author of “Any Rags”— By the Watermelin Vine”—that Is said to be decidedly
catchy. Another favorite with the company is Miss Gladys Demarco, the southern nightingale, whose rendition of
popular ballads is meetirg with much favor.

with

unusually large

an

was

a

the ballots.

couut

j

Friday, June 3—Prayer meeting.
Sunday, June 6—Morning service at
10.30. Suuday school at 11.46. Preaching

show at

coou

company of twenty
male and female artists, and judging from
the favorable notices received from the

very Seldom

have

j

Sunday

a

eutertainment that is

will

METHODIST EPISCOPAL.
Rev. J. P. Simonton, pastor.

COON SHOW.

lieorge B. Stuart, who Introduced some
-trlkfng novelties in his decisions, and to
which may be largely attributed tbe remarkable score
It Is safe to predict that

a

OT ES.

genuine

see a

them than

Mr. Stuart

N

be moved.

can

NOTES.

CHURCH

of

Hancock nail Sunday evening under the Allard Staples, of Castlue, and a
possible
aurpicc* of tbe Win. H. Rice post, U. A. ! “dark horse”.
U. Key. J. P. SlmoutoD, of the MethoFor register of probate
Charles P.
dist church, preached tbe sermon, assisted Dorr, T. F.
Mahoney, M. 8 Smith, all of
by Kev. J. M. Adams, of the Congrega- Ellsworth.
tional church, and Rev. H. W. Sutton, of
For county commissioner—S O. Moore,
the I'nuarian church. Music was by the of Gouldsboro, B. J.
Whitmore, of VerMethodist choir with
Mrs.
Harvard ona, M. L. Alien, of Mt. Desert, Luther

and

25c.
tbe

__Telephone MIL

•sort anemones.

summer

brought
Mrs. P. 8. BOWDEN announce* that she is j
prepared to take orders f >r '-<M>kinjg at home j Into Ellsworth this season was that
Bread, Cake, Pies, etc., of ail kinds.
brought from Sebols by Harry C. WoodMrs. P. S. BOWDEN,
ward, George E. Greeley, William Errock
ELLSWORTH. and Charles Cottle, Monday. The string
HANCOCK STREET,
numbered nearly 500.
It iin’t quite *o bad It rheumatism attacks a mao after he has lost his hearing;
then be doesn’t have to listen to everybody’s core for it.

noon.

Memorial
the

AS SECOND CLABS MATTER
ELLSWORTH POHTOFFICMC.

REPUBLICANS TO MEET

phoid fever.

turned to

Ladle* attended at tbeir own home* If denied

Hancock Point. He left the dock in
Boston ml 2 o’clock .Satunlay afternoon

Thomas E. Hale moved

usual.

Senator
been

Ali

war.

to

the

The State council of Daughters of Liberty will iii*tt with Sunrise council in
Odd Fellows hail, Wednesday and Thurs*
lay, June 8 and 0.

|/ ENTERED
AT THE

1, 1904.

plain and vigorliusso-Japanese
parts
ous chant of the political choir.
v ero well taken.
Following the enter- Deer Isle; E. 8. Clark, Bir Harbor, P. P.
It will be furnished by three bands—one
Gilmore, Bucksport, O. L.Tapley, Brooks- from Rockland, playing inspiring Cobb
ijkluiueut was a social bop.
'Capt. S. A. Uoodwlu is home while his vil e, 8. S. Scammon, Franklin, E. N. airs, one from the western part of the
vess
the Harry W. Haynes, is
State with Pre cott harmonies in its rcp3rloading Osgood, Surry.
mom at Saliivau for New York.
Capt.
THE CANDIDATES.
toire, and the Bangor band, which will
Good win tuado a quick run from Boston
For senators—E. S. Clark, of Bar Har- give the crowd the best of everything.
me

on

B. Saunders and

wife, of Portcity, Saturday.
They
m
at
I.
the
A.
spSaunders cotSunday
at
Lsmoine.
tage
land,

«ms

HOME COOKING!

I uu cuwtfifunment by the
pupils of the
tffh school lu U««*cuck ha. I last Wednesday evening was well attended.
It consated of recitations interspersed
witn
n iVeral selections of
music and a debate

umpire

Siuce the

E. J. DAVIS’
Sbaipoisg and KanicnriiiiL

compute train schedule may be
p«gt' 5.

o;i

curve*.

B*r Hart

ieorge W. Whiting house at t he corner of
Pine streets. The purchase
Deludes the stable and carriage houses.
There will be no s»rvlce at the UaptiBt
church Sunday morning. Rev. Mr. Black

-AT-

fOUtid

oc

Weal

Tompkins

t'rsnkliu and

WALL PAPERS and DRAPERIES

A nummary of the mail ached*
loun 1 at the head of the locals,

«

uic may
• no ihe

worth.

Oscar A.

Leslie

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

the

b**ve

ami outside, at the residence on
Bridge hill of Postal-Clerk Pearl B. Day.

graduation of her daughter,
vliss Hi. It n, from Wellesley college.

FURNITURE

hi hedule on t he Maine Central wt«l g<t tin o ffect Mouday morning.
ISll8Wort h vs It have aix traliiH a day both
east hi.d *e»t and four mail* a day, from

to-day.
Ellsworth about 6 45 and
in Ellsworth at 11
Lampson is driving.

side

Massachusetts, where

KL.L8WOBTH.

September.

in

can

til after the

UNDERTAKER,

month, h<s been
offered and t.an accepted tin* post ton ol
instructor in Uirriau nnd Eagl eh In the
Maryieud college tit wormn at Luther9ill«. tod. bow will begin her wor* there

Harbo'

Bar

Concert of Nations

A scrub ball team from

I’oal r and nmnuiwctuo-r of Monua
int*ii! s
Tablet*

thla

he could be moved

painting.

Granite and Marble

wo'tj

Wellesley ccllegu

had

returned

being made on the
Unitarian church.
H. L. Moor is doing
the carpenter work; Charles W. Beal the

H. W. DUNN,

tbs batteries for the victor**;
d Higdon for the vauq jlsbtd.
Youtig
Min* Helen Hotline, who graduat es from

lin in

King, of this city, gave the

W.

Saturday

ELLSWORTH

traction.

L.

Kuowltou

Hazel

Sophie Walker
Boston, where she

Extensive

and all

Main Street,

and

Moraug,

Ella

Harbor Mouday.

in Bar

Extensive

Porcelain Inlays.

is

Donnell

grammar Seoul bail team defeated
E. Is worth grammar at Wyman park.

mtOYVN'fc,

and

ai

Tbi

Hale at

Senator

the

was

Memorial Day address at Franklin, and
J. P. Simonton at Brookliu.

Dental Parlors,

MAIN ST.

c'alnnd,

Rev.

Manager,

5

of

A rehearsal for the

l>r.

A. W.

of R

Mrs. Mary K. Klngsfayjbf West Gould*boro, is visiting her daughter, Mrs. Fred

from

of teeth when others are
needed. All work guaranteed for ten years.

mode.

Cobb,

William T

ing the winter studying

of

Wa lace

Wyman park. Partner

ut

and arrived off the Point

Miss

and Stick Pins, with old English
or

abort

stay.
Warren Jordan and wife, of Bangor,
were in the city Monday.
Mrs. J. F. Emery, of Great Pond, wa» a
vUltor to E'Hworth last week.

Arno

initial

Eitey. SiitKle copies,
subscription price

per year in advance.

Margaret

FREE

stands of

Thompson

C. L. Morang is In Bosttfn on business
C.* Fred Brown, of Romford Falls, is

were

Shirt Waist Seta, Hat Pins

A.

sale 111

on

nnis

II. I.eland, .1.

Misses

SIGNET

played

*as

The summer

THE AMERICAN Is

In view of the fact that there is naturally some inquiry by the assured as to
the effect of the recent disaster at Baltimore and the linanclal condition of
fire insurance companies, we are pleased to announce to our customers that
we have been advised
by all of our companies that the recent losses will not
Impair their capital and that a large surplus will lie left f>r the protection of
all their policy holders. We suggest that you look over your policies at this
time, and if in need of further protection we tender yon the services of our
Yours respectfully,
office.

the,

Mall train* arrive* from «.h«* weal at 7.17 a in,
12 S3 ami 6 16 p m
iMve for the weat at 2 2S,
5 35 and 10 28 p m.
Mall clooet for the west at
2 0C, 5 00 and 9 00 |». m.

application.

To Our Fire insurance Customers.

Jane 7, at eight o’clock p, m. \t thii
meeting It will be Qua ly d*lt rra*ue<l
whether to continue or dtabtind.
The east Hide grammar school
boys did
up the Water si rett boya at hH«eb,ll last
a
Monday by score of 30 to 9. Ti e game

AT BLLA WORTH FOOT OFFICE.

Hancock County Savings Bank,
ORGANIZED MARCH 17, 1873,

MAILS

.JUNE

OUR ’PHONE’S WORKING

tte
for you. Any time you need something we can supply, don’t hesitate to cal
hall, formed a line us
up. It will be a pleas ure to us to be of service to job. We carry about
monument
soldiers’
the
to
marched
and
that can be found in the drug trade: the largest and most complete
everything
the
was
read
from
service
a
short
where
stock in the city. We ask no fancy prices, and extra service costs you nothing
service book.
extra. The number of our 'phone is l-t-2, and it will be a good idea for you to
Forming in line again and escorted by
of it.
Lynch’s baud the post marched to Han- make a note
cock hall and listened to one of the best Our drugs and chemicals are
and purity to any on ttie market
e<jual| Vstrength
Memorial Day orations ever given In Our druggists’ sundries are lower
than any offered by other houses.
* price
P.
was
Sumner
Ellsworth. The speaker
business to stay and insure satisfaction
That is the reason why we are
Milts, of Btonington, and was introduced
with
so
We
invite
others;
comparison
why not give us a trial. You are
8.
Smith.
by Commander Melvin
bound to save time and money.
During the service several selections
aswere given by the Methodist choir,
sisted by Mrs. Harvard Greely as plsnist.
After services at the hall the post
marched to their hail and disbanded.
In

the afternoon

post assembled

the members of

at the

11\

\\7B

have

RAZOR that is guaranted to shave any beard that grows, and
to keep the same sharp and ready for use for a term of
two years, free of charge. They sell for $1.50 each.
a

we agree

WIGQIN & MOORE, Druggists, Corner opp. Post Office.

PARCHER’S DRUG STORE

t

ffltitual Benefit Column.
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Topic.—How my silence witnesses against
Christ.—Matt. xii. 30 Luke xvii. l--iy.
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■elves of it.

Again,

some

praise

particular
If you see a frleud despondent
’Neath the cart s and ills of life.
If he wears a face of sadness,
As If weary In the strife;
Speak a word of hearty kindness.
Greet him with a hand clasp warm,
Let your smile be like the sunshine
Breaking through the clouds and storm

The silent attitude when the oeca
demands confession or testimony
But let us particularly
Is a false one.
emphasize the condition. The believers should always confess Christ, of
there are uianj not
course, and .ret
qualified to te i:y before others, and
no one’s s. I ration is dependent upon
his being able to speak for Christ or

If you

Amlramong bis fellows stand.

ness

entire

riling**

to

Him.

Has a word of ours evei
Him? If not, let ns seek
pardon for past opportunities an l not
fail to take advantage of those to
see

led

soul to

a

come.

Soul

Wiunine

(

ampflisn.

The matter which we have promised
each other to make supreme this year
is the work of winning souls for
Christ. You will be glad to know that
In many sections of our own state the
Endeavorers are taking hold of the
work with new zeal.
Some of the district and local unions are using for
their convention motto the suggestion
made some months ago. “Something
definite for souls.” If your union or
your society has not undertaken any
work of this sort, do it without delay.
Let us make this year a mighty one in
Its sendee for Christ.
At the same
time, however, the deepening process
should go on. Not only “longer cords”
should
be
our
determination, but
“stronger stakes” as well. A more
faithful observance of the quiet hour,
a more intelligent study of the word
of God, a better loyalty to our own
these
pastor and our own church
will help to make it in the largest
aense our best year.—Iiev. Edwin Forrest Hallenbeck. Writing to Endeavorers From Great Pittsburg Evangelistic Campaign.
—

Dr.

<

we are

In

judgment,

And how prone we arc to chide,
With cold looks and gathered garment*
Passing to tl»c other able.
\\ nen we ought with Christ y kiodoeaa
To lift up ll»e fallen one.
Ami by prayers and deeds to help him
Other

pitfalls deep

to

shun

•*<>, the woes that we might llghien’”
O, the tear-* that we might dry!
“O, the homes that we might brighten?**
As the days pass swiftly by.
If we would but stop and ponder
Ou ibe good that we might do.
And with loving heart-* endeavor
To

our

conscience

to be true

M. B. Friends:

hope you are all able to enjoy these
We ought to welcome
warm spring day*.
them and give them some intention after
the long, co d winter we have just experienced. I can imagine you in your d fferent hornet, looking out upon some view,
some particular tree, or distant bill, or
nearby flower bed where tiny seedleta of
your own p.duiing a*e waking to life, as a
bit of grten bn siting thrcugL the carefully
prepared ground as-ure* you.
I hope you get out In the fresh air, even
tbo’ you* gaze rests on the face of mother*
1

|

you st-aich for ‘'dandelion greens"
In your gardens and fields. Perbap-* here
is one of the “benefits” of dandelion

earth

as

greens you have not reckoned
times it is the only th>ng that

on.

lark’i Journey.

Often-

would draw
busy housekeeper away from the hot
kitchen out into the sunshine and freshness of early spring.
Then If she is wise

enough to sit on the
shady piece in the yard,
and prepare her collection for boiling (as 1
saw one good sister doing this week), how
in

porch,

or

much

pleasure

some

would

some

she

can

set from what to

drudgery.

seem

One of the tenefit* of
the

our column ought
sensible, helpful idea that our
os.
Never should we

get the idea that

our

housework is belit-

tling. Put heart and mind and brain into
)S but don't let heart and mind and brain
abide th*re.
Some of you wiil wonder what 1 mean.
Some of you will take the thought and
carry it further. Did you uever see a
mol her who put more heart into her
housework then she gave to her children?
Did you never see a
housewife
who

thought

more

some room

of

lhan

the advent of

fly in

a

she did for the comfort

of her household?

Now

*»ays: “D Aunt
sarcastic?” and 1 answer:

some one

getting

Madge
Not

a

bit of

it; but you will admit that some
women allow work to domineer over them
when there is

no

need of it.

They

are

the

ly busy ones whose days are full and
whose nights are haunted by visions of
work that must be done.
Does the revised version read “to every
rea

woman

her work”.

Dtar M. B. Sisters:
Who of uii coultl read the appeal of Aunt
Madge to send her a few
Uers, after our
houses were In apple pie order, while the dusted
her domicile out a little, without sluing right
down and sending ber a letter? I couldn't
I
hare got my house clean, but I had some help
about It.
Now, I want to scatter a few flower seeds. 1
do not have many flowers from seeds, but make
a flower-bed and set
my house plants out In It.
The first two or three weeks they look rather
discontented wltu their new home, but after
that, put out new leaves and blossom profusely.
My sitting-room la very cosy with two large
windows facing the south and one on the east.
I usually have from twenty to thirty potted
plants in winter. J do not All my windows with
them. I have wide shelves, one eight inches,
the other a couple of incites below the window
sill at the south windows.
At the east window 1 have a shelf not so wide
for smaller pots, ily having my shelves set low
I can let my plants grow taller, and oot cover
the window so much. 1 forgot to tell you the
shelves run out by the window casing about
etght inches. They are rather ornamental wbe
1 have no plants on them, being put up Vltb
Iron brackets and beveled edged, rounded

but this is ^>e last sheet on my tablet.
I guess Aunt Madge won't care, for while she
is blue penciling this letter she could do considerable dusting In her domicile. If I had
more

more

paper

no

words of

cordial

interest in the work of
its conti Ibu’ions the

the col urn n and

in

past week which

were

appreciated by
Aunt Madge.

Take

H«rr

of

“My wife taught

the

me

Marne.

something the

ether night that isn’t down in the modleal books.” srfld a Stock Kxchange
“We had some peppery tomato
man.
soup for dinner. I was hungry and I
| suppose I was trying to eat too fast.
; At any rate I got some of the soup in
| my windpipe ami commenced to
1 coughed and coughed, and
; strangle.
Crank about two glasses of water. Still
1 coughed.
Take another spoonful of soup.’
I
said my wife.
T choked
‘Not for mine,* 1 said.
on that once ami 1*11 wait until this
burning gets out of my throat.*
“She insisted, however, telling me it
Just for
would cure the irritation.
luck I made the attempt and the effect
was magical, for the irritation disappeared immediately. My self appointed physician told me also that to cure
that choking sensation you must take
some more of the very liquid ou which
you strangled. She said it was especially efficacious in the case of a strong
How is that for a
acid like lemon.
housewife remedy for a common complaint?*—-New York Press.

j

|

a certain well to do
business mail of the state of Texas to
his son. who was starting out for a
career in an eastern city- “my tK>y. let
me tell you something which may be
of belli to you. You get ttj> there, and
have
may see a heap of people who
than you have, a heap
more money
of people who have more brains than
you have, and more success. Some of
them may even be tletter looking than
you are. Don't you worry about that
Whenever
and don't you t»e scared.
a
you meet another man who allows he
your superior, you Just look at him and
say to yourself, ‘After all. you're just
You want to remember for
folks!’
yourself, too. that you're Just folk*.
My boy, after you hnve lived ns long
us 1 have, and have knocked around
the world, you will come to see that
that's all any one of ns Is—folks."—

Field and Stream.
The Savs*e‘»

the

Dr. Clark cables that he Is to visit
South Africa on his way back from
Australia. The untiring efforts of the
founder of the great Christian Endear**
or
movement and his self denying i
spirit and‘loyal devotion should serve |
as an inspiration to every person who
marches under the banner oh which
is inscribed “For Christ and the
Church.”
Dr. Clark is a leader in
every sense of the word—a strenuous
leader, if you please, particularly in
the matter of downright hard work
for the good of the world and the advancement of Christ s cause and kingcorners.
dom. Would that we all might catch
1 guess I have described them ail right. My
his spirit.—J. R. C. in “Empire State John made
them; he Is a carpenter and made
Notes."
them just right, any way. 1 let my petunias
grow tall, sometimes three or four feet. W hen
A Labor of Love.
my otlter plants get a foot, or a few Inches over,
Among other resolutions passed at 1 nip the top off and then they branch out and
blossom
the Philadelphia conference was the
finely.
Last winter some afternoons when the sun
following:
wss shining, and 1
wap seated among my plants
Resolved. That In view of the fact that
the method of providing for the expense* beside the register, I could quite easily imagine
I was In a tropical clime. I should write some
tf the various trips of Dr. Clark in tha
diterest of worldwide Chriatlan Endeavor
has been so frequently misunderstood, we.
the trustees, state officers and other Endeavorers in attendance at this conference. desire to express our thanks to Mr.
William Shaw, the treasurer of the United society, for the official statement that
not a cent of any of these expenses is
borne by the United society, nor does It
come from any of the funds contributed
for Christian Endeavor work, the proceeds of Dr >'k.rk’s literary work being
used to meet the expenses of this branch
mt the extension work.

1 wiah I cnuld insert the drawing of your
shell, but not having anything di ectly to
do with the printing ol the column, that
will hav>-to b* omitted, but 1 -bail preserve the idea.
The r- uoded corners look
nice. I have heard * me kind, yta, many

•*JuM Folk*."

—Sam Prrhnm LrncfllDear

to

“My boy,” naid

work is not beneath

Ps. xix. 14; li. 12, 13; evii, 1-S; Matt
Xxviii. 1-8; xix. 2«»; Mark v. IS. 20;
Luke xii. s. 9: John iv. 25-30; Rom
X, 9; Phil. ii. 1-11.
A

Oh, bow quirk

to be
BIBLE READINGS.

fallen brother

Trampled by the passing crowd.
No one heeding—no one caring
For the heart so scorned and bowed.
Do not harshly chide ami judge him.
Lend to him a helping hand.
Help him to assert his manhood,

to

her

see a

io lettir form—f

|

LEND A HELPING HAND.

us

Some people wit
pray in public.
against Christ more by a speech
thou by silence. ’‘Swift to hear, slow
to speak,” was the apostles' motto, and
It is corroborated by the world’s proverb, “Speech is silver, silence is g d«l
en.” But, there being the man and the
hour, the speaker and the occasion, s;
ience is not the true attitude toward
Christ. “Let the redeemed of the Lord
■ay so” is the exhortation of the p ,,m1st. and Christ iiimse.f commands us
to confess Him before men. and this
cannot lx* done by silence. There may
be times when silence is goh.cn, but
there are ids > times when siieucc is
.1 cowardly silence b.,s
cowardice,
no place in the Christian’s creed or
lire.
Silence when we should speak wit
nesses against Christ in two wa; >.
(1) ‘*He that is not with Me Is against
Me.” The world judges a man s auitnde toward Christ by whether or not
lie confesses Him and takes his stand
among Christ s people. If a man were
at heart a Christian and yet was shent
ttpon the subject, the world would
count him agadist Christ, upon the
ground that if he were for Ilim Li*
would manifest it. By silence, there
fore, all his influence would be against
Christ. (2» By silence we lose golden
opportunities to present Christ u
others and thus witness against Him
The nine lepers who were silent lost
most
splendid opportunities to tel!
others what Jesus had done for them,
and in the telling they might have wen
Who can tell
many converts tor Him.
what a word in season will do? By
It Andrew led IVter to Christ. Nathan
iel led Philip, and the Samaritan

om my ol
write you a personal
you.
letter to thank you, but the co unin waa
“ye nexte hynge”.
mem

1 wanted

terchange of ideas. In this capacity It tollcita
communications, and Its success depends largely
ou the support given It In this respect- Communications mutt be signed, but the name of
writer wtU not be pi luted except by permission.
Communications will be subject to approval or
rejection by the editor of the column, but none
will be rejected without good reason. Address
all communications to
TilK AMERICA*.
Ellsworth, Me.

the Inmefactor.

brought

MADGE”.

The purpose* of this column are succinctly
stated In ths title and motto—It Is for the mutual
benefit, am! alms t*» be helpful and hopeful
Being for the com uon good. It la for the common use—a public servaut, a purveyor of Information and suggestion, a medium for the in

■ion

woman

down and come to my re-cue nt
once, lor do you know when I bo*«n the
column 1 hadn’t a line of 4 copy” in the

MHelpful and Hopeful

Its Motto:

through the Master, yet we d<> i;"t tell it to His g; t.<
Like the nine lepers who wore healed,
we accept the benefaction, but fail to
comes to

right

hotwe—I

That any one who has really found
Christ as his Saviour should want to
be silent concerning Him seems almost
Incredible, and yet we all know that
.Many
this is frequently the ease.
Claim l> know Christ, yet they do not
want to coni ess Him by uniting with
His people and engaging in active
Christian work. Others who have united with the church arc often silent
when it conies to personal testimony
concerning H.«s goodness. The opportunity to spc. v for Christ in public
meeting is theirs, yet, having the ability to use ii, they do not avail them

blessing

•it

knowing how much I

might

write.

Oh, sisters, I have found a piece of paper large
enough to send you a cut of the shelves I tried
to describe. 1 do not know as Aunt Madge will
6.
print It, but here it is:
(Here follows diagram.)
My dear “O”, It was so good of you to

Proverbs.

The proverbs of savages are shrewd
The Basutos say. "The
and pithy.
thief catches himself;’' the Y'orubas,
"He who injures another injures himself:” the Wolofs, '*Before healing othIn Accra they say.
heal yourself."
"Nobody is twice a fool;” among the
Ojl, "The moon does not grow full In a
day;” "The poor man has no friends.”
A Pashto proverb says. "A feather does
Others are:
not stick without gum."
•‘A crab does not bring forth a bird;"
“A razor cannot shave itself;" "Cross
ers

the river before you abuse the crocodile;" ‘‘Truth is only spoken by a
strong man or a fool;" “Perseverance
always triumphs:*’ “The thread follows
the needle;” "Preparation is better
than afterthought.”—Westminster ltevlew.
A

Slxtn*

V.

A

I-otis; Steep.

agricultural laborer in Russia is
j reported to have slept for seven months
He "dropped off" while at work in the
An

fields was carried home and remained
slumbering for the period mentioned,
watched from time to time by physicians
Curiously enough, he lost so
little flesh that do attempt was made
to feed him. When he awoke he was
as weak as an infant, but after a fortnight's nursing he was strong enough
to return to his work.
Why tt«tl»ns Fence Well.
show that the nervousof southerners acts in a most

Experiments
ness

marked uni liner to their disadvantage.
Owing to a greater nervousness and
quickness of response, they Impose
on
strains
already tired
severer
muscles. The skill of the Italians with
the foil is an instance of the greater
speed of their motor nerves.—Professor
Mosso’s Book on Fatigue.
ConsBltlnK the Sa*e.

No Korean couple would think of
marrying without consulting the sage,
who fixes the happy day for them.
This be does simply by adding the
bride's age to the bridegroom's, and,
after determining which star rules the
destiny of their united ages, he decrees
that the wedding shall take place upon
the day sacred to that star.
Give and Take.

always contend, sir,” said the
girl's father meaningly, “that young
men should be in bed before 10.30 each
“I

night."

“Yes,” replied the young man who
was calling on the girl; “I hope you set
that good example yourself, sir.”

A

Hood

'*

ilorj- it'
m H%r

Ut. <£

povemcatr

<^,“".2
(A nSS
«m“Jf
Jf ‘J*

pan*
«.nnty. We would like thl* to be a
•it it need* mnu- effort on the »,*rt
of w
U. w..n**n to make It *o. Itl. * column
•akin*, not our*, ana will |w *bai ihe,
item* ami communication*
U.
should l£
imi are, of eoumr. -ui.jcct io
approvlu

lWeeoh..!!?
i*

“And

you.

a

young

lady,

are

my

ward?”
“I am if you are Mr. Arnold Bates.”
“Il’mph!” This was spoken aloud,
but there was more that he thought.
“What the dickens ain I going to do
with her?”
ue

young

miiy

was

MI so

evmenuy

put out. "I sup|>osed you wore an old
man." she said In a disappointed tone.
“I am. In the eye* of people of your
Well, come In to
age; I'm thirty-six.
dinner. We’ll talk It over.”
He ushered her into the dining room.
The girl took ofT her wraps, and Bates
tn his coufusion, without noticing what
he was doing, pointed to the high
.-hair.
The girl hurst into a laugh.
"Take that thing away!” he said to
a

servant.

The chair was removed and replaced
toy one flut'd for a grown person.
There was a very pleasant dinner.
The housekeeper occupied a position
at the table, and when the coffee was
served Mr. Balt's said to her:
•'Mrs. Winfield, do you suppose you'll
do for a chaperon for this young

lady?"
•t’ertnlnly.

I'm old enough to be
her mother, and yours, too. for that
matter.”
"Very well. She’ll remain with us.
1 would suggest your making some
changes in her apartments more befitting her age. Never mind: I’ll do it
myself." And, rising, be hurried upstairs.

Lillian

heard
Sinclair
something
drop in the hall. Going out there, a
large wax doll lay on Its hack staring
A doll s buby carriage
at the ceiling.
came next, then a box of baby dishes.
In a few minutes there was a heap in
the hall, and Bates shouted over the
banister to a servant to "remove the
rubbish." After a while he came down
and informed his ward that her room
was ready for her.
Never did guardian give more time
Bates deand attention to a ward.
serted his club to supervise the finishing of Miss Sinclair’s education, and in
a year after she came to live at his
house annouueed to her that be was
looking for a husband for her. She
declined all the candidates he brought
forward, and when he was discouraged at having failed to please her be
consulted Mrs. Winfield.
“La. sir." said the housekeeper.
“She’ll never marry any one but yon.”
One week from that time th» guardian and ward were engaged, and eventually ttie room originally designed for
the lady's play room was used for the
purpose by her daughter.
JAMES CARTEL SCOTT
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What chlhir
“The little Sinclair girl.”
•*1 am Lillian Sinclair.”
“WKitr
“Are von Mr. Bates?”
“1 am, and 1 am expecting my ward,
the little daughter of my boyhood
friend. Timothy Sinclair. I supposed
of coi rse some one would bring her to
me. and as you have arrived when she
is expected I naturally—
But don’t
stand here. Gome into the house.”
“Why. Mr. Bates.” said the girl after
they were inside, “did you suppose
your ward to lie a child?”
“Because the letter notifying me of
the charge quoted the words of Mr.
Sinclair referring to her as a child.”
“I id
when those
you understand
words were writtenT*
“No.”
“The will by which my father committed me to your caw was made
twelve years ago. when I was six years
old.”
Bates stood In that dased condition
usual with one whose expectations
have been suddenly shifted.

(Solnmtt.

The Wlllne tnvlle. ..•ereu.rle. of hnu,._
.!»• W
C. T. II. I. Hancock
I.lu- rlll-omr* awm-rally, io
contrih»,u.
'o'uim. rt'f .rt* of mcctln** or Item* that
lmw*i to worker* in other

“Have you got the chlkl in the ear

rinser

4. II.

DHt-i'itf

(Original.]
"At the battle «f Frederick* btirg.
-This club life/* said Arnold Bates where our fellow*, ui*. t Uurtuuut*.
to himself. "Is becoming Intolerable.**
wore
slaughtered by the Johnnie*,
lining to the coat room. In* took bis bat said rriv'te Conlin of the Eightyhouse.
to
his
sauntered
a ml cane ami
eighth New York, “the Irish brigade
The next morning on Arnold Bates'
to charge up Mary**®
was ordered
enan
was
table
breakfast
plate at the
heights, a perfectly absurd and moat
velope with several tnclosuro*. When
The enemy
murderous undertaking.
he had been a child he was throwu
were behind stouo walls, and. notwithwith
Timconst..nt
into
companionship
the fact that the ineti w'ith
othy Sinclair, a young man of twenty. standing
* prigs of green on their hats fell nearout
of
and
Sinclair hnd married
passed
stone wall, we Irish were drivBates* life. One of the iuclostires an- est Uie
that preceded
Sinclair’s
death, another stat* en back like the troops
nounced
us.
Our only glory was that we came
til that he had appointed Bates guard*
to the wall and left tunny
iau to bis only child, a little girl, with * nearest
with green sprigs In their
tiie request that he would take full brave fellows
! caps to testify how desperately we
charge of her.
1
“Mrs. Winfield/* exclaimed Bates to fought for Old Glory on that fatal day.
"General Meagher, who commanded
his housekeeper, springing up and
the brigade, led us in (wraon and Inwalking excitedly back ami forth, "preNo, not a spired both officers and men by his galpare rooms for n guest!
lantry. Our company was commanded
guest-one to U* here permanently/*
by a brave but eccentric captain. He
“A gentleman, sir?”
I have nil the was well mid on Irish history and the
•‘Gentleman? No.
record of the Irish in Europe.
men's society 1 w ant. A child—a little military
After our repulse, and while reforming
girl.”
for another dash, the captain reminded
“Yes, sir.*’
us of the glorious feats
of#arms perSeveral days later a telegram was
formed by the Irish brigade in. the
received that the ward was to arrive
service of France, a ml that w e must
Bates went home uu
that evening.
not disgrace the record.
'Victory or
usually early to see that all was in
death, boys, this time/ wild he. waving
readiness.
Ids sword, ‘and remember Fontenoy!*
Will you have a high chair for her
"In this company sal a long gawky
at the dinner *1111110. sir?** asked the
New Yorker named Bill Wall, who had
housekee|H*r.
1 wonder how old never read of Ireland. He knew' prob
“I don't know.
ably that such a «*ountry existed. Hill
1 have no idea.”
she is.
was tough of s|hmv1i and had a most
“1*11 put one at her place, and if she
provoking New England drawl. As
doesn’t need it I can take it away.”
the captain concluded hi* spirited and
Bates spent the time till the arrival
inspiring address and we were about
of his ward walking through the rooms
to take up the trot step. Hill drawbxl
prormred for her or trying to read the I
out, ‘Say.
cap. who the h— was
evening pa|K*r. constantly smiling in !
t-h-n-t, a b. V-o-n T i n H-o-y ?’
spite of himself ut the prospect of hav"Fortunately for us. the ordei^to reing a child in the house. Smldeuly he
tire instead of to dyirge whs Just then
].*!•.;n| a carriage drive up and stop be*
passed along, ns not n tiiau In the comfor<* the house. Springing to the front
could have kept up the charging
door, he opened It Just ns a girl appar- pany
ho convulsed
were we nil
with
ently altout eighteen years of age step,
mounted the steps. She stood looking laughter both at the captain’s disgust
ami Bill's unsophisticatedness. It cured
at him, ht* at her.
the cap. too." concluded Private ConI suppose you are the governess?”
lin. "of his highfalutin speeches to the
said Bate*.
boya on the firing line/'
“The

Salad.

When Tope Sixtus V. was an obscure monk he had a great friend In a
certain lawyer who souk steadily into
poverty while the monk rose to the
papacy. The |>oor lawyer Journeyed to
Home to seek aid from his old friend,
the pope, hut he fell sick and told his
doctor to let the pope know of his sad
“I will seud him a salad," said
state.
Sixtus, and duly dispatched a basket
When the'
of lettuce to the invalid.
lettuce was examined money was
found in the hearts. Hence the Italian
proverb of a man in need of money,
"lie wants one of Sixtus V.'s salads."

THK PCZZLEli iKbflJiAN.

HIS WARD

Japanese bury tbelr

dead

with

tbe bead toward tbe north.

Dlaobritlrni'r of Orders Aunlnat
"Bomnifra" Kndrd kUppIl),

“When Sherman’* nmo left Kalclgh
the march north to Kirtimood,” sold
a lank New Hani|>«hlre comrade during a recent (>. A. U. encampment,
“we had very strict orders altout foraging. ant! to enforce tbeae orders «!eneral Sherman liatl patrols out on both
sides of hia column to enforce obedience.
This became very troublesome
a,t times. I remember that on one occasion myself and ten others jfrere detailed for six days’ duty along certain
lines on altout four days’ rations. Well,
along toward the end we lieeame very
hungry and starved out. and you can
Imagine my Joy (tetter than I can describe It when on the evening of the
aixth day my meat.untie came in anti
whispered to me that be hail found a
fat pig about half a mile off in the
woods, proposing that we go and capture him.
“So off we posted and soon arrived at
a small garden surrounded by a picket
fence, in whlcb Mr. rig was roaming
about quite at bis own ease and libWe climltetl the fence anil unerty.
dertook to run tlm pig down, but the
trouble was that he ran about twice
as fast as we did, and we soon gave
up trying to-capture him by this means
‘I’ll tell you what we’ll do.’ said
run
him
“We will
my messmate.

fHctrical.

on

Ellsworth Has to Bow to the Inevitable. Scores of Citizens Prove it.
After

he

I

reader has read

tbs public
representative citizen of

statement o* this

Ellsworttk given below, he mast

squarely

and

elusion:

A

honest y

remedy
ago, which baa kept
health since.
form the

c>n

same

cumstances.

fairly,

to this

come

con-

which cured years

the partv In good
relied opon to perwoik under similar cirbe

this:

Head

Cspt. Perry W. Alley, living on the
Bayalde road, si* ml w scuth of Ellsworth, says: “1 first learned of Doan's
Kidney Pills In the wln'er of 18OT, when 1

stopped
tack

attack of lame and aching
so 1 could

an

wh'cb sometimes hurt

scarcely go about, to say nothlog about
doing work. I believe a man who la subject to backache will have recurrences, and
the treatment

which brought him

doubted benefit

on

un-

occasion may fall
to do the work In future attacks.
I have
bad notice but I know of so
many of my
one

ton run in in ntrnuo.
by turns,
I rent up, and when you get ilml
friends and acquaintances who have used
I'll try him for n few paces.’ So we
the remedy and obtained such undoubted
started tn to run Mr. Porker down by
turns.
It was about my third turn at results that 1 stilt have as great faith In
trying to capture the animal when, on the claims made for It aa 1 did five
years
nearing a feme comer. I happened to
I have ad vis. d more than one In this
look up and saw. to my utter dismay, ago.
vicinity to go to W-ggln A Moore’s drug
two commissioned officers leaning over
store for Doan', Kidney Pills when I
the fence watching my movements.
heard them complaining of backache or
‘What an- you doing over there T
other symptoms of klduey
complaint."
one of them as’-ted.
For sale by all dealers. Price 60 cents.
"I saw that I was caught rtsl banded,
Poster-Mllbnrn
Co., Buffalo, N. Y.,
so I replied. "Oh. nothing: Just trying
sole agents for the I'nlteri States.
to see how fast this pig can run.’
Remember
the
uame, Doan's, and take
“The offices* laughed at this. and.
doubtless realizing that we needed 'no substitute.
something to fill our stomachs, turned
Banking,
and walked away, and the result was
that we got our pig.’’
aown
ns

WOMEN VOLUNTEERS.
Hot

Allowed
Se*

to

\\ nn

When
l)l«eovered.

Serve

I» wtaM your money will
Invested !o share* of the

Their

Fired with a desire for martial glory,
it happened occasionally that n woman
could conceal her sex and he accepted
by the mustering officers. Whenever
discovered these female soldiers were

discharged.
Company D of the Forty-sixth Pennsylvania regiment had on its rolls one
Charles I*. Fuller, who was discovered
There
to be a female and discharged.
was another more conspicuous instance
of the same character in Company F
of the One Hundred and Twenty-sixth

A
la

dow

Tbey

payment*, $1 per anare.
WHY PAY RENT
when you

kneel
And from the
and mocs.

borrow

on

your

and Intent together
payment*
will Amount to but little more
than you are now paying for
r*M, and In about 10 year* you

OWN YOUR
iiKN

A. W.

OWN^ HOME.

particulars Inquire of
RV

W. CUftHM m, Boo**.
First Nat’l Bank Bids*

Kmo. President.

Stmrrtisrnunta.

8TEAM

LAUNDRY

AND BATH BOOMS.
“NO

PAT,

NO

WASH KB."

All kinds of laundry worK done at abort n
lea. Goods called for and delivered.
H. B. I8TIT A OO..
Waal Sad Bridge.
Ellsworth. Me.

Pauper Notice.

Instinctively I feel
remembered

grave

will

inscription wipe the weeds
—

can

share*. gtve a first mortgage and
reduce It every month
Monthly

Sleep.

They sleepl
1 name no names.
Each st some well

NEW 8ERIEB
Shares, #1 each, monthly

open,

For

A woman whose real name proved
be Frances Day enlisted under the
name of Frank Mayne and was promoted to sergeant of her company.
The terrors of war or fear of detection
caused her to desert on Aug. 24. 3863,
but she was subsequently killed in battle in another regiment. A Miss Seelye. who served in Company F, Second
Michigan, under the name of Frank
Thompson, deserted after she had
fought well In several battles. This
charge of desertion against her was removed in 1887 by congress because of
her previous good record.

If

Ellsworlh Loan and Bnildint^ss’n.

Pennsylvania regiment.
to

eern

Longfellow.

undersigned hereby gives notice that h
has contracted with the city of Ellsworth
for the support of the poor, during the ensuing

TBS

year, and has made ample provision for their
support. Be therefore forbids ail persons fratn
furnishing supplies to any pauper on his aoount, a* without his written order he will pay
far a a geads so furnished. Haiit 8. Joiraa.

How Stumpy

Learfied
Subtract
Copyright.

1*0.

to
~B*

£*fct

by T. C. McClure

Munkersvllle everybody agreed

In

was silly; not very
that Stumpy Dent
I'a Dent himself
„„cb off. but off.
Of course inn was on
<1() m,t deny It.
nnd vigorously
exception to the rule
that
denied everythin* and anything
of Stumpy.
tombed on the softness
tiecause of his stttln'
And toward pa.
a
the fence attitude, she assumed

on

frigid front.

consent,
■•Silence Is Jes’ the same ns
linve Dent." she complained bitterly,
a shrewish look.
eying her spouse with
flesh
••Shame on ye, an' him your own

an' blood!"
outPut Dave paid no heed to these
was
bursts. As a matter of fact, pa
lie lmd
to Stumpy,
speaking
past
In
fought the good tight ami failed.
tine- perhaps, he allowed, intelligence
might penetrate to Stumpy’s brain.
nnd
fat
flabby.
humored,
Good
sumStumpy had seen nine healthy
mers. Ills eyes were blue and watery,
or
his cheeks dimpled and red. Rain
shine he wore a hayseed hat two sizes
too small for tils abnormal crown, kept
It
In place by an elastic ao tight that
puckered nnd reddened his skin. His
inches
pants were- drawn up three
above Ills knees, and. though mi tried
hard to prevent it. Stumpy's kneecaps
were nlwnys exposed, for Stumpy had
weakness for curbstones and mara
bles, and rather than stand on his feet
he hustled along on all fours.
In school work Stumpy was disappointing. two grades behind the times.
Yet he could read, spell, add to the
thousands aud would attack millions
if bp dared. But. oh. subtraction, subnot even a standing blacktraction
could
enlighten
board
example
—

Stumpy's mind!
His

Jong

suuenng

tencner,

use

pa.

exasperation point,
when suddenly a happy thought occurShe
had
observed Stumpy
red to her.
on the curbstone
playing marbles.
nearing

was

tin*

He must have marbles In b..t
pocket. He did have them, a bulging
pocketful, Jealously guarded, aud after
a
struggle she successfully extracted
three. But It was all she could do to
get them, and for days her soft, white
hand remitted evidence of the getting.
"Stumpy Dent,” she cried, with binning eyes, "now tell what I have done!"
“Cpblied tna marbles." walled the
outraged pupil, with streaming eyes
and waggling toes.
I’m going to
"Hush. bu%. sonny.
give them all back to you. I'm only
trying to show you what subtraction
is.
Now, bow many marbles had you
when you came to school?”
“Twelve.” shouted Stumpy.
"How many have you now?"
One by one Stumpy counted them
and considered.
“How many?" repeated the teacher.
“Twelve when ye give ’em back
t’me." calmly announced the hopeless
Sure!

one.

From pent up forms a roar of boyish
laughter made sensitive Stumpy teurful and tight as a clam, and away
went hope like the tllmy wake of a
dream.
Of course Pa Dent soon heard tho
story and looked sadly at his soil He
himself had tried the practical Illustration scheme, but the lad wus unresponsive.
“Stumpy." he demanded, shaking the
boy’s fat baud a little roughly, "do you
Uke school?"
"Vis.” was the glib reply.
“Then you must do better or I’ll take

Now, Stumpy spoke the truth. He
really loved his teacher. School was
his heaven, and in his clumsy way he
had tried hard to catch subtraction.
Rut it wasn't pa's threat that awakened Stumpy. To Darby Reck, the town's
leading grocer, must be given the credit. Darby bnd a way with him, such
a way
that for every customer his
rival, ltollinger. boasted. Darby could
set up four, and Darby had Just opened u branch near Stump’s school.
"Naw, the laddies' trade ain't much.”
he udmltted, "but A'm a caterin' t'em
jest the same.”
Here hitherto Bollinger had held full
sway. But Bollinger was mean, hard
as nails; he didn't
give marbles away
with every five cent purchase.
But
Darby did, so Darby corralled the
school Bollinger tried hard to get it
back. At half price, as a lure, he advertised squeakin' balloons and sticks
of candy, the chowehow kind.
Who
w-anted squeakin’ balloons and chowchow candy? And
again Darby went
him one better:
FREE!

FREE!

FREE!

Five dollar bill to tha
boy or
girl who guesses nearest the number of peas In this bottle.

♦------Ills store was besieged. The school
playgrounds were deserted. Troops of
tmtdly excited boys and girls flung
frantic guesses at the delighted grocer.
Ting a-ling!
Ting -a-ling!
Vainly,
across the way, the
Janitor swung his
bell high above his
head, then down to
his weak old knees, and the brass
gave

out

its utmost

**No, no, no; every guess must be
written, and I will take none till 3
o clock this
afternoon,” cried Darby,
tUsmissing the disappointed mob.
But one hoy, regardless of the Jani
t°r s
peremptory mandate, remained
glued to Darby's window, mumbling
to himself, Ijis
chubby fists clutched
tightly at the crimson sill, as he dutnp1118 toughened knees against the
f1
•roshly paioted panel. It was Stumpy

Dent,

and

he was

thinking—yea,

be

was rrnnonliiR.
Where had lie Been a
bottle Jam like that one with the pens?
Mb had one juiit the same down In- the
cells r. Sure!
Suddenly, when the white aproned
assistant poepi-d out of the door.
Kino he
Uookey?
Stumpy melted.
knew what hookey meant, and inn
mustn't »ee him get the bottle—nuw.
nor the pea a!
And she didn’t.
At 2 o’clock that same afternoon l’a
I lent came unexpectedly upon his off
spring. Pa seldom disturbed the stable
loft till the evening, when he brought
the horses in. and therefore had Stumpy chosen It as a tilting place for his

operations.

KLIiSWORTH

vr THE PAVILION

$ sued.
The game was one most commonly
played iu those parts—faro. The dealer. a redheaded, sandy bearded man In
n woolen shirt, sat at one end of the
table dealing cards from a tin box,
while the patrons of the ‘‘pavillou,"
as It was called, placed their money on
other cards arranged In oval form on
the table.

A newspaper spread lengthwise, the French prune bottle, n pyramid of peas. Stumpy carefully counting every pea he dropped Into the bottle. and on the white margin of the
All were too absorbed in the play to
newspaper a ‘record of red chalk
strokes-that wns what pa saw when
notice the entrance of a tnau who under
his head topped the open trap.
other circumstance's would have been
"Stumpy!” he cried sharply. “Wbat noticeable even Iu that
motley crowd.
are yon doing?
Why nre you not at His clothes
were in tatters; his sunken
school?*’
cheeks and eyes told a story of long
Taken In the act and breathless from
continued hunger. Shuffling up to the
the shock. Stumpy did not reply at I
faro table, he chose a card on which to
onee.
Under such strong IncriminatI l*»t and, opening Ills clutched fingers,
ing circumstances the grand impulse
placed a silver dollar upon It.
of the ordinary boy would have been
The dealer was proceeding with the
Instant confession and "take the conusual precision—exposing the card that
sequences.” Not to with Stumpy. A was to win or
lose, gathering in the
splendid evasion loomed up before
money "the house" had won and payhim.
ing that which was lost like a slowly
“Subtractin', pa." ho gurgled, dabbing
working piece of mechanism grinding
his linger on the last chalk mark so as
out tin* fate of those who came within
not to forget his total.
its feeder. He had just gathered in his
“Ah. I see!" said pa.
gains on the card exposed when the
wns
a
feasible
Certainly the excuse
stranger put down his coin. First castone.
He bnd.toM the teacher to send
ing his eye over the board, the dealer
Stumpy home If he became too dense. exposed the next card. It was a winLeft to himself, p* said, subtraction
ner for the stranger.
Not only was
might come In n flnsh.vlnit the Jeering
his dollar still his own. but the dealer
of his companions would make him
latd five more dollars besldq it.
Sensible Miss Marlow had act
worse.
When the bets had been settled it
ed on his advice.
Yoa. that was It.
was noticed that the stranger left his
and pa. quite satisfied, descended the
money Just as it was on the card he
ladder from the loft. When he disaphad placed his first bet. It won again.
peared Stmnpy smiled and went on
Tilt* dealer laid $30 on it, settled up
adding.
The other bets and went on with t!.e
Came 3 o’clock, and
Darby was deal.
Again the stranger won. There
again besieged. Every boy and girl was a burn of interest in the matter as
In Munkersville had a guess to give
the dealer coolly laid $180 beside the
In. and every slip hnd to be carefully
$30. aggregating in all $210. Several
At last, amid breathless
examined.
players looked up into tut* race or me
silence. Darby, beaming like a harvest
winner to see how he took his pood
moon, mounted a chair and In loip'
lin k, hut his hat was drawn down over
IUUCD U IHJ
his eyes, and they could not see his fea"Nlhe—two—two Is the winning nun:
tures.
He sat with his elbows on the
tier, boys. nn<l Stumpy Dent guesses
table, his chin resting on his hands.
nine—two—one! Stumpy gets the bill!"
For a few moments there was the
Wild was the scene In Darby's, Cp
sound of heavy breathing, then perand out went Stumpy ou the shoulders
feet quiet.
of the fifth grade gang. And pn. drivBefore exi>oslug the next card the
a
In
home
In
his
felt
ing
buggy,
lump
dealer waited a moment to see If the
his throat when be heard the loud
stranger would not draw his money,
cheers for Stumpy.
lie sat perfectly still, his face turned
"How did you do It, sonny?" he ask
down to th«* heap before him. and as
ed when the demonstration was over
he gave no sign to take It in the dealer
and the boy safe at borne.
There was a
went on with the game.
"Jes- this way.” whispered Stumpy.
of chances that the winmultiplicity
“I fetched ma’s prune bottle from the
nings would go back where they came
cellar. Darby's was Jes' the same in
from—Into the possession of the "paslse an' wt’ the same wee rid label
vilion.’* Indeed there had been a mulSo I filled urn's bottle
on the neck.
tiplicity of chnnccs that they would
neat wl' peas, emptied 'em out on the
And these adnot win the third time.
newspaper un' counted 'em us 1 filled
verse chances were multiplied against
It up agin.
That gave nine—twoits winning the fourth. When the card
one.”
which was to decide the matter was
“Ha. ha, ha!" laughed Jubllnnt ph.
exposed the eye of every one present
“Come, Stumpy, lad.” be cried, count- was on it,
forgetful of everything save
ing out live shining silver dollars for the
seedy man's case. A burst of ex
the bill: “come an' we'll put your monclaniations told that again he had won.
ey In a bank!”
The dealer gave a dissatistied grunt,
It was a miniature iron bank, a penturned to his coffers tp replenish his
ny In the slot affair, and the silver ratexchequer before paying the loss, then
tled and rang as It dropped to the litdumped several pounds of gold on the
tle vault bel^w.
table before the winner.
“Now. Stumpy,” said pa proudly,
Again the crowd looked at the fortu“that’s your first deposit, nn' It draws
nate man to see how* he took his won
Interest at 5 tier cent In one month."
derful run of look, hut there was no
But when the month was up and pa
evidence even at the supremely excitpried open the lid only three shining ing moment when the card was ex
dollars demanded 5 per cent. Stumpy
posed of even a tremor. No such unhad learned to subtract.
emotional winner had ever played at
the “pavilion.*’ Several of the better
Applicant In the AVronur Room.
dressed players lost interest in their
During the excitement of a physical own game and became intensely interexamination of candidates for places
ested in that of the stranger. He made
on the police force In city hall n mild
no motion to touch the money he had
mannered man wandered Into the room
won, sitting apparently unmoved while
and somehow got mixed up with the
the dealty was counting it out and setaspirants for places on the force. He tling the minor bets. Then, when all
was instructed to remove his clothes
was ready for the next deal, the stranpartly, and in n feto mluutes was hard ger’s heap was still staked on the card
at work with the other men in the on which he had bet and won several
room, raising dumbbells. Inflating bis
successive times.
chest and undergoing a general physiclies goiu
to try u again.
al examination.
“Fool!”
"Run around the room," he was com
“Idiot!"
mnnded, and, ou>a trot, he made the
He'll break the
“Let lilm alone.
circuit of the room a dozen times.
bank.”
Almost out of breath, he stopped
“lie's gone to sleep.”
then and inquired:
“Wake him up.”
“Dook a here, what else have I got to
Tile dealer, who was cocksure that
do to get my license?"
fortune once more tempted would de"What license?" queried the surgeon,
sert the stranger and return all his
in surprise.
winnings to the “house.” hurried on
"Why, my marriage license. That’s and exposed the next card.
what I came in for," was the reply.
A wild shout from the crowd showed
“Say,” said the surgeon, “you’re In that the stranger had won again.
the wrong room. I thought you wantThe winner still sat motionless. One
ed to be a policeman.
The license
The
of the bystanders shook him.
bureau is downstairs." Philadelphia
man's head swayed, lost its support on
Record.
the palms of his hands and fell forward on the table. He was lifted up,
A Frightful Accident.
his hat removed and his face exposed.
A laborer was on bis way to his
lie was dead.
work one morning as a through train
“Tom Higgins, by thunder!” exwas about to pass a little station
claimed a man opposite.
where a crowd had assembled for the
The shock was not sufficient to predoe
in
a
few
moments.
way train,
vent one of the players who had a
A child who bad strayed to the edge
grudge against "the house” from noticof the platform seemed about to lose
ing that the dealer was not paying.
her balance in her effort to get u good
“Down with the dust!” he cried.
rlew of the oncoming engine.
“Down with the dust!” repeated the
Quick us a flaab the workman jump- man who had recognised the stranger,
ed forward, tossed the child back to a
putting.his hand to his hip. “His wife
place of safety and was himself grazed and children are starving down In the
by the cylinder, which rolled him over gulch. They shall have his winnings.”
on the platform pretty roughly.
The dealer, seeing the temper of the
Several people hastened to his ascrowd, counted out $O,4S0, which by
sistance, hut he rose uninjured, al- common consent was intrusted to the
though with a face expressive of grave man who knew the winner, with two
concern.
others to assist. The body was burled
“Confound It! Just my luck!" he exat the expense of the crowd, who
claimed, drawing a colored handkerwould not permit the Winnings to be
chief, evidently containing luncheon, touched for the purpose.
from his pocket and examining it rueThe dead man’s little daughter told
fully.
how that morning when the family
“What Is It?" Inquired the onloofcprs. had been with scarcely a bite to eat for
“Why. the sr.lt and pepper's all over two days he had found a dollar. He
the rhubarb pie. and the eggs—well, I
started to spend It In provisions and In
kept telling her something would bap
passing the "pavilion” yielded to temppen If she didn't boll ’em harder!”
tation.
AUSTIN A. KINGSLEY.

fit) Aoirpal

Wkdwmdat, June 1, 1904.
■ AIMS LAW

[Original.]
In a gambling tent In the wild west
were gathered Mich a crowd ns one
finds beyoLd the borders of civillzatJon.
There were teamsters, cow punchers
and n sprinkling of men fairly well

MAKKKTM,

HKOAROIMG

WIIOilTS

Little

MMAMVXA*.

AMD

Story

Habit of Doing; One’* Bent.
This habit of always doing orte’e beat
enters into the very marrow of one1* beart
and character; 1t affects one’s bearing,
one’s self-possession, says Success.

For

Folks

A

bushel of Liverpool sail shall weigh (JO
pounds, ami a bushel of Turks Island salt shall
weigh 70 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushei of potatoes,
In good order and fit for shipping, la 60 pou- is ;
of apples, 44 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of Deans In
good order and fit for shipping, fs 62 pounds.
Of wheat, beets, ruta baga turnips and peas, flO
pounds; of corn, 56 pounds; of onions. 52
of carrots, Kngllsn turnips, rye and
pounds;
Indian meal, 50 pounds; of parsnips. 45 pounds;
of barley ana huckwncat, 48 pounds; of oats.
88 pounds, or even measure aA by agreement.
The prices quoted below are the retail prices
at Kllsworth.
Farmers can easily reckon from
these what they are likely to receive in trade
or cash for their products.

S Bear as a

Drinker

"When I lin'd In the circus,” said
the hear to the parrot, "there was once
n great storm, and the rain came down
so hard that It Just filled up all the
cages and the rings and everything.
The circus men were nfraid that all
the animals except the sea lion would
be drowned.”
“Well, wliat did they do?” asked the
parrot.
"They asked me to help them out of
their trouble,” replied the bear.

Country Produce.

Creamery per ft.27
Dairy.18 £26
Cheese.
Best factory (new) per ft.16018
Best dairy (new).. ..18
Dutch (Imported).VfO
Neufchatel.
05
*Ur«s.
The price of eggs continues high with no Indications of a drop.
Fresh laid, per uos.15018

r

■

■

■■■■

who doe* everything
to a
feeling of arreuity; he ia not
easily thrown off his balanee;1ie has nothiug to fear, and he can look the world
The

in

Vegetables arc
cheaper every day.
Potatoes pk
Lettuce,
Spinach, pk
Celery,

25
10
25
26

ever one

faction
worker

Carrots, hunch
Beans—per qi—

ackerel. each
Finnan Uaddle

expanding mentality*
an

of
of

OVER THE TUB
TO DHIWK.

LEANED

Linseed,

0.70
13 015

.65

Materials,

BEGAN

out of a hole in the bottom of the
tub.”
Now. that bear certainly did feel miserable when he foaml out how he had
been fooled by the leak in that tub.—
Detroit Journal.
ran

The

Optimist

and the

and

one sure

cure; Doan’s Ointment.

IA GOOD COOK INSISTS
|

ONGETTtNG

I

WASHBURN-CROSBY’S

|liOIMMLM

Trolley.
wan bo optipreaching his

Ifmalcesowjtfi/imretoati
tliM offarj/ounwdhtter

asp'o/fos/four.
Free to Housewives.

The late Kev. B. M. Luther
mist of the

first water.

Id

gospel of cheerfulness
a

friend of

tiny, I

one

e

said to

t

hat comine up Broad vaj ?”
«
trolley o»r.”

“Why, jn**t

“Precisely. To your eyen it i- p ootn«»r<iimonp ace, ye'low v?b c!e, with »»
nary motor.nan In front and an everyday

1 50
7 50
7 50
7 60

man

of

God-given sanguinity, it is a chariot
gold with diamond-si added wheels,

of

seraph

the

at

cherub collect

7 oe
Flour, Grain and Feed.
Flour still holds up wbh no prospects of an
immediate drop.
Oats, bu
55§60
Klour—per bbl—
6 75 07 fo ShoiIs—bag— 1.15 <j 25
Corn, 10O fb hag l 3-'i40 Mixed teed, bag
» 25 31 30
c orn meal, bag 1 3’> '40
1.80
cracked corn, 1:15 310 Middlings. hag
Cotton seed meal, 1 60
Gluten meal,
1 50

but, to the

wheel

and

Cut out thi9advertisement and mail
us with name of your grocer and
will send you free of charge one of
our
GOLD
MEDAL COOK
BOOKS, containing ]()00 carefully
prepared recipes. If your dealer does
not handle Gold Medal Flour, please
mention it in your letter. Address
to

we

pessimistic tendencies:

W bat la

conductor in the rear,

Coal—per ton—
Wood—per cord
5 00 36 60
Broken,
I>ry hard,
3 00 05 00
Stove,
Dry soft,
Egg,
Roundings per load
Nut,
10001 26
Blacksmith's
5.00
Huttings, hard

apiary

disappear.
“Ha, ha!” cried the parrot. “It is
empty, indeed, but most of the water

14

Sea tiout,

AND

“And whnt (Ini vba do?”
“I drank up nil the water and saved
the circus.’’ answered the bear.
“Oh,” said the parrot, “you are n
wonderful fellow!”
“Yes, indeed.” said the bear.
“I>o you think you could drink all
the water out of that tub?" asked the
parrot, pointing to a tub of water sitting on a stool near by.
“Certainly." said the bear, though lie
did not appreciate the idea of having
his much boasted powers put to the
test in this sudden fashion.
But he leuued over the tub anil began to drink and gulped down the water until he thought he would burst.
"Now the tub is empty!” he cried in
glee as he saw the last drop of water

oil—per gal—
Kerosene,

Swiss

a

.5I

HE

05

2og.>0
12

an

awjtrtfecmcnta.
I-

Mutton,
120*20
spring la mb, 15 <125
Fr«-xh Pish.
f
Ths supply of tl-h Is somewhat Improved.
Halibut, cod, haddock and mackerel are plenty.
The lobster supply Is limited, and the price continues high. Smelts are out of the market, it
being close time.
05
20
Cod,
Clams, qt
20
06
Haddock,
Lobsters, ft
16 3 IS Itlueflsh,
123*4
Halibut,
v

power spurs the

Absolutely safe; can’t fall.—<4dvt.

1 00
1 25
.75

Tongues, each

of

sense

their

to

poor, old and
suffer. Only

1 50
Cement, per cask
95
Lime, per cask
7 311
Brick, per M
White lead, pr !b .05 3.08
Provisions.
T..ere Is no special change to note In pro*
visions, except lard, which has dropped lc to
10c.
Beef, !b
Pork, !b.
1«
Steak,
.168-30
Steak, lb
16
128.26
Chop,
.08 8-10
.06
Cornea,
Pigs'feet,
18
llam. per lb
160.20
Tongues,
.05 006
Shoulder,
.13
Tripe,
18
Veal:
Bacon,
20
Salt
10
Steak,
10
100.14
(gird,
Roasts,

|

within

Everybody’s liable to Itching piles. Rich and
young-terrible the torture they

12 £15
10

—

j

buoyant

A live wire fell in
killed 400,000 bees.

10
15
«5
20

Cabbage,

—

o.^e,
No. I,
scoots,

throbbing

and of a broadening horizon, gives
added satisfaction beyond the power
words to describe. It is a realization
nobility, Lhe divinity of the mind.

.60

extra

feels

success.

consciousness of

1 25
Suruce,
Luml>cr-per M—
135
13014 Hemlock,
Hemlock,
Hemlock boards, 13 gll Clapboards—per M
Kxtra spruce,
24 326
16 §20
Spruce,
*2<va?6
Snrucc floor,
Spruce, No. 1, 20 4 40
20 «60
Clear pine,
Pine,
25350
Matched pine,
5°
308*26 Kxtra pine.
Shingles—per M
Laths—per M—
2.50
3 26
Cedar, extra
Spruce,
2 76
2 Of)
Hemlock,
clear,
••
.04 8.06
2 25 Nalls, per lb
2d clear,
*'
•*

knows.

man

growing

Turnips, bunch
Beets, bunch

Building

a

fuflest development,
it unfolds the mental, the moral, and the
physical forces, and this very growth, the

—

Lumber and

undertakes, will give soul satiswhich a
half-hearted,; slipshod

never

When

faculties

Fruit.
25 Oranges, (loz
.850.45
12 Lemons doz
25080
15 £29
Groceries,
Co flee—per ft
Rice, per ft
.060.06
Rio,
.160.25 1'lckles, per gal .45g.U6
85 Olives, bottle
Mocha,
.250.75
85 Vinegar—per gal
Java,
Pure elder,
.V>
Tea—per ft—
.45 0.65 Cracked wheat,
.i»5
Japan,
.04
..%jj ^5 Oatmeal, per ft
Oolong,
.20
Buckwheat, pkg
Sugar—per ft—
.04
05H
Graham,
Granulated,
Co flee—A IB, .05*4 Uye meal,
.04
.05 Granulated meal,ft 02)4
Yellow, C

Syrup,

conscious

gency; t he consciousness of possessing
the ability to do with superiority what-

this is

Apples, pk
Cranberries, qt
Strawberries,

.85
.60

(eels

shoddy into any-

power to do what he undertakee
aa well as it can possibly be done, and all
of bis faculties say “Amen” to what he la
doing, and give their unqualified approval to bis eff »rts—this is happiness,

20

Yellow-eye

Havana,
Porto Rico,

he

put

him the

16*18

1’ca.

Molasses—per gal—

because

has not

thing, that he has had nothing to do with
'•hams, arid that he has always done hia
level best.
The sense of efficiency, of being master
of one's craft, of being qual to any emer-

..

Hhj
Best loose, per ton.12 §14
Baled..
16
4tr»w.
Loos#
8 011
Baled.
]»

••

he

This

Vegetables.
In good supply, and

a

face

the

that

Poultry.
Chickens.
Fowl.

man

finish has

brake, and

BROWN &

a
a

Mention this Paper.

fares.”
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SYNONYMS

SYNONYMS

SWEET’S

jee’s |^iiA\Ern

Rat Canning.

The rnt has often demonstrated his
Perhaps the best known
instance is that of the rats which, rob
1-ing a poultry yard,*could conceive of
no better way of carrying off the eggs
than by getting one of their number
l-i lie on his buck and clasp the eggs
uu
Then several rats
his stomach.
pullet] their recumbent brother’s tail,
while others pushed his shoulders.
Thus egg after egg was safely hidden
hi their burrow.
A rat has been known to cross a
swollen torrent in Scotland seated on
Other rats have made
a swan’s back.
l ends with dogs and fed from the
j
me platter.
When the dugs were
knowwould
never
j
absent they
feed,
i;ig that the presence of their canine
friends meant safety.
Althongh when driven desperate
v tb hunger they will devour one anoilier, in times of plenty their affeo j
ti-'ii is almost human.
A Sussex clergyman has told how he J
!
s.'W a number of rats migrating from
one district to another, and in the middi of the company was an old blind
with a twig in his mouth, by which
r
he was being safely led by u younger
rodent.
Instances of rats leading blind comrades by the ears to feeding places and
placing food close to their muzzles
have been observed more than once.
This is more than many human beings
will do for their weaker brethren.—
London Express.

JOSSELYN,

Portland, Maine*

CARBOLIC

Banisher ofpain.

intelligence.

Reducer

of inflam-

mation,
Old-time remedy for

all the family aches
and pains.

OIflTA\EfiT
Cleanser and healer
skin fracture
and disorder ; wizard
producer of skin health
and beauty.

of every

IOc•

P*H BOM

SOLD BIT ALL THADKH&

PUT

UP

BY

CALDWELL SWEET, BANCOR, N\B.

Boston’s World-Renowned Hotel.
It's ttie

j
j

It’s the

place to sleep,
place to eat

j

It
rb

1

is

very foolish for

uulese he is

going

a man

to be

c
can

a woman

to

that she 1b

an

nom’cal bookkeeper Is the way she
-sve'ou the furnace coal bills in sum-

mer

threaten baby's life.
Cholera Infantum, dysentery, dtarrbwa. Dr.
Fowler's Extract of Wild Strawberry never
lulls to conqter them— Advt.
spectres

that

In

a

central section of the

the theatres and wholesale ami retail stores.
Pleasant rooms SI ami upward; with bath S2 and upward.
Tile best hotel table d’hote in America.
Cuisine unexcelled.

city,

near

Mianus

Marine and
me

iud

■ ii wo

vr

Stationary Engines
muluis.

r

any guaraui*?ea

Fitted for all work.

Lobster, Scallop arid Winch Hoists. Woodsawing outfits, hoisting outfits for vessels. Hoist anchor, sails,
pumps, bilge, cargo, etc. Simple, safe aaid sure.

and the Ice bills in winter.

Three

square:.

mar*

to remember

say every once in so often how much better bis health has be«e« *■' toe be has always
bad meals he could enjoy.
W hat convinces

BOWDOIN

Nearest First-class Hotel to Union Station.

Mi an us Motor Works.
21> ami :t;$ PORTLAND PI ICR.
The

PORTLAND, MAINE.

Ellsworth American—only COUNTY paper.

A

LOCAL AND POLITICAL JOURNAL
IH7BL1SHKU

WEDNESDAY’ AFTERNOON

EVERY

AT

1

ELLSWORTH, MAINE,

!
1

HANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING CO.

who

W. Uo*«j.ixir, Editor and Manager.

*.

for six
month*; ft® cent- for three months; If paid
strictly In advance, $' 50, 75 and 98 cent?
UPajWtlv lv AM arrearages are reckoned al
tfcc rSic of id per year.
r*
rca-onal.le, and Wll!
Ad\«»ti*i nu Kate*-be made known on application.

•al>irrlptl»n Prior—$3 00 a jrar; #1

uO

j

Business communications should be addressed
aa<< all money order* mao payable M) Tut
LUw
HaNC<H-li COUSTT I'UBLISHIM) CO.,

10,
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worm

have been .so anxious
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firm
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to

and the catcher
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10:11

20
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edition
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of

as

a

j

manipulation.

The

American is

Malnp Musi**

It is

2,450 copies.

lovers

!

Eden

1

It Is
of

folly

to

who

a man

be

bead

Cured

Mathis
Soekalcv.*
Bernard1
Boss
Maho

s. a.

1. f.
f.
r. f.

Carter,
Newton,

A

Gambity

c.

Ot Wednesday

Pend It

n

Jijclp

evening of last week the
of tbeBar Harbor

COUNTY OF HANCOCK,
WILL BB MELD AT

nAMOCK

HALL.

IN

KL H WORTH,

June 2,

Thursday,

AT 10 O’CLOCK

Re so! red, That hereafter the delegates in
all cases shall be voters in the town which
they represent.
Resolved, That a nomination to any office
to which any person may have been elected
cannot be claimed as a m itter of custom and
nsa^e. personal fitness alone being the test.
Resolved, That in future calls for County
Couventious, the committee is requested to
make the foregoing resolutions a part of the

delegates.
Per order «f
mittee.
J. O.

the

republican county

B. L. GKINDI.a.
Chairman.

AT

130

June

|
1

Srinciples

REPUBLICAN NOMINEES.
STATE ELECTION, SEPT. 12, ISM.
STATE
For

TICKET.

Representative to CongreM,
(Third District)

EDWIN C. BURLEIGH.
For Representative to the Legislature,
ALEXANDER C. HAGEKTHY.
of considerable importance confront the Panama cans:
commission—how to raise the funds;
Two

questions

and whom to

employ

to do the actoa

Tbe Handel

tbe

was

j

Haley, Bangor, bass.
Vieux Temps’ “Fantasie” appassiooata
which was rendered by Mr. Welch, tbe

!

hill, Surry, Trenton, Lsmoiue and HanIt la Surry’s turn to aend a repre-

|

tb

s

won.

A

republican

delegates
to

elect

to t

cancua

election of

incomple.e

would

be

work

Ina Gupilli, who played tbe piano
accompaniments in a superior mauner.
While the exp
large, some: hio»:

ing

to

tie able

nsea

of tbe concert

ovtr
statu

to

£275,
tbat

it

is

were

gratify-

after all

ex-

Iprafrasior.ai Carte.

H. Billings; instructed for Cobb. Delegates fer county ccnventlon: Ralph H.
Condon, Roy fapley, P. H. Bil.ngs; unlnstructed.

F. SIMoNTON, M. D

F

PHYSICIAN axd SUBGEON.

F.

MANNING BLOCK.
OFFICE*,
Residence, No. 9 Hancock St.
TIUtTBUSI.

Sedgwick delegates to the county con
ventiouareas follows: John F. Gray, T.
A. Smith, U. E. Hagertbv, H. A. Small.
To the S:at* convention: Horace N. Dor*
ity, F. H. Smith, H. S. Donty—all foi
The

caucus

adopted

the

follow

ing resolution:
Believing la the prohibitory law and its en
forcemeat as announced and adopted by tht
republican State convention at Portland In I90i
therefore.

Jharfwwl; That

we as republican voters of th«
of Sedgwick in caucus assembled, dt
hereby Insist upon and demand the enforcemen,
of the prohibitory law in Hancock county, anc
1 move that this resolution be adopted; that
copy of U be sent to BlUworth American foi
publication, and to the chairman of the republi
can county committee.
T. A. Smith, Secretary.

jFor SaU.

PIGS FOR SALE
Full-biooded
Capt.

town

Shot by Alleged Officers.
Little Dekb laus. May 30 (special)The community Is arou-ed over tbi
assault on Edward Eaton one [day las
week while he was clamming at Foi
Island.
Two men, claiming to be officers with
warrant

tbe concert

without mention of the

of Miss

to attend the county
Brookaville May 26.

follow If g
delegates for the State
convention were chosen: C. H. Perkins,

Cobb.

concert.

held at

was

1'he

|

of the

An account of

be State convention and also

drl’^stes

convention

for the

Maurice C. Rumsey conducted in a flaw
less mauner, aud to bis uutiring efforts
was due in large measure tbe
marked
success

for

his

arrest, attacked him
They fired a revolver, the shot entering
his leg just below the
hip, going emlxeij
through, and making an ugly wound.

H.

Ohio Improved White
Chester.
J.

.JOV,

Kllsworth.

Special blotters.
CABU or THANKS.
commander of Wm. H. H. Rice post,
rpHEEllsworth,
in behalf of Its members,
JL
wishes to thank the clergymen and the Methodist choir for their services in making Memorial Day a perfect success, and especially
the relief corps for lu collation, and the band
for Its sweet music; and all others who con
tribnted for that purpose.
8PKC1AL NOTICE.
not trespass in Cuniculocus Park. 1
demand protection to life and property
from the county of Hancock, the State ni
Maine, and the United States of America.
Many C. Pests Adstis.

DO

NOTICE.
title u «*t*bii&hed to undivided
half of my property in Lamoine. cutting wood, camping, boating, fishing, or takis forbidden.
ing possession In

XTNTIL

|j

anj wa|

Many C. Furrs Austin.

1

selling goods.

Write

Visit

us at ouee

AND-Practical ban.:

to

wages.

same or

a. m.

not.

work
H.

to

our

Shoe

If you

will allow

little time

will

we

EduiiiuCc Burt

select the

style best

suited

to your foot, and

yoursboe troubles
will be ended for-

on

C.

1

ever.

general housework.
41S, Ehawortb.

for

box

10

at

Department.
ua a

Good
fa'm
I'NAHM
Apply
Shtth. Box 29*. Ellsworth. Me.

JT

bona fide offer made to introduce

a

repeated.

FOR WOMEN

ADI EH INI) GENTLEMEN -We pay #15
at home
No
a thousand cash
copying
Send stamp.
rmmailing or canva*aii g
t*n Mro. Co., §h Front St.. Worcester, Maas.

rNIRL

not be

RKSJI

^

II

positively

Klantrt).

I
I

This is

is worn out.

advantage,of

TAKE this opportunity to inform the publie that 1 am doing ladies' and geatle- I
men's tailoring at nr home on Fourth St,
M*av F. K«io.
Ellsworth

number,

next

applause was repeated.
Tbe
string orchestra consisted of
Francis J. Welch, Portland, H C. Sawyer,
first violin; Vaughn Hamilton, Banger,
second violin; Robert Drummond, Bangor,
viola; K. J. Sawyer, Bangor, ’cello; E. A.

t he convention of the class towns of Blue-

to take

EH.intrt).

Bowdoin, of
••Largo”, by the

aod to response to tbe

The republicans of Surry met In caucus
Saturday afternoon, to choose delegates to

plan

Millard

chorus.

legislature
year,and
; there bars been a lively contest betweeu
I 'wo rival candidate*—Capt. W. 8. Treworgy and E. N. Osgood. Capt. Treworgy

M-,

lor the fuipoae of nominating a candidate
lor Governor to be supported at the September election, and for the transaction of such
other business as may properly come before it.
• The basis of representation will be as follows: Each City, Town and Plantation will
oe entitled to one delegate; and for each 7a
votes cast for the
Republican candidate for
Governor in 1902, an additional delegate; and
for a fraction of tO votes in excess of 75 votes,
a farther additional delegate.
Vacancies in
the delegation of any City, Town or Plantation can only be tilled by residents of the
County in which the vacancies exist.
The State Committee will he in session in
the reception room of the Hall at 1230 o’clock
P. M or* tbe day of the Convention, for the
purpose of receiving the credentials of delegates. Delegates in order to be eligible to
participate in th»- Convention, must be elected
tubsrqurut to the date of the call for this
Convention.
All electors of Maine, without ’regard to
past political affiliations, who believe in the
of the Republican Party, and enorse its policies, are c rdially Invited to
anile under this call in electing delegates to
this Convention.
Per Order, Republican State Committee.
P. M. Simpson. Chairman.
Byrox Boyd. Secretary.
Bargor, April 28, 19M.

and

—

29, 1904.

O’CLOCK, P.

can-

violin soloist,was magnificently executed,
good jjlie occurred at B'ack and the audience demanded an encore
inland a few day** ago. One of the quarrywhich was given.
men who baa a family, was very anxious
Here They Come,”
Tbe next uumber,
to raise a flock of chickens, but having a chorus from Carmen, went with fine
neither ben nor eggs,
the
boarding- dash and spirit, and in response to
mistress, a genial Scotchwoman, offered vigorous applause was repeated.
tj aid him by ssytng she wcu'd let him
Tbe bird song from David’s “Pearl of
take one of her bens and a setting of bfhitl” by Miss Mabelle Monaghan was
He set the hen. w ich when she beautifully doue, aud in response to an
eggs
had set three weeks, left the nest in dis- e icore Mias Mouaghau sang “Boiauie
gust. This led tt;e poultry man to inves- I sweet Bessie”.
tigate. Much to hfa amazement, all but
The bird song was accompanied by a
two eggs were bard boiled, supplied from
tiae flute obligato by
Walter Dobe, of
the boarding house table
Other numbers by the chorus
Boston.
j weie Faniug’a “Miller’s Wooing” aud
POLITICAL NOTES.
; “Achieved la tbe Glorious Work”.
Mr. Bowdoin’s splendid baritone voice
Mt. Desert republicans send the followshowed to excellent advantage in Tscbing delegates to the State convention M.
aikowsky’s “Pilgrim Bong” aud aa an
L Alien, J. W. Somes, Fred H Macorober;
; encore Mi. Bowdoin sang “Gipsy John”.
county—K L. Grlodle, A E. Clement B. C.
The concert closed with the “Good
Warren
Graves, Stepbeu
Smaliidge.
Night” song from “Ermiuie” by the
Whitmore.

sentative to the

Wednesday,

with the

our

of

pair

and will

and the offer will be Withdrawn MAY in, providing the (pianlity named has
not been given away before that date. We will be glad to have you call at
ourcorset department and learn more about our proposition w hether you desire

for particulars and start a profitable business.
EVERYTH 1X0 required,
WE
FI* K NISH
provided you arc honest ami a hustler.
Address Mall Order Department, North Sullivan. Me.. I Vox 14*.

U the beat shoe in the world.

Sold by

M. <t alien.

if at Salt.

a

cock.

The Auditorium, Bangor.

Portland.

opened

by

in which tbe solo parts
by Miss M a belle Monaghan,

string orchestra,

COUNTY GOSSIP.
Rather

Whitney,
Secretary.

A Republican State Convention
WILL BE HELD IN

for their
made

was

Ellen”,

taken

Ellsworth,

of

of the Ml. Desert branch of the Maine
Central and Washington county railroads, it may be stated that a special
train will be run from Bangor after
the Saturday night concert.

!
com-

tata “Fair
were

money.
The great Schumann-Heink will be
heard Saturday evening.
For the benefit of all along the line

county treasurer.
At tbe conventions of 1884 and 1886 the following resolutions were sdoped:

The concert

voices.

programmes of the five concerts; any
one is well worth the cost in time and

tor the purpose of nominating candidates for
two senators, sheriff, register of probate, one
couiii.j commissioner, county attorney and

tbe orchestra

goods,

Sale commenced May 9,

nety of goods covering all kinds of nwrubtodtihr
We Clothe You and Furnish Your
homes Free

manner:

known

widely

are

aod

splendid

a

up
from among tbe best musicians of Maine.
Tbe chorus numbered
about eighty

trust it has not been without its
effect in this vicinity.
W’e print in another column the

1904,

The bases of representation will be as fol- j
lows: Each city, town and plantation will be
entitled to cue delegate; for each forty votes
east for the republican
candidate for gov
ernor in 1902, au additional de egate; and for
a fraction of twenty-five votes in excess of
said forty votes an additional delegate.
The following list shows tbe number of
delegates to which each city, town and plan- i
tatam in the county is entitled in the convention:
2 Orland,
Amherst,
8
1 Otis,
Aurora.
1
5
Blnehill,
3
Penobscot,
3 Sedgwick.
Brooklin.
4
3 Sorrento,
Brooksville,
1
7 Sullivan,
3
Buckaport,
4
Castine.
2
Surry.
1
4
Cranberry Isles.
Stonington.
1 Swan’s Island,
Dedham,
2
5 Tremont,
Deer I»ie,
5
East brook,
1 Trenton,
1
IT Verona,
Eden,
1
14
Waltham.
I
Ellsworth,
3 Winter Harbor,
2
Franklin,
4
Gonidsboro,
Long Island,
3 No. T.
Hancock,
1
Isle au Haut,
1 No. 8,
1
3
No. 21,
1
Lamoine,
Mariaville.
1
No. 33,
1
Mount Desert.
5
The county committee will be in session at
Hancock ball on Thursda.
Jane 2, at 9
o’clock a. m., to receive the ciedentlsls of tbe

tbe soloists

ability,

we

M.,

A.

criticism.
Tbe chorus sang in

The value of these festivals as an
educational influence cannot be overhave endeavored
estimated.
We
again and again to set this forth, and

when the first
these

concert

annual

Average for four issues in Jan., 2,428. regret the discontinuance of the great
Average for four issues in Feb., 2.594. Maine music festivals —will make a I choral society h«r given at tbe Casino 500 Salesmen and Saleswomen
before an
audieoce which practically
Average for five issues in March, 2,650
festival titled tbe
Wanted
Average for four issues in April 2,600. supreme effort to attend the
house, arid it ia tbe universal
Average for four issues in May, 2,538. at Bangor. The first concert will be verdict that tbe coucert was by far the to sell good* In their liwaiitr. WF FURNISH
GOODS WITHUl'T MONEY. You aell them
to-morrow evening; there will be conbeet tbat tbe society has given. Tbe pro- to your friends and r*eiirhl*nrs. then remit us the
THE REPUBLICAN
certs Friday afternoon and evening, gramme of unusual merit was performed money, NO TRASH but late. tUrililLMlahlc
goods at prices that you can easily tell them.
in a manner which left little room for No OVERSTOCK or
and Saturday afternooi and evening.
any one article but a n»

COUNTY CONVENTION

corset given you free is the reward for your services In helping us introduce
these corsets to the lady whom you bring with you, for we know that she will
be so well pleased that she will come back for another corset of the same kind

Kustachtan Tut**. When this tube I- inflamed
hsve a rum' ling s-'ond nr lmj>erfect hearimr. an<1 when it is entirety closed. Deafness 1«
the result, and unless the i< flam (nation can be
taken out and this tuts? restored to its normal
condition, hearing will ta* d -stroyed forever.
nine caw** out of ten are caused hy catarrh,
which Is nothin* l*ut an Inflamed coudltloa of
th* mucous surfaces.
We will give «»»»« Hundred Hollars for any
case of l*eafi>es« /caused by cat-rrh) th«t canHead for
not becured t.y Hair# Catarrh Cur*.
circuit is. free.*
»• J CHEEKY A CO Toledo, O.
Sold hv Drugrfkt*. T.V.
Take null's Family 1*111* for constipation.

Burr

40(1

away

by local appllancra. as they cannot reach the
dioMmd tertian of th« ear There Is only our
way to curt* deafness, and that 1$ l»y con-ditu
l» afnesa Is nauaed by an In
Iona I remedies
r’.atncd condition of the mucous lining of the

Brewer

i>
lb.
2b.
lb.

BEAUTY STYLE
Const Co. Sol,

the above niimlwr of corsets free of charge. Our unusual otter, which is
very
easy for you to understand and just as easy f„r you to accomplish is as follows:
To every lady who will bring to our corset department a purchaser for one F.
C. or American Beauty Corset at the regular retail price of *1, we will present
a corset of the same make in any stylo or color, absolutely free of charge. Ths

doesn’t enjoy It.

OfRfnru Cannot

AMERICAN
KatMuoo

We have just completed arrangements with the Kalamazoo furset < >>., the
maker* of the celebrated F. C. and American Beauty Corsets, to Rive

yet been fixed.

drum mu«ic Into the

FREE

AMERICAN BEAUTY STYLE 909
IUiajMau>o C«*Mt C® $ol« Mik»rt

hurt that he

C.

Thomas,

third

21 and 22.

agricultural aocicty, at Eden,Sept.

Amherst have not

Absolutely

i
W8

veu

j Kurosey,

Festival.

sincerely to be hoped that all
of good music -all who would

Given away

West Washington, at Chcrryfleld, Sept.
20, 21 and 22
The cates for the fairs at EUsworth and

a

constructive i
Hall,
statesman, nor was he an orator. His j Ochs,
which
!
Storey,
strength lay in his influence,
was powerful.
He was a genius in ! Kane,

conspicuous

cot

Corsets

14 and 15

close ball game was
between two local itatne, tbe ecor*

iu tbe afternoon

Beauty

Ban-

gor. Ang. 23. 24, 25, 28
Hancock county agricultural society at

Blnehtll, 8rpt.

obliged to retire from the game.
The local team was made up as follow*:
Wakefield, c.; Cleaves, p ; Newman, lb ;
Guthrie, 2b.; Richards, 3t>.; Shaw, a. * ;
Suiuinsby, I. f.; Silk, c. f.; Silsby, r. f.

elected senator. He was chairman of
I played
the republican national committee in beiug 14 to 13.
his
and
to
1888,
masterly management | The teams:
is largely attributed the success of the i II Carter,
Mticbrll, \
republican ticket that year. He was

MOON'S PHASES.

(£ Quarter

badly

was so

association at

!

was

■

Maine fair

Fas tern

bear

Senator Matthew S. Quay, of Penn
sylvania, died at his home in Beaver
May 28. He was born Sept. 30, 1833.
He had been conspicuous in politics
for forty years. He was three times

1213 14 15 10 17 18
19 20 21 22 23 24

F. C. and
American

ftlrw have been announced:

the isthmus. A white mar tened with inierest to the orator’e able
and eloquent address.
up under the climate
Much
while digging in the trenches.
A flue game of ball was played at Atbof the work might be done by electric
! letIc park Monday forenoon between the
light, after sunset. It has been asked
and the
; B*r Harbor high school team
if the eight- hour law of 1S92 will apply
Ellsworth town team, the former win
Adto this government contract ?
rung by a score of 14 to 5.
miral Walker says to adopt this law
It was the best ball game here this sea
would prolong the construction of the son. The pitcher and catcher of the Ellscanal for a couple of years.
worth learn tn trying for a tly collided,

19041

Ten Doz.

—

The labor question need not be settled for some time yet, as a couple ol
years will be needed to prepare the
plans and specifications. At present
it looks as if tens of thousands ol
Chinese coolies will have to be

brought

11904

Memorial Day-Choral Society’s Fine
Concert—Base Ball.
A good-slaed crowd wltiiewfd the ball
Bar Harbor, May 31 (special) —Memo- game at Athletic park Friday afternoon
rial Day ass observed by lhe veteran* of between the profession-tl men and the
James M. Parker post, G. A. R., to the business men, the former winning by the
u*ual and appropriate manner. The pro- score of 27 to 17.
The professional men
cession, consisting of the veterans, son* took the lead at the start and were never
Professionals
of veterans, firemen and seboot children, beaded.
The teams:
headed by the Bar Harbor band, started farter, c; Frost, p; Hall, lb; Hornsey, 2b;
from Grand Army ball about 1 30 p. m
Pom,So; Conoen, ee; Clark, rf; Hesrles,
men--Leach,
Business
proceeded to the cemetery, where the cf; Wood, if.
graves of the veterans were decorated Huberts, c; Bernard tnl, p; Ochs, lb; Wtlwith fitting ceremonies.
ley, 2b; Wakefield. 3b; K-tue, ss; ChandThe prooeaslon then marched to the I kr, If; Totten, cf; Do*. rf.
Casino, where the memorial address was
made by Dr. George A- Phillips.
Agricultural Fairs.
The
The date-* of the following agricultural
Casino was well filled, and the audience lis-

canal, can manifest their patriotism
by rolling up a huge subscription

cannot

Htbrrtiirmrntf.

balance

was

the

for

penses were paid a aubataollal
left In the treasurer's bands.

FROM BAR HARBOR.

As to the
construction.
problem, Secretary Shaw
proposes to issue *130,000,000 of cana
bonds, to be taken up by the people
The bonds will contain a portrait ol
the late Senator Hanna, and whet
they are put upon the market, the
admirers of the senator, and those

work of
financial

$l)t vCllsuuntl) American.

I

At epe b»ll cmrt~*2V-donlter
kONKKY
"
with cart and p ing. All in g*odcoadfAddress. Dsvio C. Hsut, hurry. Me.
—

Men’s, Boys’

doe.

At Oook'a

Mat. Fast Slwkni,

a
car-

land. I** story house, stable,
;
1QUBM
in house
house, hennery; good
acres

water

tage

ind out .loon*.

cation.
Maine.

Apply

and Children’s

Good place for summer rustiM D. Coot, East Bluehill,

to

Shoes.

Political Xoticc.
KEPCRLICAN DISTRICT COMVtNTION
rr.HR republican, ol t-c c !,«»,<. town, of
8w»o'« UUml ,n
X Trrmonl. Ml.
Cranberry lale* are requested to meet at Odd
Fellows building. Southwest Harbor, on Saturday. June 4. 1SD4. at 2 p. m.. for the purpose
of nominating a candidate for representative
to the next legislature; also to transact any
other ousineaa that may legally come before
said convention.
Per order of district committee.
M L. Allhs. Chairman.
J. D. PHinurs, Secretary.
May 1*. 19M.

The best

yet, please do
all

Notice of First Meeting of Creditors.
In the District Court of the United States for
the District of Maine. Hancock county.
1
In the matter of
! In Bankruptcy.
Albion H. Fabbkll,

Bankrupt,

To the creditors of Albion H. Farrell, of
Mt Desert, in the county of Hancock and
district aforesaid, a bankrupt:
'VTOTICE is hereby given that on the 21st
_i3l
day of May. a. d. 1904. the said
Albion H. Farrell was
duly adjudicated
bankrupt; and that-the first meeting of his
creditors will be held at my office, at 39 Main
street, in Ellsworth, Maine, on the 7th day of
June, a. d 1904. at 10JO o’clock In the forenoon,
at which time the aaid creditors may attend,
prove their claims, appoint a trustee, examine
the bankrupt and transact such other busicome before aaid ineetness as may pro
william E. Whiting,
ing.
Referee in Bankruptcy.
Dated May *7, 1904.

prices,

It you

shoe store

as

We carry shoes at

so.

in all

city.

the

in

our new

styles,

and suitable fur

all conditions.
Our

IiryOoods stomds

suitable for tlie

legal Notices.
SHERIFF** SALK*
STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock ss.:—May 28, 1904.
HPAKKN this twenty-eighth day of May.
X a. d. 1904. on an execution dat d May 9,
1904. issued on a Judgment reudervd b. the
supreme judicial court for .he county of Penobscot at a term thereof begun and held on
the tirst Tuesday of April. 1904. to wit: on
the Sib day of May. 1904. in lavor of Walter L.
Hunt, of Bangor, Peuobacot county, Maine,
agaiust Alice W. Hutchings, of Orland, Hancock count? Maine, for eighty dollars, debt or
darasge. and fourteen dollars and twentynine cents, coats of suit, and will be sold at
public auction at the office of the sheriff in
Ellsworth, in said county of Hancock, to the
highest bidder on the second day ol July, aa. 1904. at ten o’cIock in the forenoon the following described real estate and all the right,
title and Interest which the said Alice W.
Hutchings has and had in and to the same on
the i»ih dav of April. 1903. at eight o’clock
and fifteen minutes in the forenoon, the time
when the same was attached on the writ in
the same suit, to wit:
A certain lot or parcel of land situated in
Orland. in said county of Hancock, bounded
northerly by land now or formerly of John
Starr; westerly by road running from Ori^nd
corner to the Falls, no celled; southerly by
land now or formerly of Frank Keyes and
easterly by the range line.
Also another certain lot or parcel of land
situated in said Orland bounded aa follows:
Beginning at the east corner of a lot of laud
now or formerly occupied by Alvin R. Dorr;
thence nort^» sixty and one-fourth degrees
wrest bv said Dorr land to the rv<adr leading to
the upper Falls: thence northerly by said
road to the westerly corner bound of a lot of
land in po*-se*fion of Frank Keyes; thence
south sixty and one-fourth degrees east to the
range line; thence south eleven and threefourths degrees west bu range line to first
bounds, except about forty-nine square rods
sold to Rufus Trussel! by a former owner,
both said parcels above described being same
conveyed to Alice W. Little (now Alice W.
Hutcbig*) by Jane 8. Keyes by deed dated
July 13, 1S95, and recorded in Hancock regia
try of deeds volume 292. page 919.
H. F. Whitcomb, Sheriff.

stock

haven’t visited

Stores combined and

full of

goods

Take our two

sea-on.
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GALLERT,

GOODS,
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ELLSWORTH.

MAINE MUSIC
Bangor,

June 2,

3,

4.

Artists.

FESTIVAL
Director,

VV. R.

Chapman.

'Hie last appearace on the concert stage for live years of the World’s

Mezzo-Soprano-Contralto,

greatest

MADAME SCHUMANN-HEINK.
MADAMK CHARLOTTK MACON DA, Ih* Favorite Ooauwrt Soprano.
MADAMB ISABELLK BOUTON* Contralto, anti MISS MAROIKKITL I.UMON.
Soprano, of the Metropolitan Optra House
MISS FRANCKS I»RIN KIVATKR. Contralto.
MR. KDWABD KAKROW, Traor.
MR EDWARD F. JOHN«(UI» f»nor. MR. GWILYM MICKS. Marltoae.
MR. FRANCIS ARCH AH BEAU. Hacao.
MR. HANS KRONOLD, 'CcIliM.

Festival Chorus.

500

'"‘issSrsTSSS***01

Festival Orchestra,

Unrivalled musical programme, Including Bizet's Carmen

as a

Concert-Opera.

Course tickets, one reserved seat for each of the live concerts, $5.
Admission to each concert, rsic. Reserved seats, evening concerts, t% fti.JSO and #1;
afternoon concerts, tl.fid, *1 and 75c. Tickets may be secured ttirough the
secretary or the local chorus, or at Andrews' Music House, Bangor.
EXCURSION

KATES

FOR SALE.
One

Spring Baggage Wagon
with or without top. Capacity 1000
lbs. One second-hand 3-spring Baggage Wagon; 800 lbs. One side spring
Delivery Wagon, 800 lbs. Our own
build. Also others at low prices to

ON

ALL

v+o#o*0+o+D#o+o*o*:>+a+aMf
EDWIN M. MOORE,
J
dealer In all kluds of

#

Freeh, MU, Smoked

a

>d

Dry

FISH.

new

O

£

Cod,

Haddock,

Halibut and Fresh

Mackerel, Oysters, Ckaau*,

deal lope,

Lobsters and Finnan Hadd lee.

close.

S,

KA1I.KOAIW

I—

LORD

Campbell A True BktaKaet kn<l Bridge, I
KLMWOKTU, ME.

she threw a white mitntilla over ber
bead nml shoulders, her face and the
rose peeping out from the uaowy lace.
"flood evening. Mia,*’ she an id, patting the little horse's uose. It gave
a happy whinny, tor it knew Candida.
Iler father and mother came from
the house and said a surly g«M*l evening to the handsome young Spaniard.
To them he was entirely objectionable
hi that he had no property, no inti a
etitlnl father, nothing but his own
Cleverness and courage to depend upon.
furthermore, they strongly suspended their daughter of preferring
him to the shrewd old political fox to
whom they were trying to marry her.
“Penult me to thank you both for

The Road Mia
Clioye

i

By SARAH COMSTOCK
Copyright.

iwn.

by T. r. McClnre
...

rr:r=:

■‘IJmv slow you an\ Candida!"
It was entirely good ternTherefore the oilier voice be-

•‘V.s."

per,d.

came rrosser.
••What's the use primping two hours
of a KIHberto?"
for that mere nolwsly
-To lie sure, what I« the use?” Cun-

dlita's good temper

was

intrusting your daughter to my cure
tonight," he said blithely in spite of

maddening.

the frowns that greeted him.
Candida patted the restless pony
“Are you in a hurry, Mia?”
nguln.
she snld.
“Come, Killberto, we must
start. Mia says she will not wait.”
The girl put her little red sllpp€*red
foot Into the stirrup. Flllbcrto helped
her ns she sprang, and she was perched aloft In the gala day saddle, nil
carved and besilvered.
With a bow
to the old people he sprang up behind
her. ns was the Cnlifornhin custom.
He reached forward to adjust the
Hut the
reins.
Mta fumed to be off.
word had not been given when a clatter of hoofs sounded beyond the house.
All turned to see who the arrival
was.
The h«»ofs clattered more sharply as tin- gallop slowed. I p rode the
coma minute.
At the sight of Candida about to
ride away lie turned white with anger,

Her mother was at the remote end of
the house, but she could see mentally
the smiling, tantalising face that she
gnew so well.
Candida's mirror smiled back at her.
jt was a tlfc.v mirror with a shabby
frame, tint It held the loveliest and
most famous picture In all Alta CaliThe portrait was that of a
fornia.
alxteen year-old girl, strongly built and
exquisitely rounded, as those Castilian
girls of old California were—the complexion a pure Castilian olive without
a tinge of reset the eyes a sparkling,
vivid Mack; the hair as black as the
eves, a splendid mass colled high and
caught w ith a comb.
“Ah. but it Is of use. even If KlllberWliat do you
to is n mere nobody.
think. lovely senoritaV she said to the
The face luughed
fare in the mirror.
at hpr.

hack
Candles were fastened to the wall on
each side of the mirror, so that a
strong light was thrown on the face
Candida could watch it to
therein.
good advantage as it grew lovelier under her skillful touch.
She
A look of hair did not suit her.
brushed It. pulled It. unfastened It. re
fastened it, dually pulled down the
whole mass of hair In a heap and began coiling It ull over from the begin-

as

his

way was.
seiiorIta,

mere i#

uui oue

puysiciau
she replied.

wuu can

“He is
heal every hurt,”
lore. I uni in his charge. Off. Mia."
nine
And the pony was away with them.
'•You're the slowest of nil my girls,”
“You mean it?*’ said Fillbcrto.
fretted her mother in the dining room.
She only tossed him n teasing laugh
whether
It made no difference to bur
! now.
“Ilow Mia tiles!” she mid.
Candida iria alow or not on this <xrathxlging his question. “There are the
tion hut ahe was* out of aorta with all
lights of the fandango."
She had expected that the
tin- world.
Far away
glittered the brill hint
column hi rite would Invite her daughlights In a great ranch house. Suddenter in urcompnny him to the famlnugo
ly the road divided. At the end of one
tonight. She had watched In vain for ora neb were the lights of the gay hall;,
She saw her matchthe message.
at the end of the other, one lamp shone
making blighted after being brought to
from the mission.
a critical point.
“Listen!'’ said Filiberto and stopped
“Where'a the girl?” growled a ter
the
A grange blending of
horse.
rifle voice. It waa that of her husband.
sounds came to their ears: guitar and
"She'a dressing.”
violin sounded faintly from the left:
"What for. when she's going with
front the right came the faraway
nolsaly hut Yorba? She had as well chime of the mission hell.
wear her working gown.”
“To the left lies the dance.” he said
"Ah. Itlos—after all our holies!''
slowly. “After it—home again, a
Senora ltarrnjas wrung her fat hands.
storm of wrath, you und l separate
“It's of no avail to whimper about It.
forever.”
The girl's been a fool, you may count
“Ye*,M she said, the merriment gone
on that, no matter what she says.
out of her eyes.
I
She's done something to annoy the
“To the right,” he went on, “Father
Stubborn
It’s like her
comandaute
He
Juan, our old priest and friend.
She will reap as she
as her mother.
knows us and loves us.
He will marry
sows.”
iu tonight.”
“My stubbornness made me marry
“Oh!” she cried with a little sbud
you," put In the senora.
der.
"And you got better than you ever
“Shall It not be the right road?”
deserved." He strode out of the room
“Oh I'm afraid—I can’t”—
grumbling like a thunderstorm.
“Say the right.”
Candida, adjusting her comb, beard
She hesitated, perplexed. Then she
It all and smiled.
cried: “i know. I’ll let Mia decide. We
"Ah, laadre mia, how blind you nre
shall see which way she chooses.”
In spite of your lynx eyes," she said
She pushed his hands from the reins,
and took a note from her Ixisotn.
drew Mia to the middle of the fork
“Contrary to custom, I send this to und stopped her. “Now go, Mia,’’ she
you Instead of to your mother," she
said.
reread with satisfaction.
"For It Is
The horse flung up her head and galyour answer I desire. Will you accomloped iuto the dark road ou the right.
If not I
pany me to the fandango?
“Mia, you shall feed upon sugar
shall go to Santa Barbara on business,
lumps for the rest of your life,” Filifor the fandango without you would
berto said.
bold no charms.”
It was not for many years that CanBelow was what any girl In Califordida made a confession to her husnia would have given her black eyes
band. “I tweaked the right rein,” she
for—the signature of the popular eo“I was so afraid Mia
owned then.
mandante.
might make a mistake.”
No member of the family had seen
the messenger ride up aud deliver this
WIIHuk to Repeat.
note to Candida.
Nor had auy one
The office hoy to a large firm of pul>seen her send hack her answer which
Usher* was n smart lad. anil when he
read:
was sent to one of the operative de“1 must beg to be excused from this
with a message he noticed
fandango, for my ankle Is still weak partments
at once that
something was wrong
since I'ero threw me, and 1 dare not
with the machinery.
He returned,
risk a dance.”
gave the alarm ami thus prevented
Nor did any one know that she sent
much damage. The circumstance was
another message to a eertalu "nobody.”
reported to the head of the flrin, be“The coast Is clear.
The comanfore whom John was summoned.
dame is going to Santa Barbara, so he
“You have done me a great service,
will never know that I go to the dance.
'In future your
my lad.” he said.
Father will let me go with you for the
wages will be increased $1 weekly.”
once, for he thinks 1 have no other in"Thank you, sir,” said the bright lit
vitation.”
tie fellow.
”J will ilo my best to be
Candida’s conscience shook off fibs
worth it and to be a good servant to
as u duck shakes of! water. There was

|

—

not

a

cloud

on

her brow

as

she

made

herself lovely for the ball. Her father
had given a grumbling "yes" to Flll-

berto's Invitation.
He had refused
and over to let the girl accompany
this young mao, whose fault was
poverty, but now pique played its part,
and as he realized that the comandante was not
Inviting Candida after
all Ids promising attentions he resolved that she should not be left at

over

don t care; take her to tlie dance
if you want to,” he aaid to
Ftliberto
Yorba. Then he went off
muttering
curses ou tkd head of the
comandaute.
They had gambled together
many a time, and they had Iain side
by side In their cups when the aguardiente
wss4 plenty, “Now the man Is
Jilting my daughter. Is he?”
Candida tucked the note In her bosom again.
It would he fun to show
It to Flllberto when
they bad a little
time alone.
"Tell Filiberto I'll be ready in a
minute.” she called as she heard the
light hoof* of Mia.
She moved the comb to the other
aide, then back to its original position.
Behind her ear she fastened a great
crimson rose.
"You nre lovelier than ever,” Fillberto whispered ns she gave him a
glimpse of the picture she was. Then

and

knot* of

you."
The reply .truck the chief almost as
much as the lad's previous service had
done.
"That’s the right spirit, my lad,” he
said. "In all the years 1 have been in
business no one has ever thanked me
in that way. 1 will make the increase
$2. Now, what do you say to that?"
“Weil, sir," said the hoy after a moment’s hesitation, “would you mind if
I said it again?"—Philadelphia Ledger.

I

Xovel AdvePii^emeut,

That sentiment can he used with
good effect In an advertisement the
Germans evidently believe; otherwise
it is difficult to account for the following letter, which appeared among the
business notices in a German paper:
My Dearest Charlotte—My heart Is almost brokm because your father has forbidden me to cal) on you. and I know the
only reason is because 1 am not wealthy.
I cannot, however, live without you, and
so we must meet somewhere.
Meet me tomorrow morning about 10
o’clock at
street. 1 mean that
in
large store where they sell men's clothYou know it's such a popular place
ing.
that It's always crowded, and therefore
no one will be able to spy on us.
Besides,
I Intend to buy an overaost, and I’d liks
to have your advice.
In this store they
have clothes of all colors and styles, so
that I could never make up my mind If 1
were alone.
Now. remember, my darling.
I'll expect you at 10 o'clock, and I hope
you won't disappoint me.

A. M. Fulton, which was endorsed
by
R«v. Gideon Mayo.
Resolutions were reported by Mrs.
Carrie Porter, which, together with the
list of superintendents, by consent of the

editor,

will appear later in the W.
column.

while

greenery
ribbon,
with pictures of Mhut W;lla»d and Mm. L.
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whereby
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good
ing force was present ready for the
ventton business.
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officer

pages,

made

convention with all its

a
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meet-

At 9 30
comma-

and Mi-8
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which

In

Miss

reply

Sibley

the progress of the
birth In February.

gave

an

several

at

the

Juliet Nickerson, State agent of
Humane society, gave Interesting

facts

on

ner.

tion

county
of the

noontide prayer by Miss
convention adjourned for din

At 2 p.

m.

a

memorial service

was

Memorial hall at 8 p. m.
Tuesday, June 21—Class-day exercises of the
graduating class In Memorial hall at 10 a- m,
and under the Thorndike oak at 3 p. m. Prome
nade concert at Memorial hall, 9 p. m.
Annual meeting of the Maine historical society, Cleveland lecture room, Massachusetts
hall, at 2 p. m.
In

Wednesday, June 24— Annual meeting of the
Phi Beta Kappa fraternity. Alpha of Maine, In
ibe Alumni room, Hubbard hall, at 9 a. m.
Graduation exercises of

the

medical school of
at 10 a. m.

Maine, In the Congregational church
Address by Rev. Herbert A. Jump.

Dedication of the Hubbard grand stand at
11.30 a. m.
Address of presentation by Gen.
Thomas II Hubbard, LL. D. Address of acceptance by Prof. Frank N. Whittier, M. D.
Exercises commemorative of the one hun!re<lth anniversary of the birth of Nathaniel
Hawthorne, In the Congregational church at 3
Address by Bliss Perry, L. H D., of
p. m.
<
ambidge. Mass.
Presentation of the class of 1878 memorial
gateway at 4.80 p. m. Address of presentation
by Prof. Alfred E. Burton, Dean of the MassaAddress
chusetts Institute of Technology.
of acceptance by Prof. F. C. Robinson, LL. D.
Mrs.
and
the
Pieshleot
Hyde lu
Reception by

by Mrs. W. T. Holmes, sadly Impressive, for the honor roll contained more
names than in any other year since the
Hubbard hall from 8 to 11 p. m.
union was formed.
Thursday, June 23— Annual meeting of the
alumni association In the Alumni room, HubFirst came the name of a charter mem
ird hall, at 9.31 a. m.
ber, Mrs. ,L. J. Call, for years associated
Commencement exercises In the Congregawith Mrs. Frazier iu jail work; then Mrs.
tional churcl at 10.30 a. m., followed by com
R. P. Grlndle, the second county presi| in ncement dinner In Memorial hall.
dent; the e two were given loving trib
Examination of candidates for admission to
utes of praiae by Dr. A. M. Fulton.
I ti e college will begin at Cleveland lecture room,
Tbeu the name of Mrs. Rebecca S. WarMassachusetts hall, at 1.30 p. m.
ren was called—the faithful press reporter,
led

I
|

our

beloved

“Ego”,

who served

Many

week

several

Ayers

Merrill and Miss Hoyt have

from

out of town

with

his

attended

a

few

the

Why is it that Ayer’s Hair
Vigor does so many remarkable things? Because it is a
hair food. It feeds the hair,

daya last

sister. Mrs. Eugene Os-

good.
Mrs. C. E. Holt, who spent the winter
with

her

daughter,

Holt,

Miss Alice

puts

in

Boston, is home.
morning the members of James
(Jartleid post and corps, under the ew-

the junior order, attended th*
Baptist dtiurch and listened to an appropriate sermon by Kev. R. L. Olds. The
church was handsomely
decorated, and
the music

Day

held

were

keep from growing.
And gradually all the dark,
rich color of early life comes
back to gray hair.

the

as

life into it. The hair

cannot

excellent.

The services at

new

Hair Vigor

Sunday
A.

<*ort of

cemetery Memorial
usual, at the soldiers’

When

F first used Ayer’s flair Vigor my
ubotit all grnv. But now It is a nice
black, ami as thick as I could wish.”
Mas. Susan Klopfenstikn, Tuscunihla,

hair
rich

monument, after the graves were dec
orated by the post and the school children.
The procession then proceeded to the town
hall, where the following programme whs

—

w;ts

Ala.

#1.00

bottle.

a

,j. c. AYER co.,

(AH^rujg^l>tSj^^ jfOI"

carried out:

Gray Hair

Heading of .Memorial Orders-Adjt Snowman
singing—Under tbe Dear Old Flag
Tenor solo—James Bette I with chorus by choir
Prayer. Kev E S Drew, of Penobscot
Address by Commander..
It S Osgood
Heading—The Returned Maine Battle Flags,
Mrs M E Mayo
Hinging—Star Spangled Banner
Heading of Roll of Honor. Adjt Snowman
Hinging, Quartette—One by One From the
Hanks They are Dropping
Address. Ellery Bowden, of Searsport
Singing—A mer lea
Benediction..Rev Mr Thompson, of N Sedgwick

A.

C.

PARCHER,

APOTHECARY.

Ellsworth,

Maine.

ftafltoabg anti steamboat*.

FLAG-RAISING.

Friday evening* May 27, there was a
large gathering of cluzens around the
flag-staff in the village, the occasion being

Commencing

Sur-

day«

raising of a handsome new flag which
has been procured by the funds solicited
by George Rooney and Harry Hinckley.
The meeting was called to order by
First-selectman Frank P. Gretne, who
made a good Introductory speech.
The
flag was raised to its place by George
Haskell, and as it gracefully unfolded in
the evening breeze it waa greeted with
three hearty cheers.
The‘'Star

Spangled

Banner”

A M
AM PHIPH PM
Ho W Hbr .... * 50 h*2t> y
*7 10.
No R Hbr .... 9 00 11 SO y
20*.
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bar
6 0t 10 8t> 1 00 4 Of *9 00;..
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played by

Herman

Carter.

..
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..

..

..

Elza Hamor,

spending

few weeks

a

46

54
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09
14
27
3f

43
60
00
18
90

..

1

BA>GOR TO BAR HARROW.

Sundays
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..
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..
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5 5ft
1' 10 50
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40 11 10 2 35
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* 3ft
H«->.l H s 30
..
12 00 3 26
NKHti 5
6 .’6
..
12 -20 8 40
S W II 9*60
12 80 3 50

00,11

was

Fri-

felt

Ellsworth,

is

Mrs. L.

M.

with

36
43

A M
AM
PM
4 ft1
15 12 30
7 20 7 20 i 4 00

PMC'

Portland...!....! 5 3ft 7 4€
Bouton
.1
j Will fa
N Y dally ex Sunday 705

341

about 11.15.
of

|P-

...

WEST EDEN.

day night

..

..

M.

slight earthquake shock

Mrs.

..

entbusiaetieflsg-raising.

very

May 31.

A

..

..

a
history of the
origin of the flag, and Dr. R P. Orlndle
followed in a short patriotic speech. The
singing of '‘America” closed the exercises
a

..

...

L. Olds offdred prayer.
D- JL'tt cfie'd gave

of

>

..

...

P.

Rev.

—

..

sung, with the instrumental addition of
tbe cornet played by Brooks Wescott, and
violin

M

Sbrrentw...
3 45
{10 15..
4*2
Hancock P6 35;lo 80
5 5ft
10 ftfti..
Sullivan
0
6
.Mt Des’t If 7 00 II vo: 1 5* 4 53
15!..
07 11 27
6
5 08 U» 02!..
Waukcng
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7rn llfjO;
5t07
Franklin K 7M8
r»;
5f 7
10* 5 It?
at2Wash'd Jo 7 20 11 ftAj
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E11b F;;1Jb 7 37;lifOi
5 57
Nlcolln
7 f 40 12 16..
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11 »'• -t7
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6 (6
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6 24
jn 13 12f40
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Br June... 8 33 1 00 3 26 « 4
3 11 10 I a
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then

was

(», 1904.

,iune

BAB HARBOR TO BANGOR.

the

Is the programme:

Monday, June 20-Sophomore prize declama-

the

the

interesting events;

nthfir*pans*

summer.

Memorial Day exercises.
Malcolm Wardwel! spent

COLLEG E.

Sunday, June 19—Baccalaureate sermon by
president In the Congregational church at

she bad dealt with.

After

and

for the

come

the

Miss

Yates,

unusual

Following

legislature.

cases

as

May, 1904, will go on
the best in Hancock county W.

N*w*t

***

BLUEHILL.
John P. Stsveus, of Boston, Is in town

way.

Mrs. Fred Phillips presented her department, lighthouse work; fifteen ltght sta
tions along Hancock county coast, names
and keepers being given. Among these
several stations, In the past year, thirteen
members have been added to the white
ribbon band.
|
Mrs. Stanley, State superintendent, was
called, and gave a fine outline of the bill
she Is getting framed by the board of education, for the education of lighthouse
children, to be presented to the coming

some

Sumpt-

tive of the 100th anniversary of the birth
of Nathaniel Hawthorne, and the presentation of the class of 1878 Memorial gate-

outline of

work at

significance.

were

among them the dedication of the Hubbard grand stand, exercises commemora-

accounts of work done.

department

license

Commencement Season Hegins
.Iune 1B-Eu<ls June 23.
Bowdoin’s comiiKucetneul season be*
gins on Sunday, June 19 There will be

The department reports were not up to
the usual mark, as many superintendents
were absent, though several had sent lu

her

and

The

little sister aluce Its

fairs, also by request detailed

resubraission

HO W DO IN

Yates, and

by Miss

address of

e-

replete with good things had
been received from the county president,
Mrs. L. M. Robbins, and was read by Miss
Katharine Freeman, and the secretary whs
instructed to send by telegram loving

voiced

«n

C. T. U. councils.

A letter

were

for

courtesies

many

power and pathos.
The convention of

attendance.

Fraukltn

Simpson Porter

uary law was dealt with in cutting sarcasm, the strong points In the lecture be
ing illustrated by incidents of touching

ga:ea »»ero reported from all the unions
exetpt Stoniiuton, even the new union at
Franklin sending a representative, Miss
Hibiey, and <40110 a delegation from the
Southwtst and Hass Harbor “Yu” was in

gr* • tings from the convention.
Words of we come to the new union

national

resolution of thanks

and

shown in their evil

member of the
D.-

a

[surpassing excellence by Miss Elizabeth Up ham Yates, In

record

privileges.

re-id,

rendered by Winter Harbor people was
passed.
A recitation by Miss Susie Swan and
collection speech by Mrs. Evelyn Manchester were pleasant features of
the
evening.
Then came the cream of the entertain-

at 1 ute treasurer.
wat

was

given by
the hospitality

in

reports of the corresponding and
recording secretaries were read and accepted. The faithful treasurer, Mrs. A.
W Clark, to the regret of all, was detained
at home by Illness—the only annual meet*
lug she has failed to attend. Mrs. P. C.
Clsrit read her financial statement, and
Miss Yates

a

Mrs. Carrie

The

as nui

the choir

A message from the State and

Watson.

acted

The chorus

president

work-

The devotional

later.

singing by
large bevy of young girls from six
to ^fourteen years, deserves more than a
passing notice, the clear sweet voices
making tuneful melody. A duet by Mrs.
Lillian Harrington and Irving Kay, violinist, also violin solo by Mr. Ray, and in
another number a solo by Mrs. Noyes, wa*
accompanied by the violin, each selection
receiving well-merited applause.
and

the town- bouse.
a

were

to bo

concert.

the

held

cbRnges

superintendent*
printed
Adjourned with Mizpah benediction.
was
evening programme
very full,
the first part being in the nature of a

place In the hearts of white ribbonspeaker at the Winter Harbor convention of ’W, and when Introduced upon
this occasion received a hearty ovation,
her w it ty speech on the progress of woman
In the past fifty years being frequently
applauded.
O* lug to the largo number in attendthe chairman

A few

may be
made in the

The

warm

next

re-

vice-president at-large

list of

ers as

ance

a

elected.

dramatic

reading.
Miss Elizabeth Upham

were

elected--Mrs. Ruble J. Tracy, Winter Harbor, corresponding secretary; Jennie M.
Mason, recording secretary; Mrs. A. W.
Clark, treasurer, and Miss M, A. Carroll
auditor.
Notice was given that an amendment
to the constitution will be made in 1905,

The grretirg welcomes by Mrs. Kingsley for ibe local union. Rev. Gideon Mayo
and B. K. Tracy to church and town were
hearty and cordial, fully in- sympathy
with the principles of the W. C. T. U.
Tut "Y” reciialious by M iss Butte Bwan
and MIhm Susie Houalou were given with
fine effect. The selections of mu-ie by the
Urge chorus choir, together with vocal
aoioa by Miss Huckins and Mrs. Noyes,
and a violin solo oy Irving Kay added
much to the evening programme.
The response to the welcome speeches
was gracefully given by Mrs. Carrie
Simpson Porter, of Bar Harbor, who al*o gave

Additional Onuntv

Miss Abbie

Stanley, of.Manset, foncounty president;

SSto&trtiBcmnttB.

COUNTY NEWS.
tnr

C. T. U.

A parliam entary drill, given by Mias
Yates, whs interesting aud instructive.
The election of officers resulted in the
unanimous choice of Mrs. Estelle Benson

appreciative audit nee. The county corresponding secretary, Mrs. Kubie J.
Tracy, kindy consenting load as chair-

On

may I inquire who
your physician may be that your ankle
heals so quickly ?”
The father and mother stood silent,
looking from one to the other. Suspicion, fear, rage, were creeping upon
It was no time to parry, the
them.
girl knew.
“Ah.

W. C. T. 17.
Seventh Annual Hancock Co. Convention at Winter llarhor.
At 7 o'clock p. m. ihe B.p:Ut church,
beaut ifuil> net-orated
with
ropes ot

Hid’n!....

Sargent.
Mrs. Alton Trundy and infant son, of
Southwest Harbor, Is visiting her parents,
E. S. Hamor and wife.

Hadley and family, of Bar Harbor,
spending tbe summer with Mr. Hidley’s father, Currington Hadley.
Hor or,
Miss Neltle Higgins, of Bar
Fred

are

.|

1U|

visiting her mother, Mr?.
Hamor, the past two weeks, leturned home Sunday.
A. Richardson, of Somesvllle, and Mrs.
who has been

Lillian

Maggie Swazey

were

Trains

leaving Ellsworth 7.16 a m and 6.18 p
arriving Ellsworth 11 56 a in, 9.47 p a
Washington Co R R.
•
Dally.
a Leaves SundayB at P.C0 a m.
z Sunday h
only,
y
Sundays only steamer

mp an
connect

married at the home

Their
C. F. Burleigh May 27.
many friends wish them a long and pleas-

of Rev.

leaven Southwest Harbor 2 20 p m; Northeast
Harbor 2 So p m; Seal Harbor 2.50 p m, to connect with this train.
tStop on signal or notice to Conductor.

ant life.

May

M.

30.

Tickets for all point.* South and
West for sale at the M. C. K. JB.
ticket office, Ellsworth.
These trains connect at Bangor, with through
trains on Main Line, to and from Portland, Bos-

DEER ISLE.

Judge

and

Mrs.

have been away,

at

a

P.

Spofford,

who

home.

estimable young man died
brief illness. Funeral eervices were

Ray Foster,
after

are

E.

a

ton

Mr.

Lawrence

preached

an

Inter-

esting baccalaureate sermon to the Deer
Die high grammar school graduates Sun
day.

EASTERN

Dr. F. B. Ferguson left Monday for
Jersey City to attend the national mediMe will be cone a month
cal convention.

Steamship Company

or more.

Dr.

Morton

Small, formerly

of

and St. John.

Passengers are earnestly requested to procurs
tickets before entering the trains, and especially
Ellsworth to Falls and Falls to Ellsworth.
F. E. BOOTH BY, G. P. AT. A.
GEO. F. EVANS,
Vice Pres, and Gen’l Manager

Congregational church, Sunday.
Rev.

with

SUMMER SCHEDULE.

this

town, who has been operated on in Portland for an old fracture of the arm, is
home to stop with his parent during convalescence.

Cl!titlonou* RnKlUhmrn.
S.
May 31.
Rluffklna wandered In at the club
BORN.
the other night and drew his chair
a member of ber homo union, Mrs. Lena
lose to the tire.
Seeklna.
BARTLETT—At Franklin, May 28, to Mr and
“I wouldn't be an Englishman for
Mr* Edwin F Bartlett, a daughter.
Mrs. Jordan, of Bar Harbor, gave touchFALKNKR—At Bar Harbor, May 21, to Mr and
ny thing!" he ejaculated. "They have
Mrs Frank Falkner, a son.
ing words of eulogy for three promoted
the most gluttonous appetites on rec- FRENCH -At Orland, May 22, to Rev and Mrs
sisters from her union—Mrs. Elizabeth
Howard I> Fre? eh, a daughter
HEATH —At Penobscot, May 27, to Mr and Mrs
Hauscom, Mrs. Piueo aud Mrs. Bessie ord.’*
N Heath, a daughter.
Charles
Jove!”
‘•You
raw
bah
n’t
that,
prove
aud
the name of Mrs.
Clark,
Jennie
ROBBINS—At Surry, May 23, to Mr and Mrs
aid Mr. Algernon Hawkins, who lived
Wtll’arn Robbins, a son.
Tracy, mother of the acting president,
SAUNDERS— \t Surry, May 23, to Mr and Mrs
u chops and swore by his majesty.
was responded to by Rev. Gideon Mayo.
Granville H Saunders, a pun.
"I can.” replied Bluffklns, with un"
Lear hearts are here, dear hearts are there,
"and
here
is
the
ruffled
composure,
MARRIED.
alike below, above,
I
Our frlenda are now lo either world aud love la
proof. I was riding home In an elecl.evani. M.*v a. by Leroy
ALBFK
tric last night. Two Englishmen sat
BUD or IOV©.
.1 Bar Harbor,
N lb i.i
i-q ‘adle E A1-.
a
to ora M Go*s. of Levant.
to
me.
‘I
’ave
next
bought
Just
One other name was given of an ardent
*DKLI. M A IITIN -\t Sultvan. M y 29,
B
said
the
‘So
’ave
said
one.
I,’
tove,’
white ribboner who, by reason of ill
h Ft Novps om|. Mr* II ml I E Blal^Ied to
is the best on earth.
Chaile* L Martin, Both <»f Sullivan.
health, was a silent member, giving her other. ‘But mine
CL \ HK-Si.i ITT— M Ml-wort
May 28, by L
'alf
It
in
an
cooks
breakfast
hour,’
my
mite to the cause she loved, Mrs. Marcia
K tilL'S, cm|. Florence B Clark to Lynn M
of Ell<worth.
the
both
second,
said
the
first.
said
‘Jove,’
Scon,
J.
Mason.
With
singing “Onward,
\ Ti H ELL-At Bar Harbor, May 28,
I can ’eat my HOLT-<»
‘that isn’t anything.
Christian Holdiera”, the beautiful service
by B K Clark. e*q, Bessie Holt to George S
both «*f Bar Harbor.
stove
in
Gaich«
five
minutes.’”
B.
closed, and the work of the convention
EBP. At North Sullivan. Ma\ 26,
And even Mr. Algernon Hawkins ac- HOOPER—"
was resumed.
by A B Cmbtree, esq, v* N* HaMlo I/, >ra
did
Lock W«nb, noth of Sulthat
the
Howard
to
Englishman
knowledged
Hooper
A telegram of greeting from the treaslivan.
have a pretty solid appetite.
urer was read and received with applause.
SWAZKY—RICHARDSON—At Eden, May 27,
by Rev Charles Burleigh, Mrs MaggieSwazey,
A good account was given of Y work,
of Eden, to Aldathair Richardson, of Mt
the three branches being in a nourishing
Desert
Patents have recently been issued to the
Orland, May 24, by Rev
condition, the Southwest Harbor Y hav- following Maine inventors: O. H. Marr, VARNUM—DAVIS—At
M S Preble, Miss Nora B Varnum to Eben L
ing bought a piano, held a medal contest, Watervllle, diaphragm-screen-operating
Da via, both of Orland.
and are now planning for headquarters, mechanism;
D.
J.
Neal, Watervllle,
DIED.
fully sixty members, counting honorarlee. concealed window-shade support.
CARPENTER—At Orland, May 23, Ambrose T
Deep regret was expressed over the
Carpenter, aged 81 years, Smooths
double bereavement of the retiring presA girl may believe In luck during her
DOR1TY—At Sedgwick, May 27, Daniel Proctor
dent, Mrs. L. M. Robbins, whose home engagement, but after marriage—well,
Dorlty, aged 79 years, 8 months, 26 days.
FORTIER—At Ellsworth, May 28, Doris May,
and office duties will keep her away from that’s another story.
daughter of Mr and Mrs Alfred Fortier, aged
Hancock county for the coming year,
1 year, 1 month.
The alze of a ton of coal dependaon
Deer Isle, May 27. Roy Z Foster,
FOSTER—At
and
in
addition
to
the
longer,
probably
whether you are buying It or carrying It
aged 21 years, 2 months, 11 days.
telegram a vote of thanks and sympathy up two flights of stairs.
GRAY—At Bangor insane hospital. May 26,
Melvin Gray, of Penobscot, aged 42 years.
was passed in her favor.
SOMES—At Mt Desert, May 29, Bailie 8, widow
Winfield Pendleton, a member of tbe
Dr. Harry A. Pike, of 36 Main street, Bangor,
of Daniel Somes, aged 86 years, 5 months.
Anna Oordon loyal temperance legion, will be at the Relay house, Franklin, for the TWYNHAM—At Waltham, May 24, James
Twynham, aged 74 years, 6 months, 12 days.
next ten days, and test aU eyes free of charge. YOUNG-At Sedgwick. May 28, Mrs Lula L
sang a solo written by Miss Gordon. A
clear talk on Franchise was given by Dr. —Advt.
Young, aged 28 years, 2 months, 8 days.

Six

Trips

«

Week.

years also as corresponding secretary, and
a beautiful tribute of love was offered
by

Commencing Monday, May 2, i!<04, Steamer
Mount Desert, Capt F L Winter botham, leaves
Bar Harbor daily, except Sunday, at p m, for
Harbor, Norti east Harbor Southwest Harbor, atotlngton and Rockland to connect with
steamer for Boston.
RETURNING.
From Boston at 5 p in dally, except Sunday.
From Rockland at about .1.30 a m to 5 a m
dally, except Monday.
All freight via this line la Insured against
tire uud marine risk.
Seal

E. 8. J.

Mokhk, Agent, Bar Harbor
HAN8COM, G. P. & T. A.

A. H.
Gen’l

■

Calvin Austin,
Vice-president and
Mgr., Foster’s Wharf, Boston, Mass.

MM {Mill & Ellswortb Stcamb’t ft
K

SPRING SCHEDULE.
Four Trip* Weekly,
Commencing Tuesday, April 12, ltK’4, steamer
will leave Rockland Tuesdays. Wednesday*,
j Fridays and Saturdays upon arrival of steamer
from Boston, not bel'ore ft 30 a m, as follows:

TUESDAYS and FRIDAYS for Dark

Hu.

bor, Sargen.vllle, Deer Isle. Sedtwlck, ami
Brooklln. returning same days from Brookltn
at 12 m, via above landings.

j

WEDNESDAYS
and
SATURDAYS
for
above landings, South Brooksvllie, Bluehill.
and Surry, stage to Ellsworth. Returning will
leave Ellsworth at 6.30 a m (stage to Surry),
Surry at 7.J0, Mondays and Thursdays for all
above landings connecting at Rockland with
steamer for Boston.
Eggemoggln—Will stop Mondays and on any
passage eastward upon notice to purser.
West Tremont—Will stop Thursday*.
Six trips a week schedule dune 1 to Sept. ».
O. A. CROCKETT,
Manager, Rockland, He.
Rockland, Me., April ft, 1904.
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T*e committee
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In such
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SARGENTVILLE.

news

ved of tbe death of one of its
prom:-log young rue", Har >ld Jordan.
was

rec*e

Chapel

The

Mrs. Flora

circle met with

i Birgent Thursday.

N. V. Tibbetta, of Washington, D. C., is
employed at Long is and, where
contrticN'd typhoid fever, and lived j visiting J. A. Moore.
only a few days after r. uruing home, tellMias Harriet Crosby, of Newton, Mass.,
ing bis pan Dts be had come home to die. i is at Lynnmore” for a few days.
Tbe bereaved family have the sympathy
Mrs. Annie Grindal will be employed
He leaves a fatb r,
of their ma *y friends
this reason on tbe steamer Cafbertne.
mother, a brother, Sidney L., of Jamaica
Mrs. Lyoia Roberts, of Brooksvbie, is
Plain, Mass., and two sUtera—Mrs. George
visiting btr daughter, Mrs. Frank Gray.
Kitchen and Miss Carrie, of ih s town.
He

was

he

NORTH

LAMOINE.

a
student at Colby, is
holiday vacation here.
Mrs. A. L. Holt baa gene to Eastport to
visit her daughter, Mrs. Herbert Hodg-

the

Wall, of Bar Harbor,
parents, E. E. McFarland aud
wife, the past week.
Clarence Holt, D D. S of Dover, spent
Sunday In town. Hia brother, Capt. A. B.
Holt, was with him.
Mrs. Frank E.

visited ber

Howard

visit

bis

on

way

to

Marie

A

Ralph

Robertson

Chase

Southwest

has

moved

hie

into

Rodney Parker wae loaded
at 51. D. Chatto’s wharf last week.

May 30.

Roy

will

C. Haines

Hancock Point

on

open
June 20.

into W ill is Bites’ h

the store at

Arthur Lounder has gone to Bar
where he has employment.

Clark,

of

on the lot opposite the postrecently pare based of E.C. Biack.
The WHaon Granite Co. shipped last
wtek a load of paving to New York by

to

the schooner Helen

j

|

Mrs. Amelia B. McFarland is borne from
Lincoln, where she spent the winter with
ber daughter, Mrs. Klilman.

wall

atone

and

load

a

of

by schooner

to Proviucetown

C.

May 30.
SULLIVAN.

EAST

will open a market iu the
•tore at the steamboat wharf, which he

Baxter,

Mabel.

Tracy

Walters Hill

was over

from Bar Harbor

to

spend Suuday.
G. Hill has opened her house
Miss Lulie Clement, of Bar Harbor, was
She for the summer, having spent the winter
here last week cailiog on friends.
i in Everett. Mass.
has gone to North Ellsworth to visit.

purchased

of

Harvey Martin.

Mrs. Eliza

Havey
Mrs. Henry A. Ball, accompanied by her
ladies’ aid of the Garland district on
daughter, Mrs. Hattie B. Martin, and Miss
Martha B. Ball, left Tuesday for Charles- Wednesday afternoon.
His Last Chance.” was
The drama,
ton, to attend the commencement exercises of the Higgins classical institute, H. presented to a full house ou Tuesday
Supper was served by the
Whiting Ball being a member of the ! evening.
graduating class.
| Daughters of Liberty, afier which danc
E.
ing was et joyed fora few hours.
May 30.
Mrs.

LAMOINE.

(N|

t.

church

Ctlfton Stratton is at home fora

visit.

entertained

Simon

Metnor at

services

music

in

The

morning.

Sunday

flowers, special

j

held

were

and

the

in

honor of the Itv rig and in memory of the

Andrew

■».

borne.

*pp and M4«s Ellen Berry drove
Northeast Harbor Saturday, and
rn to day.
They are the guests
Berry’s grandparents, N. B. Cool-

A
from
w

of hi
id ge

T

j.*

r>

_

was

Whitten,

here Thursday

of

West

calling

on

Goulds*

F. Stevens, of Bar Harbor, came
this week to spend the summer with Mrs.
E. C. Hill.
Wood, of West Gouldsboro.
the guest of Mrs. E. E. Bragdon one

Mrs. Samuel

day this week.
Capt. Charles

Bunker,

whose
o!

Mrs. Georgia Robertson went to Easl
Sullivan tbiejweek. tbe guest of her sis
ters, Mrs. Fred Patten and Mrs. Clsn
Hanna.
28.

Dr. H.

W. Small

after tbe schools and
graduate in

a summer

cot-

is in

looking

town

the class which is to

has

B.

jovfu'ly

been

vacation at tbe

rial

spending

Anchorage,

a

Hail, ia

Saturday
8.

Bye,

who has

Stephen Stanley
a

been

quite

recovering from

of tb° steamer

Stanley

has

gone

Memo-

Mayo, of Winter Harbor,

spend

a

Miss Helen
Ins

Bpurltng’*

Al'en

burned

BLUE HILL FALLS.
Lester B. Cjnary baa gone to North
Brookliu to work on a cottage.
(.'apt. Prince Friend, acbooner Gamecock, arrived from Kockland the 28th.
Eben
with

McFarland

fr.eud-

a pent

North

in

few

a

Sedgwick

day*
last

Hattie Conary is spending a few
days with her daughter, Mrs. Flye, at

The memorial address at Emerson ball
today will be by Rev. Walter C. Pierce,

Andrews

North Brooklln.
has

purchased

the

Elias

place, and is to move in to-day.
bought a home in Sedg-

Mr. Andrews has

Capt.
bridge

Wallace arrived home from Milwith the
gasoline
Wednesday

launch Jaquetb.
little
large delegation of normal students, Loring are
expected to-day.
j
accon p*nied by 'heir t/aeher, Mis9 Nellie
Alden Conary and Mrs. B. H. Candage
Harvev, vUi'ed I'as'lne grange last SaturMrs. Wallace and

May 30.

L.

George

mother

after

Rowe,

an

is

>

!

I
I

news

visiting

absence of

bis

nearly nix

years.

week of the death of

last

their only uncle, Capt.
Elmore. Intermeut

at

There

was

quite

a

was

scare

SUB8TITUTB.
EGYPT.

part of Lewis Benson's house.
George Trask has returned from Friendship, where he has been to make arrangements for having a boat built, he having
sold his to Emery Joyce, of Atlantic.

Lynn, accompanied by
ter, Julia Sawyer.

gasoline engine
Marlon Uaggett.
a

his sloop, the
run herring to the sardine factory
at Centre Haroor.
in

William Underwood & Co.

are

building

Ethel and Clara W'est, of Bar
the guests. of their uncle, F.

Mi»*»es
W.

are

West.

Mr«.

from the quarry at

her

granddaugh-

Mrs. Mary West has been spending a
h*-r daughter, Mrs. Linscott, of West Haotfock, w ho is te.iously

short time With
ill.

On Friday evening last the pupils of
district, with the help of thsir teacher.

the

canning factory
sloop Yankee Girl is bringing

the material

May

atrocrtiammits.

to Isle of

employment

for the

season.

May 27.

G.

NORTHEAST HARBOR.
A special communication of the grand
lodge will be held at Northeast Harbor,
on Tuesday, June 7,1904, at 3 p. m., foi

|

Oliver Bowley and Ernest Sporling art
building a weir at Hat inland cove, neai
the southwestern extremity of Swan’i
Island. Their work la much biudered bj
the rough sea.
The weirs in this

bay

log.

But the

Amy.

gaining flesh
by regular treat-

are

season.

bet

progress In the work.

Those who
and strength
ment with

Scott’s Emulsion

were

strong winds and heavy

SOMTINUE
should continue the treatment
In hot weather; smaller dose
and a little cool milk with It will
do away with any objection
which Is attached to fatty products during
the
heated

carried awaj
by the ice iaat winter. Tneir owners an
now trying to pat them in order for fish

prevent mnch
May 26.

quite

a

Ed«erd Johttvon ant »!(«: tent
, M„
John-on’. elater May
were
railing 0I1
trienda In Eaet Franklin, May 29.
Mr*. Rachel Smith, who ha* been
caring
for her *i*ter, Mr*.
Kenni*ton,!,celieii on
her daughter, Mr*. Workman, on her
way
home to East Sullivan last week.
There

was an unusually
large atteoathe Sunday evening service at
the
Baptist church aud all listened attentively
to a helpful sermon by Rev. U. F.
Sibley
The W. O. T. IT. will hold Its *,m[.
monthly me-t'ng at the B.ptut rhurck
Thursday, Juno 2. The report of tbs
county convention, held at Winter HarAll are Invited
bor, will be read.
|to

auceat

attend.

J. Springer and daughter, Mrs.
took tea wlthTo. H. Rutur
and wife. May 29. Mrs. Springer, who
has se?n seventy eight years, U as active
and smart as many ten or fifteen years
younger. She Is “growing old gracefully”
May 30.
R,
Mrs. M.

STErDunn,

_

UN.

BROOK

E. J. Herrick*. of Rockland, Is In town.
E. W. Ortfflu has moved into his new
bouae.

Tuesday evening, and Kggemoggtn for the
applicants were accepted. For1 Newell Powers Is

euler lain

at

of Warren

merit there

guesting game

was a

Refreshments

recess.

Toe committee

were

served.

is to

euterteinment

on

appropriate programme for
Day, for the next meeting
which will tali on the eveulug of the Slat.
The vlibge school# closed Friday. Mu*
>v

Marlon

iisoo,

or

for

the

grammar,

few visitors,

a

bad

A

pretty d u m L

a

«li«u

ail

adjourned to the primary room where
Mi»» Margaret Moore had arranged pleas*
log exercise*. The school-room looked
attractive

with

its

picture* and a
prolusion of wild flower*. The follow*
Vera Mom,
lug pupils participated:
Wayne bend lx, Georgia Bianco, S&epbe d
Hit wart, Fred llavia, Amy Noonan, Hattie Crowley, Anna Stewart Kuperl Ulancr,
Florence Robinson,
John
Workman,
Ethel blarney, Della Noonan, Marlon
Wasgatt, Harvard Colwell, John Bttnaou.

summer.

home

from

t He

winter.

M »*a., where he

Beverly

Mrs. Smith, of
\)d> n. Mass., s visit
lug her daughter, /»! s. C. F. Kedmsn.

Julian Moore
were

the guf-h

Saturday

am
vpe, of Omrs Ttville,
of J. 51. Ban-on an : wife,

and Sundi y.

Mr*. Lina CaBD**’«;tiani and lit> '*» no
weol to Bar Harb r W
<wday, accompanied by her m^ tier. Mi., H. H. Bartlett.
Mrs. Marks
from

daoguter Aortic

at*

Boston

accompai *•"1 ny I*"
Edith Lopau” -* *1 T »«> K
was

M»yi

A. H

N«*V

at

wt'1

n

8*o »l»

gto*«

A

girl linn
he

tf

nii

rime

Marks

*od«bi'd^» n,

§e

o»

.isclb
»ved

factory

home.

He

charge of
oorudlkeA Hlz.
UNK Fkmmh.

May 30.

b'f

••

•*

nop for

*ii,

•

*»»•»’
d

•*.

to

Mr*.

>u-.radar

Idea

wear*

to

take

Ucruy

a man

boat loonier®

a

a

over

that

one

Amy Noonao waa absent
of Illness. At the

Morae.

day

account

ou

close of

the

exiic. are

Morse dis-

Mu*

candy with card* to her

pupil*.
May 30.

3llrtjfTttfinnmt0,

C.

««bbhbi

IBLAMJ.

Rev. Mr. Angel! preached hit first
here last

mon

Many jn»u»>*; rolu have Umi cwlxi mnl die hat
Brown** In-iatu Belief will cure them If given

ser-

A REMEDY

Sunday.

Mine Pbebe

For t&o

Uoll, who has been visiting
at Stootngton, Is home for a short stay.
O. J Joyce and wife are visiting their
daughter. Mrs. Jennie Urtndla, at Btonlngton.

LITTLE
ONES.

Capt. Will Trask, with his family, spent
Saturday night wiih Capt. Trask’s parents,

BROWN'S
INSTANT
RELIEF

L. H. Trssk and wife.
Mrs. E. C. Neal and Capt. Wilder Neal
tne guests of Miss Elizabeth Pe;er
son last Thursday at Petit Piatsante.
were

Desert Granite Co., of Boston,
a wharf at Black Island, and

building

Is

another

quarry will be opened there

TmU* jrr*«U atop* >n raffonnj, and quickly
eur«a children » ill new
Many parent* b*v*
•*nt ua
of grat it ode.
Boy it to-dajr
and prevent ateknea*.
MONRT REFI XDED if tt fails vfc*u
Med an directed. All d*-*.*re aeil it.
Prepared t»jr lb*
Norway Medlnna Co., Norway. Ua
Bend for T«aU.Aotit»ia.

soon.

Moore, who have
Bar Harbor for the past week, returned Saturday.
Mrs. Moore was there
for medical treatment.
aud Mrs. E. N.

been in

of

Swan’* Island,

has landed two lots of lumber here, to be
used in the construction of the Oviogton

cottage to be built
Atlantic.

by

L.

R. Joyce, of

Walter Joyce and wife, of Atlantic, who
been with Miss Vina Moore, re-

have

turned home last

working

on

Sunday.

Joyce
the Oving-

Mr.

the foundation of

cottage.
May 30._Cam.

cle'k has

Dr. Franklin Farrow has gone to Winchester, Mass., called there by the illness
Misses

Lucy

elt2 cm*
and

p'i-a*ai>l to
Coilt4l08 do In-

jurtooa dru*.
It laqnlckly absorbed

Cirri* Hr I lei at once
It Opeofl and Cleaoeea___
thcKtaal Pa»*axes
I1AW CWCQ
Allays Inflammation.
I
I
He* tore* the
il«.il-*and Protects the Membrane
Hrnee* »f a.-te and Smell. Large 8Ue, 50 cent*
Trial **1*6, 1«> ceuta at I>ruKKl*la or by mat
KLY BROrHEKS, &>;Warren street. New York

f|H

received a copy of
the Maine revised statutes, 1903.
Schooner Clinton, Capt. Lord, arrived
from Hockland Haturday with gooda for
W. H. Stover.

arrived

KBS

Laay

Hampshire.
e town

Catarrh
UsM‘.

WK8T BROOKS Vi LLK.
Kev. H. L. Packard b«* returned from
Ti

CATARRH

Is

ton

New

THK
CLKANhINO
A«D HI \ * INO
CLUK FOR

tl.

from

and

Emily

Atlanta, G*.,
They will return in October.

last

Tapley
week

Olden D. Tapley and his
Abbie
a pleasure
trip to B<nuk'ln Haturday, returning thle tu ning.
M*y30.
TOMSON.

L. made

WEST FRANKLIN.
Holsie Coombs went to Orono Saturday.
C. T. Goodwin was in Bangor Friday on

L YLm

Dizzy

Appetite poor? Bowels con,tverl
stipated? It’s y;.
'’tils.
Ayer’s Pills are fi
Win. you: mou.->
beantlfui brown o:

Buckingham's Dye;
c'

*

—■

r*

U

N.H

j

business.

Black

X. Y. Z.

30.

w>*

Flh

woke nwr|

everyone, end many got up.

caudidalea

new

of hia mother.

Julia Hutch ns has returned from

atone wharf at ibelr

The stone

he deaf

something.

Harbor

had

Thursday

dark.

Eugene Stanley's new house.
Capt. Eugene Churchill has moved bis
family here for the summer. They will

A!bee has

here

neighThoae who reto
bis
sponded
persistent knocking found
him inclined to remain until he received
about

May 30.

Henry

Conary,

at Newcastle.

night. A trauip purporting
and dumb made the circuit of the

The schooner Fortune, Capl. Richard*
non. ha«* gone to Bnngor after lumber for

a

Amaziah

to

borhood

BASS HARBOR.

Capl.

received

moat

served.

two

Capt. Michael Stinson,

wick.

A

r was

ou two

Capt.

Eugene Conary

Mary Lee Leach, who baa been
spending the winter with relatives In
Massachusetts, is borne.

Huppi

revere

Friday.
Friday night there)
earthquake *bork. It

C. V W a-gate has purchased a rowboat
Ford, -——a
yp
• Mrs. J. F. Staple*, of Surry, is the guest
of Mr*. Edith Phillips.) ,.i® J3B frigjow
Halcyon assembly of Pythian sister- !
Fred Pierce and wife have moved to
hood exemplified the degree of Charity

The Mt.

Mrs.

Mrs.

i.t^d.

Out

_

a
beautiful evening
by
Sc hoodie lodge, \L. of F., had a large atentertained the
tendance when
they
orother
knights from Cherry field on
The sisterhood furSaturday night.
nished supper after which the knights
and t nelr visitors returned lo | <eir hail
for a smoke talk, game* and tuuaic.

week.

of the Unitarian church.

pre»

worth

Favored

last

The cause Is unThursday morning
known. Mr. Hpuriing was not at home
and the neighbors not noticing tbe fire
until too late, nothing was saved.
Jl».
May 30

Horatio

cordially receivtd.
Mwiiy grange1* were represented.
A fine programme, consisting of musical
•election*-, ebaraaes, dialogues, Ac., was

first of the week.

UUI ns

bou*e

Leacb, of Orland, ia the
guest of her mother, Mre. Mary Perkin*.
Mr«. Qrovtr Wit ham, with ber babe,
«pent Sunday with ber aunt, Miss Maud
Wardwell.

were

John Coombs, with a party of young
people, came up from Petit Menen Island
and opened bis house for a few daye the

Clement's music store.

vicinity.

g. and

few

Ab-

bie l>olliver.

tributed boxes of

Hovey.

Gupttll goes this week to Bar
Harbor where *be will be employed lo
Miss

Conner, of Auburn, is visiting

even

ha*
home after spending
gona
weeks with her grandmother, Mrs.

Vera

Hovey b-«a gone to Boston to
few weeks with her daughter,

Mr*. Edith

Mr*. Herman

day

E. F. Ray, wife and daughter, Miss
Fannie, went to Milbrldg* Saturday to
spend a tew dayn with relative*.
Mr*. Beanie Koppang, of Bar Harbor,
a

^

Fupus not abaeul during the term were: match** iimii* of her r '**ioiw aha la we»rn
preached In tbe union church bere Sun- Wayne Beudix, Ethel Stanley, Della ing w here no'»>d «- c*u ««'* f
fl.
day.
Whan a man *»U down •u«1'l»n v, un*
Noonan, Robert Stanley, John Stlneoo,
Dunbar Bros, have finished
sawing Anna Stewart, Shepherd Stewart, Marion axp*cted'y and aevem’y he realism w nat a
•■lave*, and will begin sawing long lumWsagatt, John and 1’hlltp Workman and hard wnrid tbie 'a.

bis

MARSHALL’S ISLAND.

has gone to Chicago to
yacht for the seasoa.

Shoals where he has

Hi attend the

Prospect Harbor.

services at

Rev. Gideon

borne.

Samuel

days, is improving.

take command of

w

Island.

SOUTH DEER ISLE.
ill for several

Dunbar,

relatives in this

two-weeks’

left

Day

Lincoln

visited

Mrs. Millie Guptnl and Mias Mary
Lowe are spending a few daya to Bangor.

welcomed at

He will

May 28

Mrs. Blanche

Devereux ia

David

put

June.

Waiter B. Fuller, of Cambridge, Mass.,
who

Many from here

occupy

business.

Island w»*ere be will build

Francis
F.

schooner is at Mil bridge, was tbe guesi
A. G. Bunker and wife this week.

May

on

in

Lin wood Joyce leaves Monday for Qott’s

friends.

Mrs.

was

town this week

was

for home.

ASHVILLE.
Miss Eliza

of McKinley,

Mullin,

tage.

rid w’fe.

Capt. F ed Hodgkins came home for a
His vessel is in Banshou * ot Friday.
gor, H.ui Mrs. Hodgkins, wbo has been at
". fit Harbor for several week», will
Sou
accompany bim to Bangor for a visit.
H.
May 30.

boro

Frank

here

Steuben, Friday evening.

Swan's ; grange at

Mr. and Mra. Kobia Nor-

home of

Joseph

spring

sermon

from

ber this week.

the

Gibson, of Corintb, is ; dead seemed fitted to the spirit of the
1
▼is >ug her mother, Mr**. Betsey Young. beautiful day, and weil, “lest we forget.”
H.
May 30.
been
who
has
Mi^ Leeordia King,
•pending the winter iu Massachusetts is
ATLANTIC.
M

Several

few

ccent Illness.

office

who is at work for C. A.

GOULDS BORO
Verna Perry and two children bate
been spend tog a week at Corea.
Mrs.

Sawyer, of Seal Cove, spent la«t
ber grandmother, Mra. L. T.
was

mot

exercise

B.

Jobn P. Leach, of Camden, ia in town.

Harbor

in Back’s

stable

a new

on

a

F. V. Stanley and daughter, of
are vlolling
Mr*. Stanley’•
hr r, Mr*. Abbtc Dot»U-r.

Mrs.

Penobacot,

Deli

ball.

town

May 30.

from Bar Har-

came

Saturday to remain with her prrents
until after Memorial i>ay.
bor

court served dinner

NORTH CASTINE.
1

chapel.

the

ju»e near

was

Saturday with stone for New York.
L. F. Gray is laying the fouudstton for

Harbor,

Penney, went to East Surry Saturday
spend Memoral Day.

A. E.

Hazst DeM

The

W. A. Crabtree came from Northeast
Harbor aud spent Suoday with his family.
Edward

load

a

EJward Ashley, of Biuebii:, has moved

HANCOCK POINT.

home for

exported Wednesday
Mias Isabel Cleaves

j

Elizabeth Lawler, who afent the
winter with ber daughter at Northeast
Harbor, is borne again for tbe summer.
T.
May 30.

The Schooner

Y.

was

W. P Hew In* went to Boaton last week
family here. They are

special lemons and

Mra.

The W. C. Pendleton brought
lumber to L. F. Gray.

ail that

was

The ladies of Runvbiue
to

u«usl with

aa

Mr*. R. E. Kobtneon.

few

wood, May 25.
Eve elt Tinker is working with Henry
Maion, the plumber, with the inlentiou
of learning the trade.

house.

to remain until the vessel sails.

Suuday.

who

moved h*'re. and baa rooms

Dunn

organist.

he*

Steuben,

of

Held,

j

I

with

daughter

the

J. Willard la loading paving
Tor M. D. Cbatto.
new

on

Hili last week.

n

weather

Wait*

dedrta, and the usual number of
A large
townspeople were abroad early.
audience listened to the fine address by A.
W. King, of KID w orth.
The music was
by the mate quartette, with Miss Fiorenee

is vis-

vMled her

son

Frank

arrenge an
Decoration

Dodge.

His wife
and her sister Eunice returned with him,
the former going to Bangor this morniug
Harbor, returning

and

Day

-laceration

John linker, ft ho i« at work at Prospect Harbor, spent last wtek with bis
family.

M.

(or

to

could be

Mr*. L zzie Mayo baa returned from
Saco, where »*he ha* been visiting her hod
Alfred.
#

erysipelas.

working

Camden,

daya, has returned to his work
Island.

The Co as

Fred Hodgkins, whose vessel, the
N. Carver, is loading in Bangor, made

short

is

Bales

da>s from

j

Benjamin Gott,

Condon.

Capt.
a

Is 111 with

for two

Mra. Marta Dix, of West Trentont, t»
housekeeper for Mrs Eizabetb Lawler.

SOUTH BROOK8VILLE.

Hooper

Will

the latter

the number of nine.

T. Dodpe and others attended
the local union at Seal Cove, May 28.

wtek

Mrs. Daniel Champion, who has been
spending the past month with her mother,
Mrs. A. E. Austin, has gone to South
Lawrence, Mass.

grandchildren,

Memorial

over

to accompany tils

in town.

L

Mrs.

A

E. 8. Drew, of Brooklin, officiated.
May 30.

visiting

are

The Sunday memorial aermon by Rev.
C. E. Felercen at toe Methodist church
was listened to by a large congregation.
Toe church was D-tcfully brightened
w th vines and
flag- by Mm. H. C. Banker
and Mrs. M. F. B'ai-dell.

Howard

married to

home

L

Trundy

mother at Tow

ter, Mrs. A. S Newman, of Bar Harbor.
He was buried with masonic honors. Rev.

Mias Eunice Coggins made a abort visit
to her sister, Mrs. Robie Norwood, at
Southwest Harbor the past week.

was

llsroor.

Mrs. Alton

|

vacation.

Billings

children and

j

daughter,

Norwood, who i*» teacbirigat Franklin, is at home tor two days.

j

Mias Lillian McFarland, recently from
Washington, D. C., is home for a abort

i la

remained

Ella worth and

I>ay.

of

Mrs. Rob rt Lowrie, of the mineral
spring bou-t, Ki‘lb ook, and Mrs. Kos-

Set b

life-long resident of Sedgwick, Proctor
Dority, died at bis borne, **Tbe Traveler's
Mr. Dority and wife
Home,’’ Friday.
started life in tbe “Home” over fifty years
'ago. He had tbe respect of all. His pleas
! ant face will be greatly missed. He leaves
two sons, Fred, who travela for tbe Eroerson-Adams Co., of
Bangor; Sterling,
j proprietor of tbe “Home”, and ouedaugn

kins.

when her

Mrs. Howard Gil ey, of
iting frienoa bere.

Grinds!, of Bangor.

Mrs. Nettle

|

Gilley

Prospect

Harold Young, daughter of Azor
Dodge, died Saturday. She was a great
sufferer. She bad always lived here and
will be greatly missed. Besides a husband
*be leaves a father, mother and stater—

Frye,

Alfred

spending

Inez

Harry

Mrs.

May 30.

Portland, la spending
his vacation here with relatives.

Springer,

I<ewi*

The ceremony was performed by A. B.
Crabtree, esq., t»» tire presence of immediate relatives only.
The bride was gowned in white nun s
Toe quarterly rally of the Rivervtew
veiling, elaborately trimmed, and was unattended. Mr. and Mrs. Webb left on ttie [ 1<jcsI union of C. E. and E. L. wav a season of rrf esiiing to both bodfe
each
noon train for Redstone, N. H., where Mr.
W’ebb is wall and
favorably known, cession being w- II attended. The evening
havng reen interested in baseball there address by Rev. W. J. Yates, of Bangor,
was high y ap »ken of.
Good mu«tc was
for two seasons.
Both young peop'e are popular. They rendered throughout.
left amid showers of rice and congratulaRufus H. Young, of Hancock, was in
tions. They were the recipients of many town Thursday,
puuiug brook trout in
beautiful and useful presents.
j Narrftguago* lake. In the past five years
M.
May 30.
| he ha* planted 00,103 fi-h In these waters.
! There chou d be fine fishing in the nur*OU I'M WEST HARBOR.
merous po ds about here, if other aportai« in poor health.
Joshua
men had followed Mr. Young’s
idea of
I
Walter Lurwey bn* moved loSomesv >!*. j clocking.

shipping will have to proceed with all
possible dispatch.
Gracia.
May 80.

and

daughters

Look Webb.

four-master Clarence

Ma-s.

piazza

The Met hod U| Sunday school Is rehears
for a Children’* oay concert.

pretty wedding last

a

Dora,

Miss Hattie

Ice Co. is

Lake

Maine

of

scene

Wedne-day morning

loading the
Venner, with Ice for
Baltimore. This company stored a large
amount of ice last winter, and in order to
clear the houses of all the ice, tbe work of
The

the

was

home.

Plain

a

iNEWS,

Omtmit, 9mm

HAST FRANKLIN.
Warren Bl.ladvll ««d «lle were

PROSPECT HARBOR

j

Walker, who has been very III
wit h the mumps, is out. He contemplatt a
having a summer residence butit soon ‘n
this vicinity.
Mrs. Grace Limeburner Is at Northeast
Harbor, visiting her husband, who 1* employed there. Mrs. Limeburner will visit
relatives in that vicinity before returnii g

caring

n

Twynham,

*

in

da", *bo

Sidney

ho ha- be

*

Boston.1

Winfield

%

having

Hm—l

AM».

Chwag end wife entertained a
party at dinner on Sunday.
L. M. Moore came home Sunday from

Mrs. Walter Lowrie and young daughA delegation of about forty attended th<
\ ter left for Eaatbrook to day, having spent
Kiverview local union of be l*. E. and E
several weeks with Mrs. E. G. Bartlett.
L. at the Methodist church at Frank’ic
Mrs. Eben Smith, of East Sullivan, went
last Wtdneadey. Toe address In the wen
home Monday, after a week with relatives
ing was by Rev. W. J. Yates, Pb. D., ol
Bangor, subject: "Getting on in the here. Her sister, Mrs. Ell* Kenlston, is
still very HI.
World.’*
The home of Curtis Hooper and wife,
j
W
EBB.
HOOPEK
! George’s pond, is enlivened this week by
The residence of Mrs. Lou be C. Hooper

land

id-in’" residence is receiving s
C. E. Martin is doing
f paint

two

T. Ranker i§

lOUA I V

flag*

e

D.

E.

tog

Franklin, are the guests of Sbermai
Libby and wife.
Miss M. E. Moon sod Ralph Springs
have fitted up rooms at Blake’s halt for ar
ice cream parlor.

Bentley Orlndle, who has been in RockMr.
for the past few days, is home.
Grindle wilt go to Batter island, where be
is to work at his trade as carpenter.

was

Charles

getting

mentel to

home

added to hiv booae front.

of

employed by Harriman broth
carpenter.

as

to load with lumber for

26.
W. H .1

Mrs. Lillian Donnell and

Schooner Mildred Holmes, Capt. J. E
Staples, has nailed for Bangor where she is

—

fre-h

season.

be is

where

*e<

on p easant days.
pb Stan'ey, wbo hae been very 11
with typhoid fever, ia improving.

purchased a valuable
borne of James Campbell.
E. U. Dooglaaa is on Butter island,

pages

glad to

are

hud a ti*g-rai*lng. Many thanks are due
lo Newell HirdlfOD. who hes been latlro-

May 30.

painted bis

baa

Benjamin Crovaley
billdlnfi.

Ka

verylplenty in the Bag:

are

Warren

other page*

tee

FRANKLIN.
at

fever.

him out

Ei'tieat Baboon has

initiated in com
panion court Sunbeam Thtnday.
m Ty nham, an aged and respected
J„
burled fiorn tbe Church May
citi/ i, w
Aiididnle

An.w

tbe

Staples baa gone to Bar Harbor
employment.

ad lice river this

vtsitec

Holden,

nii.'ey, of

9

typhoid
Friends of Jerry

attack of

Sew*

For Additional

Walter Hunker Is able to be out after

in town

was

Ormxiid
for

COUNTY NEW S.

Harbo

NORTH SULLIVAN.

Friday.

ers,

Pam

Kicker, of Castine,

W. A.

WALTHAM
W

other poy<*

l«

BROOK8VILLE.

THE AMKR

many.

the

com

*he

Hi

additional County ifnM

-or

only paper printed ii
Mancock county. and fca* never claimed t
be, but it is the only paper that can prop
orly be called a COUNTY paper; all th
The circula
best are merely local papers
tion cf The American, barring the Ba
Barbor Record's summer list, is large
than that of all the other papers printe* i
1CAN i* not

cnnatHuMon ot Northeast
lodge. No. 208, F and A. M.

COUNTY NEWS.

10< t

subscribers at
>-

li

Send for free sample.
SCOTT 8t BOWNE, Chemists,
New York.
409-4i5*Pearl Street.
50c. and 11.00; 111 druggists.

Grass is looking finely and fruit trees
an Immense bloom.

have

The dog constable is abroad. No
reports
of his rifle have yet been heard.
A distinct earthquake shock was felt
Friday night at 11 o’clock.
Mrs. Eva Somes and four children are
visiting at C. T. Goodwin’s.
The local political pot is
simmering.
Several strangers have been in town of
late.

A fine flag

flung to the breeze
Egypt Saturday evening. There was
was

at
an

entertainment at the schooihouse.
May 30.
Gh’b’bb.

Worms?
a

sated t

,r

aomeUan*

else.

A few doeea of

Dr. True’s Elixir
esi-fl
tbiyerat.andprovea

"
worms If
taioable tome if there are bo wenaa. *k?»i<sruc*t*u.
DU. J. f, T Kt K A t t»„ Vubum, Me-

■

I

■
■

M

OR. KING’S u*K2r

PENNYROYAL PILLS
Are high ly rr-commended by Udine
who hwve used them. They are
•ur*. safe, and reliable Atrial will
Send »
convince you of their iatrinak
cents for sample and booklet. Aak lor Dr. Km| *
"StarCrown Brand." All drear eta, #«-joaJx«.

If** U.dioim Ca-i f 0. Be* 1130,

COUNTY NEWS.

CASE OF

A

Pot

additional

CONSCIENCE

County »w*i

t0

I

lOrlglnaL}
iting relatives
said ««>*■ UeeptV. "I wish yon
F. P.

promin'

me

that

yen’ll

never

other paget

EAST ORLAND
Malcolm Ward

'«j|OT,-

M«

well,

of

Brockton,

Ma<tui| its* In Bstigcr

<!o

is vis-

here.

Tuesday,

and

a large number gathered.
Se 1 Harbor pent the large*! delegation,
winning

the

banner.

elected officers for
Ue coming year a* follow*:
President,
O. O. Half; vice p esident, If. E. White;
secretary, Mrs. 8. K. Richard*; treasurer,
Mrs. Ida LHand; superintendent junior
department ML* Esther D'xon.
May 90.
N.

A. fi Marks and wlfo
on a trip to
in eaeary for me
Boston and Portland,
a bullet
rather
l
it
put
SEDGWICK.
to him you.
M isi Bertha Dorr spent Memorial Day
than into you."
C. H. Ciosson is Btill very low.
Into myself
at
Dedham.
"I'll try, Hill, to be satisfied to do my
Mrs. W. H. Stanley and daughter LlnM. L. Allen, of Somerville, called.on T.
I feel that If I
nle have gone to Houlion.
Half, but smuetimee
F. Matoii, Saturday.
Will Buckminster, foreman of the
don’t get out o' bore I'll go cra*y.”
T. F. Mu-on and wife were In Bangor
Twttchell-Obaniplain Co. factory, had a
**.]5o patient; you've only got a yenr
time otr for Tuesday.
surprise party May 22. The girls met at
gDd a half more, counting
soon pass."
Harvey Snow, who la working io Blue- his house, and presented him with a chair
j behavior, and that'll
with a dis- hill, spent Sunday at home.
anc\ table as a token of their good will.
The eonvi.’t turned away
Mrs. Abrams and Mrs. Russell and eon
A special convocation
of
the grand
satisfied exclamation: the keeper lockcell and retumeil to his are at their cottage for a few weeks.
chapter will be held at Masonic ball, on
ed him ill Ills
oftiNorman Hopkins la at the Faster Maine Saturday, June 11, at 4.30 p. in., for] the
constitution of Minne»aukou. chaple
just three months from that time general hospital for surgical treatment.
a visit from his wife,
after
Hurt,
No. 81, R. A.
Jim
Miss Eliza Bowdeo, of West Burry, 2s
n
steel
cut
him
saw,
smuggled
who
D, Proctor Dorlty died at his borne May
working lit W. L. Wentworth’s store.
himhis
let
window,
of
out
two bars
27. lie was an
honored member of EggeIs
of
of
his
Fred
lUrrlmsn,
bedclothes,
visiting
Boston,
means
peif down by
moggtn lodge, aud the services were
h
Hsrrltnsn.
Mrs.
El
Ira
bet
When
bis
mother.
and
got
away.
the
guard
dodged
under its direction.
Rev. E. H. Drew
Miss Madeline Moaner, of Bangor, was
pe was reported to the keeper
,he
officiated.
Mr. Dority whs for many
himself,
a
and,
arming
sigh
the guest of Miss Bernice Meson from
he bca'cd
“Traveller's
the
years
proprietor of
(tarns! In pursuit.
Friday until Monday.
Home”. He leaves two sons—Fred and
he
or
Jim
kill
him."
get
•I must
Mr. and Mrs. Wentworth, of Bangor, Hie. ling, and one daughter—Mrs. A. H.
“Everybody knows that he and are here on a Ashing trip. They are at W.
uld
Newman, of Bat Harbor.
and
schoolmates,
everybody L. Wentworth’s.
I were
C.
May 30.
esI
connived
at
bis
tbut
I
tore
will tie
Mrs. William Maloney, of Ellsworth,
HURRY.
cape"
visited her sunt, Mrs. Carrie White, the
There was more than this In Bill
A alight earthquake shock was fell in
week.
past
to
or
s
determination
capture
Connolly
and Btuebni Friday night about 11 i
Mrs. Leander Bowden, of West Penob- Hnrry
shoot his old friend a cast iron eon
o’clock.
K
'z<»b*th
Harrthis
is
for
Mr*.
it
to
scot
e
lie
considered
working
duty
pe on,
Rev. Nathan Hunt, State missionary,
Mfely keep every prisoner, and If anyin the Baptist church Sunday
to
dead
get hint,
one of them escaped
Elmer Rl*1«delt, of Ellsworth Pslla, was preached
He could make no exception, the guest of bis parents, Wi'llam Blals- afternoon.
or all'*'.
Rev. J. D. McGraw delivered the memoind In the ease of his former friend lie de*l and wife, over Sunday.
rial address at the Methodist church Sunmust make a greater eflort. He dividM.
May. 30.
day evening.
'd tin pursuing force Into sections,
WEST TREMONT.
lending them In different directions,
Mr*. J. E. Gott was taken suddenly ill
a
route
for
route
himself,
keeping one
Qule a number attended the local Tuesday night with laryngitis in a violent
Jim
Hurt
would
take.
Tom
onion at Beal Cove May 28.
he felt sure
form, and but for the timely arrival of
Hathaway, who had been one of a trio
Everett Tinker, of Southwest Harbor, Dr. Emery, could not have survived. She
were
Bill
boys.
of friends when they
was made more comfortable after a while,
called on friends Sunday.
Connolly anil JUn Burt being the othand is slowly recovering from the shock.
Mrs. L. 51. Lu^t is visiting her daughers, lived In a retired spu between
G.
May 30
ter, Etta WAlia, at Seai Cove.
two mountains, a convenient place to
w
have
been
son
ho
B.
B.
and
Reed
Carl,
SOMES VILLE.
hide, and Bill knew that font would
to Portland ou business, are home.
hide their old friend Bill.
Miss Nora Daley is visiting in Boston
One with a less sturdy conscience
Mias Oraoo Lunt, of Southwest Harbor, and vicinity.
would have looked elsewhere for the Is visiting her cousin, Miss Evelyn Lunt.
Mr*. Sally Somes died May 29. The fufugitive except in the place where he
Rev. 1). M. Angell held met tings on neral will be held
Tuesday afternoon.
felt sure he was to tie found, blit Con- Gotta Island Sunday.
a
number
Quite
School closed Friday. The high school
nolly could no more lie to himself than from here attended.
keeps one week longer.
to those by whom tie was paid to do
W. H. Lunt and Charles Reed have gone
Rev. H. H. Leavitt, of Somervllle,MasM.,
his duty, lie went alone to Hathato Boutb Ooaldsboro to ran sardines for
is at Mrs. E. E. Babson'a.
way's, Imping that he might tlif better
the factory with the schooner Pilgrim.
prevail upou Jim to return with him
Mrs. Thomas Richardson went to HartWill Tra-k and family have been at
voluntarily.
land Friday, called there by the death of
1-laud
his
L.
1).
Uotl’a
visiting
parents,
it was a cold winter day when the
her sister’s child.
Trask and wife.
keeper
Hathaway's plac-

uutniuL'

to

rnclw It

the cold.
Uathawny s he

Augustus Gordius is home from Gouldsa short visit.
He reports work
not very brisk.
boro for

ment in

Hathaway

was

(Hathaway

tokl
was

by Mrs.
not

Mrs. Fannie
Newbury, of Tremont,
spent Sunday with Mrs. Abbie Hannah,
who la ill with dropsy.
Lswis Gilley’s family has moved home

at

home) that Hurt had not been there.
But he had. and site had given him her
husband's overcoat.
from Hall Quarry, where they rpent the
Connolly knew of a cleft In the rocks winter.
Mrs.
Gilley’s daughter and
t short distance up the road ugd felt
children accompanied them.
Sure he would find his man there. lie
Mrs. M. L. Dix, who is working for
walked till he came to un opening In
the hushes through which a path led to Mrs. Elizabeth Lawler, of Southwest
the little cove, then took the path and Harbor, spent Sunday with her daughter,
advanced. When he came within u fe w Mrs. George W. Murphy, who is in poor
hundred yards of the hiding place a htaith.
Thelma.
May 30.
voice called:
"Halt!”
GREAT POND.
“Come out. Jim.”
Fishing seems to be pretty good. F. E.
“Never alive. Hilly.”
Mace ban hi* usual good luck.
"You know my duty.”
"No. I don't. Billy. I suppose yon do.”
Mrs. Ezra William* is spending a few
“I'm obliged to take you back with ; days with friends in Ellsworth.
me. You know how it would grieve me
Mrs. Delia Lord and Mrs. Esther Mason,
to take you back In a box.”
I who have been the guests of Howard Lord
*
uuu .1 \ru ituun
iiu,
and wife for the past ten days, retm ued iu
it would grieve tue to shoot my old
llowland Thursday.
friend. You see. I've got a position
J. 8. Archer, with one of bis bo>«, went
here behind these rocks to do all the
dow n the river Saturday and caugnt more
damage, or rather you can't see. for
than fifty trout. We know they were nice
I'm too well covered."
the fine sample sent in for our Sunday
"And
kill me while I'm dolug by

I

you'll
only my duty,

a

duty that 1 cau’t fail

to

perform without dishonor."
"I don’t exactly see It 111 that light.
You have your old friend's word thnt
he is not guilty of the crime for which
he is punisLetL The master you serve,
the state, has made a mistake. What

you want to do Is to make a big effort
to satisfy the
public without really trying to do anything."
"Thais not my way of doing a
•hlng I'm bound to do. I'm not to decide on your guilt or innocence.
A
Jury has done that. If they bit your
ease wrung, that's
your misfortune.”
"And if you urc my Jailer trying to
take me and I kill
you in self defense
that s your misfortune."
There was a long silence, at the end
of which
Connolly said. In a tone he
•night have used to a stranger:
Prisoner, come out and surrender or
111 open fire on
yon."
I" which, after u short silence, Burt
replied;
keeper, l'U not tuke advantage of
a man who
regards it his d% to kill
me.
If I must light you.
I’llyou
In the open.”
He sprang over n rock and
advanced,
firing and receiving his antagonists
fire as he advanced. He
had emptied
three chambers of his
revolver mid
Connolly had emptied live of his when
h°th fell some thirty feet
apart und
lay without motion.
hate that night
Hathaway returned
,0 Ids home and
learned that both his
old friends had been there.
Burt had
•old Mrs.
Hathaway where be was goan'l asked her to fell her husband
come and consult
upon some plan
,,r further
action. Hathaway hurried
away. The moonlight lay on the white
*3ow as he left the
road and struck
;n,° the path that led
to the rocks. He
•Talked rapidly till he came to the
■odies of Burt and
Connolly lying side
He placed his hand first on
J
•inn’s then on
Connolly’s heart. Burt's
*aa "Nil:
Connolly's was beating fee«y. The overcoat that Mrs.
Hathaway
“d loaned Burt had been thrown
over
“•molly. Burt, knowing that he had
•nceived his death wound, had crawled
*r*en<* aD<t carefully covered

Win1*8

THOMAS

KENT WATERMAN.

dinner.

Ik Memorial

services

will be held to

the church at 3 p.

in.

day

Prayer by

in

Miss

Garland; singing; address by Gleason L.
Archer. The churcu will be decorated for
tne occasion aud there will

be

an

abun~

Dowers.

dance of

Hiram Archer, who has been seriously
til, has returned home for the summer,
hoping to regain his health. His brother
Gleason
friends

accompanied him. The many
of these enterprising boys are glad

to

see them at the old home again, but regret the cause of their return.
E.
May 30.

SWAN’S

ISLAND.

It is understood that H. W. Joyce’s
dine factory will not run this nca*on.
Bert Smith has gone to

sar-

Harbor
where he will have employment for the
Bar

summer.

Hiram E. Colo y has launched his new
gasoline boat. She was built by Q. A.
Taititer, and is considered a tine boat.
Steamer Vinal Haven was obliged to reRockland last week for repairs.
The Gov. Bodwtll took her trip down here
Saturday night.
main in

Han-on

Capt.
Wash.,

were

and

alive*.

re

Joyce

wife, of Seattle,
here last week with friends

from Boston by
May 30

a

and

They were accompanied
daughter.
David

WEST UOULDSBOKO.
Mrs. E.

HuuUey

8.

spent Saturday and
Harbor.

Wood

in Win Ur

Mrs. Mary B. Kingsley ba» gone to
Ellsworth to visit her daughter.
Fred Orcutt and wife, of East Sullivan,
spent Sunday with Mrs. Abbie U. Taft.
James A. Beckham, who has been on
tick list, la convalescent.
N.
May 30.

the

_

8FAE COVE.
Herbert Robinson is home from ea
after an absence of nearly a year. He was
one of the crew of the Bangor vessel
“Emma Green”, which sunk off Thatcher’s
Island a short time ago.
The local onion of C. E. societies and
Epworth leagues of Mt. Desert Island met
at Seal Cove May 28 and
presented an interesting programme. The day was floe,

Mrs. H. (1 Somes and three children

are

visiting her parents, C. T. Goodwin aud
wife, of West Franklin.
J.
May 30.

I To

Aoirpal
Little

story
Folks

For

Learn to Be Contented
Sambo was tired of his kinky looks.
He wan tint straight hair like the white
folks had.
So he had gone out behind the barn
to grieve
and complain, which, of
was

entirely

wrong.

“I hate tins plagued wool/* he said,
running his hand through his black
corkscrew ringlets.
“Why can't a fellow’s hair he decent
and straight and silky? I can’t go out
hut what some white hoy yells, *111.
there, woolly!’
“Wool ought not to grow on hoys
It’s only meant for dirty
anyway.
I-—-1

Carpets,

we

by using

a

Grand

reputation for wisdom may
bla frequent use of the words,
“that’s so.”
A man’s

much confidence
in the girl he loves tolbeliove her when
she says “No”.
A

young

man

has too

Full Directions on Evory Pacings
Banner Lye is pulverized. The CM'
may be opened and closed at will, pw»
mitting the use of a small quantity at •
time. It is just the article needed IB
It will clean paiat
every household.
floors, marble and tile work, soften wattfc
disinfect sinks, closets and waste pipth
Write for booklet "Uses of £

$3.50
$3.25
$3.00
$2.50

Rapids,” Nickel,
Japan,

“

‘1

v

“Ideal,"
“

Lye”—free.
The Penn Chemical Weeks,Plin.itlgO
Charles Richardson St Co.. Boston, MBB

A. M. Hopkins
KLLS WORTH

1887

1904.

Ecgal Notion.

T! FIRST NATIONAL BANK
of

To

all persons interested in either of
tates hereinafter named.
At a probate court held at Eden,

for

ELLSWORTH, MAINE.

day

the county of. Hancock,
of

May.

on

the

es-

In and
the third

a. d. 1904.

following matters having been presented for the action thereupon hereinafter indicated, it is hereby ordered that notice thereof be given to all persons interested,
by causing a copy of this order to be published three weeks successively in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper published at
Ellsworth, in said county, that they may appear at a probate court to be held at Ellsworth in said county, on the seventh day
of June. a. d. 19d4, at ten of the clock in the
forenoon, and be beard thereon if they see

THE

ANDREW P. WISWELL, President

Capital,

ARNO W. KINO,

$50,000.00

•Surplus,

Eugene Hale,
L. A. Emery,
A. W. King.
J. A. Peters,
E. II. Oreely.

$630,000.00
WE

I

INVITE
IK.U

THE

ACCOUNTS

n

Sword

Trick.

hwohI is apparently passed through a person's abdomen is explained as follows: The sword
employed is $ thin, flexible, dull blade.
The prestidigitator, whose body the
sword will simply pass around, but not
pierce, carries concealed beneath his
vest a sl;*»Ath that consists of a hollow
tube, semicircular in shape, the two
extremities of which are bent in con
trary directions in such a way that
they are situated in the same straight
the two orifices opening in front
and behind at right tingles with the abThis tube runs around the
domen.
farther side of the man. who. appealing instinctively to grasp the point of
the sword as if to protect himself, di
The
rects it into the metallic tube.
flexible sword makes its exit between
the tails of the coat. It is necessary to
operate rapidly, so that the spectators
shall not have* time to sec that the
length of the sword has diminished,
the curved line that follows not being
the shortest passage from oue point to
a

of

the

•p-l* and ‘p-l<*.’
Carefully adjusting his eyeglasses,
Mr. Harris slowly replied: "The latter

the foundation of the wealth of New
and the 'ausIs of indigestion.
The for in A’ is the raison d’etre of pro
faulty and the sine qua non of dialect
stories.' —Success.
is

England

Take

Cream Balm la of

OF

Savings Dept.
Next quarter

begins July

CORPORATIONS,

I.

FIRMS

VIDUALo.

Explanation of
trick in which

Kindly

$4 to 20 per
Annum,

A. P. Wiswell,

Deposits,

Deposit

Vaults,

Cashier

Directors:

$45,000.

«ND

Safe

Vice-President

HENRY W. CUSHMAN,

Notice

great

that

Ely’s

Liquid

benefit to those sufferers

from nasal catarrh who cannot Inhale freely
ibroui b the nose, but must treat themselves by
in

due to

“Cyco” Bearing 1SISSELL,

“American Queen,”

Telephone.
Tit.- first telephone that was ever
used was not electrical, nor was it a
scientific instrument in any sense of
About the middle of the
rm.
the
nineteenth century the employees of
a lar-.
factory in Sheffield. England,
bepu'.il their leisure hours by kiteflying. Kites large and small went up
daily, and the strife was to see win
couM -et the largest. The twine which
held i.ii'm was the thread spun and
twist. .1 by the ladies of the village.
On** day to the tail of the largest
kite was attached a kitten, sewed in
J
is bag. with a netting over the
a cat
HOW THAT LITTLE DA UK V BAN !
When the kite
mouth to give it air.
old sheep, and they can’t do nothin’ but ; was
its greatest height 200 feet or
lie round and blatt.
Dey’s des no ; more rhe mewing could be distinctly
’count nohow.” And he got up to look heard by those holding the string. To
at himself in a bit of brokeu mirror.
the « l irness «»f the atmosphere was
But there had been some one listening attrii lied the hearing of the kitten’s
to all th?s.
Around the corner sat old voice This is the first account we reMr. Ham.
member of speaking along a line.
“I'uiph! he said. ‘‘So he thinks that
wool is only tit for ‘no ’count* sheep, Difference Between “PI” «»»«! “Pie.”
When type that lias been set up is
does he?
And he’s ashamed of his
looks. Is he?
Well, I’d just like to accid. a tally overturned or mixed, the
show him that it isn't what a fellow jumble and Its results are technically
Joel
looks like, but what he is. that counts. know! »s ‘'pi." Some years ago
I believe l will give him a lesson in Chandler Harris, the author, was playmanners anyway.
It isn’t polite to re- ing whist at Warm Springs. Ha.. wit*
three 1 idles. The N.i.c i*r* l bothered
mark on people’s appearance behind
their backs, and he called me ‘dirty “I'neh- I tern US’* considerably by talking
throeout the game and by asking
sheep/
Finally one
With that he gave one loud “Bah!” him foolish questions.
Oh. Mr. Harris! Please tell me
and. ducking his head, went for Sam- said.
what is the real difference between
bo.

be

To make the very best soap, simpW
dissolve a can of Banner Lye in cd|
water, melt 5 )i lbs. of grease, pour IBS
Lye water in the grease. Stir and
aside to set.
1

corn

forty brooms.
Xote our prices:

The Tale

It was a long way to the fence, and
before he made it the ram had caught
him and lifted him over into the potsHe lit on
to patch on the other side.
his head, but got up instantly, scared,
but unhurt. “My,” said Sambo reflectively. “If it hadn’t been for my wool
I’d ’a’ got hurt!”
“Of course you would, .impudence,’’
said the ram. “Maybe now you won’t
complain about the way the Lord made
you.”—Atlcnta Constitution.

BANNER LYE

I

back-breaking

tfiat

the finest carpet sweeper made.
It will brighten and preserve your
carpets and make sweeping a pleasure
instead of adrudgery. It will outlast

another.

My. how that little darky ran!

using

with

broom to sweep their
say, avoid this useless
waste of energy and unnecessary dust

dust-raising

A

course,

£
Soap-Making

Housewives!

All Weary

wlio are

_

An

asirrt'umuua.

Easy and Quick!

__

approached
Oonmdly shivered at the thought of
Burt's being obliged to lie In concealAt

dbocrtistmer.U.

The union

form

spraying- Liquid Cream Balm differs
but not medicinally from the Cream Balm that,

haa stood for years at the head of remedies for
It may be used in any nasal atomizercatarrh
The price, including a spraying tube. Is 75 cts.
Sold by druggists and mailed by Ely Brothers,
56 Warren Street, New York.

In

Memory

of Hawthorne.
appropriate recognition of the
centennial ot the birth of Nathaniel Hawthorne, it la proposed that a statue be
erected to hie memory on the
campus of
Bowuolu college. The monument would
commemorate his birth in Ssiem in 1804,
and his graduation from Bowdoin in the
famous class of 1825, the class In which he
was associated with
Henry Wadsworth
As

an

Buogteliow and others of

.repute only less

great.

ucavi

luni

Alfred

u

.1

C.

ill

pi’llllUUan
insane

Butler,

person of
Sixth account of
F. Burnham, guardian, filed for settlement.
Christopher L. Lefti-ngwell, late of Eden, in
said county, deceased.
Second account of
M
y Mutter Leffiugwell, Douglass Leffingwe)i and Luere B. Deasv, executors, filed for
settlement.
Nicholas F. Curran, late of Eden, in said
county, deceased. First account of Frank E.
Sherman, administrator, filed for settlement.
Asenath Chipman. late of Bucksport, in
said county, deceased.
First ai count of Iceland P. Lowell, administrator, filed for settle-

Waltham, in said county
A.

ment.

l'ue fitness of such

memorial, in such

a

place, raised to one of the most distinguished among the boos of Bowdoin
and the chief of American writers of
fiction, should appeal alike to all alumni
of the college and to all other lovers of
a

what is best In

literature;

so

that it is

be-

lievtd that the

plan will win from both
classes sincere approval and hearty coop-

Emma E. Kimball, late of Mt. Desert, in
said county, deceased.
Third and final account of Daniel E. Kimball, administrator,
filed for settlement
Arthur L. Hale, late of Ellsworth, m said
county, deceased. Peiitiou filed by Frank W.
Rollins, administrator, to have collateral inheritance tiv ssBPSsert;
O. P. CUNNINGHAM, Judge of said Court.
A true copy of the original.
Attest:—Chas. P. Dorr, Register.
subscriber
f’pHE
she haw been
1

hereby gives notice that
duly appointed executrix
will and testament of Jeremiah
Wescott., late of Cantine, in the county of
Hancock, deceased, and given bonds as the
law directs.
All persons having demands
against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and
all indebted thereto are requested to make
payment immediately.
Lucy Ann Wescott.
May 3.1904.
the

of

eration.
1 he statue

is

to

represent Hawthorne,

not, as i» usual in such monuments,
old man whose work la done, but

Hppeared^when

he left

achievement still

an an
as

he

college with ail bln

before

him.

Several

prominent sculptors have been consulted
in regard to the project, and have all expressed much interest aud sympathy.
EiiCb has
with favor

in one

way

or

proposal

a

another received

which allows the

combining of truth in portraiture with a
certain idealism too often difficult or

impossible
is

Parker H. Hooper, late of Brooksvi'le. in
said county, deceased. Petition that Frank
L. Hooper or some other suitable person be
appointed udminisi rator of the estate «f said
deceased,
presented by Frank L. Hooper, a
son and heir of said deceased.
•Stephen B Dow, late of Tremont. in said
Peti i >n that Benjamin B.
county. <iecea<ed.
Reed or s«.»,e other suitable person be appointed administ ator of the estate of said
deceased, presented by Wills E. Dow, brother
and heir at law of said deceased.
Atbelaine M. Hearin, minor, of Tremont, in
said countv. Petition filed by Nathaniel H.
Young, guardian, tor license to sell certain of
the real estate of ««irt minor.
Frederick M. Eldridge, late of Bucksport,
in said county, deceased.
Petition filed by
Frank F. .Smith, trustee under the will of said
deceased, for license to sell certain real estate

in

portrait-statuary;

and theie

to

every
expect that on these
lines a figure may be produced beautiful
as a work of art, appropriate as n mereason

morial, and Inspiring as an embodimen
youth of genius.
The cost of the statue, exclusive of pedestal, is roughly estimated at |15 000 It
of the

is the unanimous

feeling

adequately

not at all, and if the sum required cannot be raised the project will be aban-

or

doned.

Subscriptions

may

be

sent

to

Prof

Henry Johnson, curator of the Walker art
building, Rowdoin college, Brunswick,

‘•John,” said the mother of a crying infant, what do you suppose is the mat ter
witli babj?”
“Vetl-o fever, more’n like-

ly,” replied

t

tie ht artless father.

Mr. Warlike—Would

you
needed?

flag if you were
Well, I might if the fltg

the

subscriber hereby gives notice that
he has been duly appointed executor
A_
of the last will and testament
of Amanda
Smith, late of Bucksport. in the county
ol U incock, deceased, and given bonds us the
law directs.
All persons having demands
against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and
all indebted thereto are requested to make

rpilE

payinert immediately.
May 3. 1904.

rally round
Mr. Timidwere

awhile

Troublt-n of Childhood.
If mothers fully realized the extent to which
affect
the health and
worms
disposition of
children, many a child that is scolded and punished for peevishness, and doctored and doped
for biliousness or any one of half a dozen other
Imaginary aliments, would be treated along
entirely diff rent lines. On the other hand,
many mothers, while understanding the cause
of the trouble, regard it, like cutting teeth, as
one of the natural and unavoidable conditions
of childhood.
This Is all wrong. The presence of worms or
any other parasite in the human body is an
unnatural condition that can be promptly
remedied. For more than half a century True’s
Pin Worm Elixir, a purely vegetable compound prepared by Dr. J. F. True A Co., of Auburn, Maine, has been used with unqualified
success, and thousands of children and adults
afflicted with worms haye been restored to
health by Its use. It is also a certain remedy
for the oommon complaints of childhood, such
as feverishness, costiveness, sour stomach, and

indigestion.
A valuable booklet on diseases of children,
which should be In the hands of every mother,
will be sent free to any address on request to
Dr. J. F. True A Co., Auburn, Me.— Adwt.

Theo. H. Smith.

'I^HK subscriber hereby gives notice that
he has been duly appointed executor of
X
the last will and testament of Sarah J Richardson, late of Mt. Desert, in thecoumyof
Hancock, deceased, and fiven bonds as the
law directs.
All persons having demands
against the estate or said deceased are desired
to present the same lor settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
John E. Binki.r, Jk.
Mbv 8. 1901.

of the committee

that the work should be done

last

subscriber residing out of the State
Maine, to wit: Edward B. Bowen, of
Newton, in the county of Middlesex and Commonwealth of Massachusetts, hereby gives
notice hat he has been duly appointed executor of the last will and testament and codicil of Eliza .J. Whiting, late of said Newton,
deceased, and Riven bonds as the law directs,
and that ne has appointed Hannibal E Hamlin, of Ellsworth, in the county of Hancock,
und State of Maine, his agent in said S ate of
Maine. All persons having demands uguiost
the estate of s id deceased are desirtd to yre-eu! the same for sett lenient, and .ill indeoted
thereto a e requested to make payment irail uEdward B. Bowen.
iately.
Dated this fourteenth day of May, a. d. 190-1.
^

|1 uK
of

JL

Al)M 1N 1STKAT<>R’S SALE.
to a license issued to me. the
by Hon O. P. C’uuniugh
Judge of Probate for the county of Huncork, ! shall sell at public auction, at my
office in Castiue, in said county, on Saturday,
thee ghteenth day of J une, at 8 o’clock p :u.,
the following real estate of the late Henry VV.
Sawyer, to wit: Beginning at an iron rod in
the rarth. southerly from the old earth works
and twi~iy-six feet northeasterly from the
northern tine of
land occupied by Chas.
Bates; Uiurce southerly on a line parallel
with said Bates line thirteen a d one half
rods to an iron rod in the earth; thence
northeasterly six rods to an iron rod in the
earth near a cluster of alder busht-*; thence
northwesterly on a line para lei to first named
line thirteen ana one-half rods to an iron rod
in the earth one-half rod southwesterly of
corner of John G.
Hawyer’s land; thence
southwesterly six rods to place of beginning,
containing eighty-one rods, more or less.
Gao. M
WaRKMN.
Administrator.
May 18, 1904.

1 PURSUANT
undersigned,

3bbntisnnnits.

Advertisers, Publishers

SAVE
Challen’s

and Printers.

TIME and
MONEY Br

Record

using

Rooks.

Advertiser’s Record.
Subscription Record,
Job Printer’s Record,
Advertising Record,
Correspondence Record.
Ruled, printed and Indexed for quick euwry
and reference. Descriptive circular and prlae
list on application. Published by
E. A. & W. E. CHILD,
14 Dover Street,
New York.

D*v»ert ImImimI I/OCaI U%i«on*
MT. Desert, May 31 (apectftl)— The Mt.
Desert Island loetl union of Christian
Mt.

Epwortb leagues
May 28. Eden, liar

and

Bndeavor

Quarry.

rrr

responded

tare In concert. Seal Harbor had the laig
percentage of its members preseut,

and

the banner.

won

The afternoon session opened with a
praise service lod by Mrs. Alien Gr y, of

Pretty

Marsh.

onion,

one

According

scasioh of the

to

vole

spring

of tie

me.

Ling

given to the consideration of Sun*
day school work, so the afternoon topic
was “Tne Ideal Sunday School", introduced by Rev. G. E. Kenney.
Tbi6 was followed by live-minute paper
The papers were inter
on various ideate.
eetlli£ *ud contained many helpful sug
gestions.
Au address on Sunday school work was
given by Eben M. Hamor, of Town Hill
Rev. A. P. McDonald conducted m question box. Several perplexing queettons
is to be

asked and

were

a

ns

we red.

The evening session was opened with a
praise service led by Miss Mary Petree, of
Halt

after which unfinished busi-

Quarry,

attended to. The nominating
committee reported the following list of
officers for the eusuiug year: D. G. Hall,
president; H. E. White, vice president;
Mrs. Ida Inland, scretary; Mrs. Homan
Richard**, treasurer; Miss Esther Dixon,
was

ness

junior superintendent.
testimony meeting followed, conducted by Rev. David Ang II in which
there were forty-eight testimonies. The
A

rest of the evening was tilled with a lecture on*4 World wide Christian Endeavor”,

by Rev. G. E. Kinney, illustrated by stere-

opticon

views.

The benediction closed

a

very

profitable

meeting.
Women of
all

church

an

Ohio town

a

enjoy

building

eame

a

they’ll

themselves—and

by

probably occupy it the
Enjoy the pleasures
have

are

wsy.

of life when you
when you get ready tc
them you may tind them missing.

chance,

or

The way to solve the financtal problem
of how to keep money In circulation is
for everybody to get married.

girl g*ts engaged
who has just bought a dog supposed

After
man

she acts like

a

to be able to lick

a

anything in his class.

2Stcrtisn;un:s.

Women

Well

as

Men

as

Are Made Miserable

by

Kidney Trouble.
Kidney trouble

the mind, discourages and lessens ambits;., bea-t
vivor
ard cheerfulness soon
disappear when the kidneys are cut of order
or diseased.
Kidney trouble has
become so prevalent
that it is not uncommon
/ fcr a chili to be born
h3 afflicted with weak kidneys. If the child urinpreys upon

**

a;cs

100

ci:en.

11

ine

urine scalds the flesh or if, when the child
reaches an age when it should be able to
control the passage, it is yet afflicted with
bed-wetting, depend upon it. the cause of
th difficulty is kidney trouble, and the first
step should be towards the treatment of
these important organs.
This unpleasant
trouble is due to a diseased condition of the
kidneys and bladder and not to a habit as
most people suppose.
Women as well as men are made* miserable with kidney and bladder trouble,
and both need the same great remedy.
The mild and the immediate effect of
Swamp-Root is soon realised. It is sold

by druggists,

in

fifty-

and one dollar*
You may have af
sample bottle by mail
free, also pamphlet tellHome of Swamp-KooC.
ing all about it. including many of the
thousands of testimonial letters received
from sufferers cured. In writing Dr. Kilmer
& Co., Binghamton. N. Y., be sure and
mention this paper.
cent
sizes.

Don’t mate any mistake., but remember the
name. Swamp Root, Dr. Kilmer’? Swamp-Koot,
and the address, Blngnamton, K. V., on every
bottle.

C.

A.

PARCHER.

APOTHECARY.
Ellsworth.

Maine

THE TRUEIF." 010 IT
“I feel St

Stnre Liter

Complaint—
Couldn't Eat uitkout

Quick!) Cured

me

dut^r

t

now
receiving from
‘L. T: Atwood •
cine. Three year* ago
I w*» (evenly troubled
with liver complaint.
It ni impo»*.be for
me to partake of the
lighten! food without
diutrev*. At law I vae
adviced by a friend to
try *!► F.' Medicine;
and after using two
bottlee, I wa« perfect y
well. It U also a apring
medicine which cannot
be equaled, and can
never be
toe highly
praiced."—Fred J. Bennett, Weed Farmington.

THE TRUE "L f.” MEDICINE ACTS SEUTLT BUT
PROMPTLY AND SURELY. AND LEAVES ONLY
GOOD EFFECTS IN ITS WARE

Opens To-morrow «t A mil tor him
Bangor—The rroxramnieft.

iO THE WOMEN OF THE UNITED STATES.

in

FIRST CONCERT.

(CopvMghr. 19M liy C. li. Lewis.)
Mr. Siler, corner druggist, had had
parcel boys end soda fountain boys for
years, and lie had always pursued a
His idea
certain policy with them.
was not to let them know too much.

The meeting was opened in tho morn- He argued that a knowledge of drugs
ing at ten o’clock with a praise service and chemicals made a boy conceited
led by the president of the union, D. G. >nd that soon after the conceit made
Hall, followed by a devotional tervice its
appearance a raise of salary would
E. Kinney, of
conducted by Rev. G.
| be demanded.
Somesville. Rev. Clarence Emery gave au
I
One day. however—one day when the
anniversary address, it being the ninth
first demand of the season for hot soda
and
the
the
of
twentyunion,
birthday
came in—Mr. Siler put up a sign of
Mr. Kinney helped orfifth meeting.
missed but one "Boy Wanted" and wondered if he
and
has
the
union,
ganize
shouldn't 'adopt a new policy. There
of the meetings. He spoke of the purit had was a vague fear that he hadn't given
w hat
and
of
of
the
union,
pose
the boys a fair Show, and tbe more be
accompiisued.
it the more it troubled him.
Reports of the officers were read and thought of
Omens of boys came, of course.
of
committees
Nomination
accepted.
Whenever a druggist puts out a sign
h cu ten
was followed by the roii-cail, to
of "Boy Wanted" It means lieoriee.
with a Ttree c!
societies
eet

iStfrttsrmfflt*.

Mt'SIC FESTIVAL.

c*

ax

Kji

mistake

at

met

Harbor,
Beal Cove,
Otter Creek, Seal Harbor, Northeast llaihor, Town Hill, Somtaville, llaii Quarry,
Southwest
Harbor, Alauset, Wwt Tromont, Pretty Marsh and the Center were
represented. The largest delegation was
from Hall

^

i i i\«

sweet

flag, cough drops,

rock

candy

and lots of other good things to the
successful applicant.
Mr. Siler selected one boy above all
others—a boy who looked humble and
enduring, but whose ears proved that
lie hud Judgment and discretion. When
he had been engaged at $4 per month
1
lend the soda fountain for the win
ter the druggist called him into the
back room anil keyed ills voice to the
confidential pitch and said:
"Horatio, you look to me like a sen
slble boy."
‘Yes. Mr. I am, was the reply.
•I believe 1 can trust you with the
little secrets of the trade.”
“Yes. sir. yon can."
“People will come in. TTorntio. anti
ask for pure simps and protend to be
You will
very worldly and knowing.
always have the purest sirups on hand,
and be ready to swear to it."
Mr. Siler winked at the boy, and.
after taking time to think it over, the
boy returned the wink and murmured
that he wasn't born the day before.
“And 1 want to tell you particularly
a I suit hot soda," resumed the druggist
as lie felt that he was doing the right
thing. “There is a difference between
I never told
hot soda and cold soda.
any of the other boys, but 1 feel that
1 can trust

you."

hot and the other Is cold,"
said ihe boy after some deep thinking.
"Exactly, my son. A hunk of ice
makes one cold, and hot water makes
the other hot. Never In all my drug
store life have 1 told one of my clerks
that carbonic acid gas was the life of
soda water, but I'm going to tell you.
It's v hat makes the fizz. you know."
"'ihe gee-vvhiz-flzz." murmured the
“One is

I boy.

It Is h I
“You will sell hot soda.
water soda. There is no carbonic add
It is plain, cheap hot water,
gas In It.
but not one man in ten thousand knows
it. He calls for hot soda under the Impression that he's going to get enough
gas to run a sawmill for a week, and
he goes away thinking lie's lieon loaded up. It’s ail deception, my son—one
of the little tricks of the trade. 1 give
it away to you that you may fie! tickled half to death ail the time, but on
your life you must rot betray me.
“I-ater on other and greater secrets
will follow, but this is enough for the
present. Come and go to work tomorrow morning, and it will depend entirely upon yourself whether you lose
your Job Inside of three days or eventually become the thriving and rotund
proprietor of tills corner establishment."
The boy was or. deck at an early
hour, as all new boys are the first day.
and he was inducted and initiated into
the mysteries of the soda fountain.
After an hours labor the use of the
various levers, springs, ratchets, faucets and balance wheels became plain
to him, aud the man who called for
the first glass of hot soda took him for
a

veteran.

For the first half day all went well
The hot soda went off with a rush, and
every drinker went out of the store
feeling that the gas was lifting him off
his heels. Horatio enjoyed the situa11UII

UUiUCUM'lt

UUl

il

O'lUUtlllJ

Thursday evening, June 2.
—

your eye.”
“Boy, don't you fool with me!”
warned the old man.
‘‘And don't you imagine you are going to draw any saw logs to mill with
that gas.”
The first three or four customers let
Into the secret took the boy as a
“fresh” and let It go at that, but after
awhile he got hold of a man who
walked down to the rear of the store
and shouted at the druggist:
“So that’s your little game, is It—
leavlug out the gas? If I want hot water I can get it at home, and If I owe
you anything send around your bill aa
you please.”
Then Horatio was called Into the
back room for another tnlk.
It didn't last long, and It wasn’t con
(Mentis! or hilarious. Mr. Siler simply
took him by the ear and said:
“Horatio, we must part. Take this in
kind remembrance of a druggist who
departed from his policy."
And when Horatio got outdoors be
discovered that he had been kicked.

to
Invalid Women

Reinhardt—Wain...Sweet*

PAKT II.

no more

Quartet and ehorat-LUl' the cherubic host
Solo (hasa)—And ! hearxl the voice of harperGreal and marvellous are Tny
Chorus
works. Lord God
—

ORCHKSTRAL

MATINEE.

Friday afternoon, June 3»
PART 1

Beethoven—Overture....Egraont
Orchestra
HU Glorious Work,
Chorus
Golterman—Concerto In K Minor,
llmu# Kronold
Richard Strauss.. Don Juan
Orchestra
part 11.
Gralssccnc bu-<
Glockcn Und
Wagner

Haydn—Achieved

to

—

Parsifal,
Orchestra
Wetnsterl—Vanished Dreams,
Chorus
Saint Seen*— (a) Le Deluge,
Rubinstein—(b) Melodic In F,
Orchestra

and yet unable to find any cure,
Hartman, the renowned gynecologist, ha* announced hi* willingness to
direct the treatment of a* many eases as
make application to him during the
summer months w ithout charge.
The treatment will be conducted by
correspondence. Tho doctor will pascribe all medicine*, application*, hygienic and dietary regulation* necessary
to complete a cure. The medicine* prescribed can be obtained at all drug
This offer will hold good only
a tores.
during the summer months. Any woman can become a regular patient by
sending a written statement of her age,
condition of life, history and symptoms
l

OF CARMEN

June 3.

By Bizet
Mine. Isabelle Bouton, Carmen and Mercedes;
Mis# Marguerite Lemon, Mlchaela and Fra#
qulta; Francis Archambault, Kscaodilo and
Zuniga; F.dwar*i P. Johnson, Don JJose and
Kemcndado; Edward Banrow, Morales and
1( Dancalro.
PRELUDE.
•
ACT I.
Seen a and chorus
Chorus of boys—When the Soldiers
Recitative
Chorus of Cigarette Girls

etc.

derangements.

All cases of female diseases, including
menstrual irregularities, displacements,

ulcerations, inflammations, discharges,
irritation of the ovaries, tumors and

Avar era

of the abdomen, ibonld apply *t
No one known better than Dr. Hart*
and become registered as r* gular man how much the womca suffer with
patients. All correspondence will be disease* peculiar to their »cx. N<» <«ne
held strictly confidential.
known better than he does how many
As is well known, I)r. Ilartman is the of them suffer with such disca-c*.

once

president of The Ilartman Sanitarium, Patiently, hcpefully, wearily, and often
silently, they eke out a miserable ai-tan institution which has a department
devoted exclusively to the treatment of core, year after year.
disease*. He U thus brought to
thousands of such ca>'«* every year,
the most of whom return to their homes
to be treated by correspondence. The

female
see

Recitative
Duel—’«ow I Will Dance

Song—This Flower you Gave Me
Finale
Intermezzo

Stroeskl—Dream*
Chorus
Saint Saens—Grand Aria, Samson and
Mine Schumann Meluk
Rbelnbcrgcr—Stars In Heaven,
Chorus
Gounod—March of the Marionettes,
Orchestra
Heaven*
Gaul —Let the
Rejoice,

ACT III

Ensemble—As for the Guards
Aria—Here Must the Smugglers Dwell
Recitative
Duet

Pagllacct

Mr Bjutow

Holy City,

Delilah,

additional

The

Double Chorus

Ormntp .Vrir*

ACT

IV

Chorus
March and Chorus—Here They Coroe
Duel and Finale—’Tl* Thou
FOURTH CONCERT

Saturday Afternoon, June 4
Flee Hundred Children from the Public School*
of Bangor and Brewer, through the courtesy
of C K Tilton, superintendent,
Instructed by Mr* C R Tilton and Mlt»*
E F Merrill
PA»T I

Wei er—Overture, Jubilee
The Festival Orchestra and Chorus
Elfcberg—To Thee, O Country
Chorus
Glll?t—Loin du Bat
Orchestra
Plnsutl—(«) 1 Sing Because 1 Love to Sing
Abt—(6) Festival Song
Chorus
Selected—Grand Aria
Mlsa lemon
James Wight—Maine Festival March
PAST it.

W’agner—Pilgrim's Chorus **•.Taunhaueer
Chorus
Gounod—Ballet Music from Faust,
Orchestra
Gounod—Soldiers’ Chorus...... Faust
Chorus
Group of Songs,
Miss Lemon
F
It j Marches,
Root—How
George
the Flag of the Union,
Chorus
Key—Star Spangled Banner,
Chorus
FIFTH CONCERT.

Saturday Eveniny, June 4.*

Only appearance of Mme Schuroann-Helnk
part I.

Nicolai—Overture, Merry Wives of Windsor.
Orchestra

They Come.........Carmen

Chorus
Wagner—Aria. .Rlenz
Mme Schumann Helnk
Saint Saens— Le Deluge,
Violin Obligato, by Mr Kraft,
String Orchestra
Lobr—Slumber Song,
Chorus
Mendelssohn—But the Lord is Mindful,
St Pau
Mme Schumann Helnk

Capt. George Torrey

see

ether

payes

fa home from

Mra. Mabel Jones is borne from

Boa-

Beverly,

MW.

George L. Holden returned from
Saturday.

Rockland

Frank F. Pickering, of Bradford, was a
guest at the Ellis bouse over Sunday.
Frank Hardy of Camden, is visiting bis

grandparents,
E.

J.

Ames

Burke, of

K.

Courcey

Hardy and
Rockland,

wife.
was

the

gueal of Capt Charles Scott last week.
Roy Foster died of consumption at ti e
home of Lis father, May 27, aged twei.ty*
one years snd two mouths.
Joseph Davis, Neville Powers, Goodwin

Lumber was landed here this week for
a cottage wi.ich Benjamin Smith is building for F. E. Adams, of Dorchester, Mas;.
E.

30

LITTLE DEER ISLE.
Miss Mabel

Weed is

home

from Rock-

land.
Gates Eaton
on

Bangor Monday

Willis Weed

employed

are

the Frank Jones.

George H. Eaton h.
to

to

business.

Cbarlee aud
on

went

join

the

»

gone to

New York

yacht Trophy.

Portland
hospital, where he has been for surgical
Oren Eaton is home from

Hutchinson has gone to
Bath, where he will take charge of the
barkentine Francis.
Sherman

a

Jones and family, of Boston, are In town for a few days, and will
later come for the summer.
Tbe E. M. C. 8 students will give a benefit euteitaiomeut for tbe stbletlc association next Thursday evening.
John Quimby Wood and wife have
gone to Boston, after spending a few days
in town.
They will return for July aud

August.
Emmet Corrigan, tbe actor, with bia
and servant, bas arrived for tie
summer, at bis cottage on the bead of
Verona Island.

family

Capt. F.

M.

Heath, of Yeroua, baa sold

Desperandum

to

damp-

en par ilea, and baa bought tbe schooner
Mary Louiae.
Walter Fid ridge is home from Boston
on a visit to bis parents, J.
We,ley E

He has
an

a

tine

poelliou
electric company.

is

THK (iKAMMAK SCHOOL GRADUATES.

The senior ciana of the Parker Spoflord
school
elected officers as follows;
has
; Alice Keyes, president; Clara Perkins,
! vice-president; Abbie Retd, secretary;
j Ruse llutchius, treasurer. Tbe other
members of tbe class, which numbers
nineteen, are: Laura Mclnnis, Leah Holt,
Lena Richardson, Lottie Franklin, Etta
I Smith, Georgia Ellis, Nests Richardson,
j Gertrude Bridges, Louis Williams, Norman
Dow, Howard Houston, Herbert
| Smith, Fred Delano, Morton Homer and
\ Ralph Lowell.
MEMORIAL DAY.

Memorial Day
the usual

manner

was

in

observed

town.

in

much

In

the fore-

noon, detachments of tbe local
post.went to the cemeteries and

G. A. R
decorated

of tbe soldiers. In the afterMrs. Lucy Sewell, of Rockland, is visit
noon a line was formed on Main streel
ing her aoo and daughter, Charles which proceeded to Oak Hill
cemeter5
Bsweil and Mrs. Wallace Weed.
and decorated the graves there and at th<
E.
May 30.
soldiers’ monument.
Exercises were then held in Emery hali
In the course of a murder trial at Capa
of prayer by Rev. J. N. Tran
Town recently the defendant, an aged consisting
mer, singing by the school children, readMalay trader, admitted that he had ing by
Miss Annie Steteoo, and an addreai
twenty-seven wives.
by Hon. O. F. Fellows.
the graves

with

The game
drat three

the game
j academy
*

tbe

Blueblil academy team.
slow during the

rather

waa

inolng*.

but tbe remainder of

was a

bard

fought contest. I

boys

won

by

a

score

be

of 9 to b.

Taking Into consideration the fact that
the Lakewood boys have had little or no
practice since last year, they made a good

ar-

B.

bis schooner Nil

!

cargo of salt

for tbe Grand Banks fleet.

Wiutbrop

season

the

the

treatment.

Capt.

purchased

rived from Gloucester with

Thompson have gone to Morns dridge and wife.
Heights, N. Y., to jotu the yacht Inis.
draughtsman for

and Alex

May

baa

Tbs schooner A. V. K Woodruff has

ton.

Mrs.

LAKEWOOD.

George Garland la potting up a new
Ray Grammar School
barn.
(inuts IamhI (Su»si|).
Mm. Jamen H. Jones and Master James
Mr*. C. E. Bllllogtoo, of Surry, 1* visit*
Jone*. Jr., are iu Bangor.
i ing relative* bere.
Mtaa Nina Lord, of Bath, baa been enTbe baseball team went to Surry last
gaged as clerk by C. B. Kichards.
Saiurdty to play tbe first game of trio
Daniel

NORTH DEER ISLE.

Intermezzo

Ellsworth.

—

William Wilson lariu of about fifty acres.
Mrs. Aune Hwize) and Miss Lida Baa*
toy have returned from the wiuter in
Washington, D. L.

COUNTY NEAvS.
/tv

sympathy

to human

Apothecary.

Memorial

Leoncavallo—Punchinello.II

heroine in

Parsifal,

Onhaitra

—

Quintette

au*

or

touciring appeal

burdened with

FROM ROCKS PORT.

Wagncr—Glorken Und Gralaacenc

poetry

a more

..

VkUT II.

Hark, the Zither’s Joyous
Sound
Recitative
Chorus
The Toreador’s Song—Here’s to You
Recitative
Departure of Kscamtllo

No martyr in
j romance
make*

than the woman
the cares of a family
principal remedy ho relies upon in such trying to carry the extra load of » >me
cr>'* i* IWuna, which every woman
tormenting and ewer present female
should have who has any affection of disease.
this kind. Those wishing to become
Dr. Martinnn's sympathy for such it
patients should address Dr. b. B. Hart- unt*>ut:dcd, and his willingness to Help
man, Columbus, Ohio.
I..
limited only to his power.

G. A. PARCHER,

ACT II.

2

dropy

etc

Finale
Intermezzo

Bizet—Here

J)r Hartman.

r.

of her

Mount,

8ce» a
Recitative
Duet—’Tl*of Her Thou Art “peaking
Chorus-Whence ComeTheee Angry Shrieks
Canzonet and Recitative
Seguldille and Duet—Down Near the Walla,

Gipsies’ song

the great multitude of wosuffering from some form of female

disease

Orchestra

ercniny,

Missy
Hattie
ORACB

lu view of

->March*fIotigrolse,

Friday

Council Bluffs, Iowa, write*:
••Peruna Is no experimental medicine. / have used It off and on now
for three years. At that time I was
cured of Irregular and painful menstruation.' Since that time I have
taken It for Indigestion or whenever I
felt overworked and in need of a tonic,
and I have always found that it was of
great benefit to me. I am therefore
pleased and happy to say a w ord in Its
praise and shall gladly Indorse It to
my friends.”—-Mrs. J. P. Coady.
Mias Hattie Grace, 254 West 40th St.,
N*'w York, writes:
••Peruna has changed me from a
fretful, Irritable, nervous woman into
a healthy and a happy one.
Sothing
seems to w orry and to fret me any
more.
Since early w omanhood I suffered with bearing down pains and
I w as thin and w orried,
nervousness.
Those who
but Peruna restored me.
knew me before cannot understand
the change, hut I can sum it all up In the
blessed word, Peruna.”—Hattie (irace.
Mrs. Klizaheth Forjrution, No. USl 51»t
St., Brooklyn, N. Y., President Wwt
Brooklyn Audubon Society, writes:
“/ am pleased to tell what a blessing
Peruna has been to me. Several years
ago my constitution seemed broken
dow n and I cared little w hether / lived
I had taken so much medior died.
cine that the sight of a bottle made me
sick. I had read about Peruna curing
w omen, and I thought perhaps it w ould
help me. I bought a bottle and before
It was finished I felt better. I kept on
taking It, and after three months'
faithful use I was a well woman and
able to do the w ork and undergo the
strain of younger days.”—lzlixabeth

men

Hans Kronold
Eaton Fanning—The Miller's Wooing,

THIRD CONCERT —OPERA

Hartman’s

Ferguson.

Pop par—Hungarian Rhapsode,

Barlloc

by

Treasurer of the
Avenue,

J. P,

Gaul .The Holy City
Mr Barrow, Mr
Madame Macon da,
Miles, Mlaa Drink water
Tenor solo—No shadows yonder
Air (tenor) —My soul Is a thirst for God
Chorus—They that sow In tears
Air (alto —Eye hath not seen
Chorus—For the*, O dear, dear country
Chorus—Thine Is the kingdom
Air (bass)—• A new hraven and a new earth
Choral Sanctut—'loir, holy, holy
Chorus—I.et the ncaven* rejoice
Air (tenor)—To the Lord our God
Air (alto)—Come, ye blcs-ed of my Father
Air (soprano)—These are they which came
out of great tribulation
Duet (soprano and alto)—They shall hunger

—

for Dr.
Letter.

Applying l>.v Thousands

COADY,
MRS.
Ivy Leaf Club, 1,702 0th

(а) —T»»e Pilgrim* Song,
(б) —Don Juao Serenade,
Gwilym Miles
Plnsutl (a) Spring Sons,
Serenade.
Neldlinger—(h)
Mme. Mac >nda and Chorus

SECOND CONCERT

are

Offer

Women._

Free Home Treatment

Techalkowskv,

soon as

QUAD

Dr. Hartman’s Cure for Female Diseases -A Generous

The Festival Orchestra
Handel—Hallelujah Chorus.«... Messiah
The Fewlvul Chorus
Ambrotse Thomas-Mad Scene. Hamlet
Mme. Mnconda
Mai Jens

vrv

eurred to liiiu that It was al! one sided.
When you l>t‘at a man and be Uoesu't
know it. there isn't much biiarity in
laughing behind his bark. It would be
a good deal funnier if the other fellow
was “put on." and Horatio soon P“.t
him there.
"What d'ye think yer glttln-?” he
queried of an old baldhead who had
just downed a glass and was mentally
estimating the gas pressure at a hundred pounds to the square inch.
•
Hot soda, of course.” was the reply.
■'Fee! the gas workiu'?”
‘‘In great shape. Xou seem to have a
big head of it on.”
“That's where you are left Ha, ha.
ha!” roared Horatio. “It's nothing but
plain hot water, and the gas is all In

M

Successful Home Treatment.

PART I.

Third Movement of SyroTschalkowsky
pbonle Pathetlquc,

! showing, and It is safe to say that they
will win t.a next game with tbe acad my
which

will

be

played

Ellsworth, June

|
|

at

Wyman park,

The teams were made
up as follows:
Lakewood, Charles Uarland, p; Norris Moore, c; Howard Rollins, *apt«ln, lb; Martin Garland, maos*
**r, 2b; Ivory Frasier, 3b; Harry Rollins,
h«; Ralph French, If; Irving Wilbur,cl;
Vernal Frazier, rf. Academy, Herrick, p;
V«MZie, c; Mayo, lb; Robinson, Jb:
-*aundt r*,
3b; Carter, If; Curtia, cf;
Durgain. rf; Tuom, as, captain; Brackett,
11.

manager.

WEST KLIJS WORTH.
Erauk Herrick h*a bought and moved
the late Ltzerus (Jolt's homestead.

:o

Everard (i. Barron, of Beverly, MuThursday to sp*nd hia vacation here
and at Pstten’a pond.
came

Uuptlll baa bought tbe late JereHooper iiouae, and moved his

Viuai
miah

family fron^ldeu into it.
Vin Smwn i« home from Portland,
where he was called by tbe lilneas of bt*
eon Willla J.
He left hi ^ much Improved, but not able to accompany bun
home. He is with hie slater, Mre. Herbert
Seeds.
Rev. Mr. Hunt held memorial services
the church, Suuday evening.
Tee
children met at the church, formed a procession and marched through the cemetery and decorated the soldier*’ graces,
and marched back to cburcn where they
listened to tbe address by the minister
and one of the veterans.
at

DEDHAM.
Otis Sinclair, of Coefclgan,
last week.

was

in town

Miss Bertha Dorr, of Orland, spent Sunand Monday with friends here.

day

Robert McKay, of Winter Harbor, ia
a tew daya here with relatives.

spending

Mrs. Arie Burriliand daughter Gertrude,
of Brewer, are in town for a day or two.
Mrs. W. W. Black baa gone to Bangor
to spend the week with her sister, Mre. N.
P. Libby.

O. D. Qoodwin and wife, of Brewer,
former residents here, were in town Monday.
B.
May 30.
I

